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i THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE cattle when landed there. Jdr. Franklaud’s 
enterprising energy has been of Immenee ad
vantage to Canada and America, ae he was un
doubtedly the pioneer of this great and Impor
tant trade; all other exportera are mere copy, 
lata of hla energy, and no one hae expended so 
much from their private funds to Induce 
the British people to supply accommodation 
and facilities for conducting this great 
and Important trade. It is very doubtful If 
either the Canadian or American Governments 
have in all their expenditures done 
good to the stockmen of America as Mf. Frank, 
land hae done. Not only has his 
been checked and diacouraged by perries In 
Canada, but even the greatest o 
inconveniences In England were overcome by 
him. He deserves a recognition and even more 
than thanks from all. What was considered 
an impossibility has been a grand success. This 

has been termed a crank, a fool. An., ft0. 
The live stock export trade of this continent to 
Europe may be laid at the foot of Mr. Frank- 
land’s pedestal. Mr. Frankland Is from the 
borders of England and Scotland ; full of humor 
and fun. He is considered one of the 
best judges of cattle In Canada, and knows the 
requirements of the British market. He strongly 
deprecates the pampering and over-feeding of 
animals

a

—AND- On the Wing.
HOME MAGAZINE.Q* MARKHAM FARMER’S CLUB.

At 5 p.m.. Feb. 4, we entered the Wellington 
Hotel, at Markham. The annual meeting was 
being held. The subject under dlsoussion was 
whether it would be advisable to abandon the 
Club and join the Farmers’ Institute. The 
President stated that they were the oldest 
Farmer’s Club in Canada, and had at one time 
abandoned the Club for the Grange; the Grange 
had not proved a success or a benefit to the 
Club and was abandoned. He considered 
the Club had done much good, and believed 
it would be injudicious to break it up again. 
In these remarks all the members agreed. The 
election of officers took place, and the appoint, 
ment of the time for holding the "spring show 
of grain was arranged.

At 6 o’clock the bell rang for dinner, 
sumptuous repast of oysters, chickens, geese, 
beef, ham, tongue, cake, pies, jellies, puddings 

BAJtosefOT™GmtmM luiTOti^mentg furntohed on apniication °*ker delicacies too numerous to mention ;
wai tea, coffee, fruits and spirits were all abnn- 

dmtly supplied, and all this for a cost of 60c. 
the Ned people In Canada! ^«iverti^entsarereitaMeand W88 'ortunate that the great curling match

and Burns’ Anniversary had kept many away, 
as the hotel was completely packed. Deeplte 
this, everything passed off most harmonlous-

_ 'y Mr. Frankland asked the blessing; after
Our Monthly Prize Essays. dinner addresses were'given bv the President. 

conditions OP competition. ‘members and others—Mr. Frankland on the
leasTmrt^tm to'the^standard for'ptTblîcatiom^ 8* Th™^0^'

2. —Tt. Is not necessary for essayists to agree with The n8ua' loyal toasts were proposed, Captain
differing from ùs”* “ they **Ve sound reasons for responding to “The Army and Navy ”

3. -The essays will be judged by the Ideas argu- Between 10 and 11 O’clock the meeting ad-
mufmitCbv t^^gramrnar"^^^^^)^1 or”snelling’ TT*, to an adi"ln,n« room, leaving

"'ho have en’ the d.mng hall to be oleared for dancing, In
the^disousslonaln the adjoining*S^*n8 — b 

™mLlnrd'enJ?dead ttK ^17^’^ Mr' F' one of the alder-
ing fwue.WlU appear in the same or 1° a succeed- men of Toronto, gave a very interesting and

important address in regard to 
meat trade. He stated that he was the first 
person that ever shipped a cargo of cattle from 

The America to Europe, and gave an account of the 
difficulties he had to contend with. He was
sneered at by bankers and capitalists; he had
great difficulty to get the vessels properly fitted 
up, and when his stock was on board, the in 
surance company would not insure the cattle for 
less than ten per cent. To avoid this high rate, 
he insured his own life instead of that of the cat 
tie. When in Liverpool he had great difficulty to 
procure accommodation for his stock. He per
sonally expended large sums of money to induce 
the authorities to

r. •
william weld, editor and proprietor.

evenThe Leading Agricultural Journal Published 
In the Dominion.
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THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE,
360 Richmond Street,

London Ont., Canada.tany IIMr. Simon Beattie addressed the meet nv In 
i egard to the import trade. He has Wn one 
of Canada’s largest importers He imported 
largely for Mr. O. Miller Mr Cochran and 
nnmarons other breeders, snd verv largely for 
himself. Shorthorns. Ayrshire*. .Jerseys. Cots- 
wolds, Leioesters Shmnshires, Oxfords. Sonth- 
downs and Olvdesdale horses have b*en his 
specialties, although he has Imported many 
others. H« mentioned the highly rémunéra11ve 
nart of agricultnre that the farmers In that 
vicinity were now paying their attention to, 
namely, the breeding of Clydesdale hors»*, 
which were now In great demand at from S150 
to $300 p»r head for draft purposes. This he con 
sidered quite as remunerative as any branch of 
agriculture. At the present time his attention 
was being turned somewhat to the Dorset 
sheep as being more profitable that anv other 
for the shambles. The advantage that 
class of
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our exportOnr prize of $5.00 for the beet original essay 

on Glovers and Grasses has been awarded to 
Mr. Thomas Elmes, Princeton, Ont. 
essay appears in this issue.

P
n in

A prize of $5 will be given for the best orig
inal Criticisms on the General Purpose Barn— 
see page 76. Essays to be handed in not 
later than March 25th.

Fifty
21st.
din.. this

sheep has over all others is that they 
are the most prolific. For instance, they seldom 
have lees than twins and often three lambs at 
a dropping, and they breed twice 
year. Their progeny is in great demand to 
supply the tables of the epicures and of the 
leading hotels and saloons with Iamb, for which 
they pay almost fabulous prices.

Mr. Thoe. Guy spoke of the merite of the

1r-y

A prize of $5 will be given for the best 
original essay on How should the Farmer Treat 
his Hired Men, and how

each

he Employ them 
most Profitably. Essays to be handed in not 
later than April 15th.
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with milk from animals so diseased. Why is 
this milk not as dangerous in the form of cheese 
or butter? We do not profess to be able to fore
see, but we may pretty safely infer that it is not 

cairrireese^that is now shipped 
into Canada and re-shippedfr^m here to foreign * 
markets. Cheese so shipped must detract 
from the reputation of Canadian products, 
and Should be prevented by our legisla
tors without delay. A 2a. per lb. difference in 
the price our product should maintain, would 
be of immense benefit to Canadian dairymen.

Ayrshire cattle. He considered that the merits at this dinner of small stature, either ladies or 
of this breed are being overlooked by the gentlemen, many being between 6 ft. and 6 ft. 
greet booms that were being made to foist on 3 in. in height, and proportionately stout, 
the public the exaggerated merits of other The following morning we met two Ameri- 
breeds. He considered that many of the pub- can stock buyers who had been at the dinner, 
Kshed reports were incorrect, and were in- namely, Mr. John Slaven, of Reedsburgh, Sauk 
tended to mislead the public. He knew that Co1., Wis., and Mr. D. Campbell, of*i Elington, 
the Ayrshire» were, for many parts of this Tuscola Co., Mich., when we heard the follow- 
country and for dairy purposes, being under- ing remarks, ‘‘I never saw such a meeting.” 
rated. Why, we asked, do you get up rougher meetings

Mr. Simeon Bennie, in response to a sugges- in your State? “Rough,” said he, “we could not 
tion from Mr. Fraakland to plant trees, said he get up such a useful social gathering in our 
did not believe in planting trees as many sug- state, neither do I think such a meeting could 
geeted, through the farm and along the road be got up in any State in the Union ; it was so 
side; he wanted his farm open, not shaded: beneficial and harmonious.’- 
the grain was never as
good near the trees—be- __________ -_______
sides, the trees would 
send their roots into the 
drains and stop them.
He wanted the fields to 
be well drained, and 
believed in growing the 
trees in a place on some 
part of the farm, and to 
keep them there.

Mr. Robinson, the 
Reeve of Markham, ad
dressed the
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BLACK WALNUT.

( Continued from page dJf.)
When cleariijg-heavHy timbered land from 

the original forest, great 
difficulty is experienced 
by any settler who tries 
to save a single tree. If 
one attempts to save 

of the fullgrown 
trees, it is sure to die as 
soon as its companions 
are taken from it. The 
hot sun and dry winds 
affect the long trunks of 
the trees, from which 
its companions shel
tered it, and it very 
soon dies, if not blown 
over by the wind or 
struck by lightning. To 
attempt to rave a young 
one is almost as diffi
cult, as in felling the 
larger ones they will 
break down the small 
one. Ifthey should es
cape this, the burning 
of the brush causes such 
a heat all over the fal
low that not one in ten 
thousand attempts 
would be successful. 
Then, the chopping up 
and logging and burning 
of the larger timber is 
another ortleal almost 
as bad as the brush 
burning. Thousands of 
the old settlers have 
tried (as we often have 
done) to save some of 
the original trees, but it 
has been almost an im
possibility.
settlers are too often 
blamed by the ignorant 
for not having saved
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relative to municipal 
affairs, and wished the 
Club success.

Mr. J. Sanford stated 
that he had, within the 
past six years, imported 
nearly 100 head of the 
Sussex cattle ; that 
these cattle were very 
highly thought of by 
many Americans, and 
that Mr. Burley, of 
Maine, says that in five 
years there will be 
greater demand for 
them than for any other 
class of homed cattle 
on this continent. Mr. 
S. stated that he had 
partaken of many din- 
aers in England that 
cost 10s. sterling, or 
32.50, that did not
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CÊÊkpass this.
Mr. SV. Cherry, aged 

84, Mr. Pike and Mr. 
Train,all coincided with 
the remark of Mr. H. 
Oil lins, aged 74, who 
stated that there

mmmrsm?s
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The oldI H l : HLACK walnut TFtTCK,

, 'The most valuable timber crown in Canada.)
was

a single member that ever joined the It is our opinion that no institute Club or 
blT win' sZeTd V,Ubd an,t 8tUCk t0 H’ or6an*zation of any kind in Canada has done or
but who succeeded, and were now well is doing more good to the farmers in any local 

. “d •”dependent. It was also stated ity than the Markham ( lub is 
that they knew of many who had left the club,
£me having gone away, and expecting to do : We have learned from what we believe to 
better ; nme out of every ten who had left had be reliable authority, that American cheese is
3d ni wÎ 7d retUrD “ th6y beÎDg 8hiPPed iDt0 CaDada and ^Ported to
could. Those who did return were m a sorry : England from this Dominion, and is sold as
position moompar,son to what they formerly Canlian productsACanada has gained a hivher
were. $ Should not this stimulate the lardy to reputation for thel/uality of he/oheese tl, 1 tlm
oin or establish such clubs ? United S ates nnxv y ,tle|r ™e tlun the

w T,, , „ i Lui.ea a.ates now has, and it deserves to be
ment J \ T 'h“ aSt0niah- i ^ higher, because Canada has notment at such a gathering of such large sized so many deadly diseases as exist in the United
men, such as he thought he had not before seen. States and in other countries, such as tubercu- 
It was really remarkable that there were none losis, which will

not
i i some of the trees.i

1 On light land and where timber has not grown 
densely, it has been an easy matter to save 
trees. This is an excellent indication of the 
value of the soil. \\ here the timber could not 
be saved, large barns,
fine stock arc found; where there is any amount 
of small berry bushes, scrub, oak, willow, 
poplar, and birch, there is nit apt to be 
found so much wealth as on richer land.

In our lastissue we gave a scene of th destruc
tion of the forest when"clearing our land. We 
made many futile attempts to save some of the 
young timber. We give you the accompanying 

■ ause dpith t i Illustration of1 a black walnut tree that wasause death to infants ,f fed | fortunately spared on our homestead, in

doing.i i
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the townehip of Delaware. It stands 
a ravine and side hill—this having gi 
a better opportunity to throw the larger trees 
away from it in clearing the land. When 
saved it was about the size of one’s wrist. A 
few other trees were saved near it, which have 
marred its growth a little on one side. We 
give the accompanying illustration of it, 
and consider it a most enchanting tree. Forty- 
one years ago it was only a small scrub bush ; 
it has grown now to be 65 feet high. 
The length of the longest limb, measured 
at right angles from the 
36 feet; the trunk**

(Sir-

abandoned. Col. Leys said all but those immedi
ately interested knew that the Provincial Ex
hibition was a perfect fraud, and had been so 
for years. The people were taxed for the grant 
and should be taxed no longer. It is a great 
pity this once useful institution should have 
descended so low in the estimation of the pub
lic as it now is. We used every influence 
and means to try and prevent this, but of no 
avail. We would be pleased to aid the 
ation of the utility and popularity of the Pro
vincial Exhibition, should any one of its 
bers or officers devise any practical plans for so 
doing.

near

‘©He 5$farm.veil

Agricultural Depression in Britain 
—The Recent Riots — Redlstrlbn- 
tion of the Land—Strikes-Forelgn 
Competition and Fair Trade—Dig 
ging Machines-Trade and Prices 
—Colonial and other Exhibitions, 
etc.restor-

[FROM OUR- LIVERPOOL CORRESPONDENT. ]
The confession is a melancholy one, but it 

must be made—the state of trade in Britain 
and the sister country, Ireland, is no better, 
but much worse than when I last addressed

The Colonial Exhibition to be held in £e COnt“ue to fal1’ and the foreign
England we look on as a grand and noble un- 2 °“ the decrea8e- Indeed, mat-
dertaking -one that should tend to advantage Î!d stat” “ * u dePlorable condition, 
to the world, especially to the British natk£ d 8tate81"en’ "ho are responsible for good
of which Canada forms no insignificant part’ FarmTttTLfiH* m°8t anxiou8 time‘ 

We hope and believe that she will be wel/ren I a * ? ’ laborers are unemployed,resented. We know that many of our Sends and SZ rTl *° ?8h *° ^ t0Wn"
will be there, and believe they will be amply re- 2 Ï .the Jope of finding employment, 
warded for their pains. We expect who" 1tÏîaÎl Zht £
ducts of all our most important branches of in !ani, T, “ d P ght a8 the t,llera of th« 
dustry will be on exhibi^and belTve a 2t tiJht doJ! ^ to
deal of good from an educational sLdSn of the ma. R l l "P^™'8

, a, . , T, „ . eutuupoint of the masses, but the strain of novertv
will be effected. If all is well we hone : . _ , ol poverty. ^ it eu’ we "°Pe t0 « now so intense and widespread that would

-i.hy., “thz,z'tz'r*,ei"ingeating and important to you. It will .end to LpZlT7.T”JZ’” *

strengthen our bond of union, and smoothen any '
asperities that may exist.

mem-trunk, is 
now girths from 8 
.d in. ; the trunk isft. 8 in. to 10 

forked or crotched, but it is only 7 ft. 3 in. to 
the limbs. To our eyes it is the most beautiful 
walnut tree we have seen. What makes it 
still more enhancing to us is that it is in this 
the children have played. Here the swing 
was attached to its branches, and under its 
shade we often rested, talked and played. 
There may be many more handsome walnut 
trees in Canada, but we never have seen one 

\ affÿet to equal it, and should be pleased to in
sert an illustration of one if furnished us. 
“Westwell” is the name of the homestead. We 
call this the Emporium Walnut. It 
where this tree grows that the largest and 
finest walnut trees have been grown. Now 
we have planted walnuts from this tree in the 
hope of raising some that may add wealth and 
beauty and happiness to our country. We hope 
to awaken’such a spirit in. planting this most 
valuable variety of tree, the beauty and shade of 
which has given us great pleasure and comfort, 
and the nuts of this tree have pleased

The Colonial.

was near

a great
meeting of the unemployed is being held in 
Trafalgar Square, London, 
present, some of them bearing banners inscribed 
with the words, “Work, that we may live.” 
Several of the speeches smack of Socialistic 
doctrines, whilst others advocate a redistribu
tion of the land, that the laborers may thrive 
on their own soil, and thus give the operatives 
in the towns a better chance of procuring 
regular employment. Two days ago a number 
of similar meetings were held in different parts 
of London. Agitation is kept up in the metro
polis, but in the provincial cities committees 

busily employed in collecting subscript!1 
for the purpose of mitigating the distress. In 
the north the situation is aggravated by strikes 
amongst the shipwrights and the cotton

Thousands are

^farmers1 ©tubs.
many

other gray-headed old men and young children; 
what is more, the nuts from this tree will be 
exhibited at the great Colonial Exhibition in 
England this year, and most probably 
will be planted in England and in many of our 
sister colonies.

Middlesex Agricultural Council.
<™s Council meets on the third Saturday of every 

month at 2 o’clock p.m., in the office of the Farmer’s
ciZn^ouW be^sseM- stLt^X
Henry Anderson, Willow Grove, Middlesex Co.]

some more

The regular monthly meeting of this Council 
was held on the 20th ult., the Vice-President, 
Mr. W. A. Macdonald, in the chair.

After routine, the programme for the day not 
having been gone through, it was moved and 
carried that the Council adjourn for the pur
pose of attending another farmers’ meeting 
winch was being held in the city.

1 he programme for the following two meet
ings of the Council was decided upon. At the 
March

Have you any recollection of seeing a wal
nut tree growing on any of our parks?

We have passed through the parks of Mon
treal, Kingston, Toronto, Hamilton, Brant
ford, L >ndon, etc., but no walnut tree do we 
remember seeing.

We have traveled thousands of miles 
in our country, but where do you find the 
walnut trees? Are they not too 
Would not some of our money have been better 
expended in planting them than in the

are ons

opera
tives. There the men have failed to recognise 
that the inevitable results of low prices are lets 
profits and reduced wages, and instead of mak 
ing the best of the bad business, they are simp
ly exhausting their trades union funds, and, 
by driving orders out of the country, are play
ing into the hahds of their foreign competitors.

Members of both political parties have ex
pressed their willingness to legislate in the di
rection of an extensive subdivision of the land, 
in the hope of satisfying the demands of farm 
laborers, but men of observation fail to 
prehend how a poor man can make a farm pay, 
in the face of foreign competition, when great 
capitalists have foiled to do so. It must be 
borne in mind that, apart from the rents, which

scarce?

meeting Mr. John Kennedy will read a 
paper on “The most Profitable Class of Horses 
for the Canadian Farmer to Breed.” Mr.
Kennedy is an expert horseman, and a number 
of the best horse authorities in the neighborhood 
will take part in the discussion.

At the April meeting, it is expected that 
the President, Mr. D Leitch, will read a pa
per on “How to Improve the Relation between 
Farmers and the Managers of Cheese Factories. ”

Mr. Leitch being one of the most extensive 
cheese manufacturers in the west, something 
authoritative and spicy is expected from him.
A number of other cheesemen and farmers will baVe been considerably reduced during the past 
take part in the discussion. dve yearB> the Imperial and local taxes

Friends of the Council in all parts of the Do- 4° abou* one hundred and fifty million pounds 
minion are respectfully invited to send in their 8ter*'n8 Per annum. This sum is almost triple 
views on the subjects to the Secretary. Their tIle amount of the taxation in existence when

Mr. Cobden brought about the repeal of the 
Corn Laws. Since then prices have gone down, 
and the competition of, Canada, the United 

The motto of the Royal Agricultural Society States, Russia and India, have enormously in 
is Practice with Science. , creased. To expect that farm laborers

very
precarious ventures that your cash may now, 
perhaps, be delusively sunk in? Just try and 
put a little money where you can see it 
growing. You may depend on it that a lot of 
your unseen and expectant investments will 
not bring in one-tenth part as much for you 
or your descendants as if in a good plantation of 
timber. com

The Wf stern Fair.
t his Exhibition was at one time considered 

to have been the best Agricultural Exhibition 
held on this continent.ever The grounds are 

now cut up, and nearly half are disposed of. 
V\ e did what we could to prevent it, and regret 
the steps that have been taken and the 
employe 1 to accomplish the end. At the last 
meeting of the Board a motion was passed de
puting a Committee to wait on the Ontario 
Legislature, and ask that the Provincial grant 
to the Agricultural afid Arts’ Association be

amount

means

communications will be read and discussed at 
the Council meetings.
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! There is no doubt, under these changed circum
stances, that the spiteful and sentelers para
graphs which, for many years, appeared in the 
Mark Lane Express against the Domini*! will 
now receive a check, to say the least of it.

The Liverpool “Stiipperies" Exhibitiye is 
going ahead, but of course Canada, having to.-r1' 
spend so much money over the Intercolonial 
Exhibition in London, cannot well be repre
sented at it. Still, several importers will send, 
through the Canadian agent here, specimens 
of grain and other agricultural produce to assist 
this monster show in the north-west of Eng 
land, and to illustrate the extent and nature of 
the imports of this, one of the most celebrated 
entrepots of the world’s commerce.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne has been chosen as the 
place for holding the Royal Society’s Exhibition 
for the year 1887. The schedule of prizes for 
competition at the Society’s Show, to be held 
at Norwich, on July 12th in the present year, 
and the four following days, have just been 
published. The total amount of the money of
fered is about £5,600. Nearly all this large sum 
will go to live stock, as implements will only 
take £80 and ten silver medals; cheese, £150; 
butter, £37, and hives and honey, £20 15s.

The council of the Smithfield Club have just 
appointed a Committee to report upon “the 
practicability of instituting a class or classes 
for animals entered for slaughter, the prizes 
being awarded to the best carcases. ”

The^Board of Trade r’eturns for January show 
a remarkable decline in the imports of wheat, 
flour, cattle, fresh beef, bacon, hams and but
ter. The cause is attributed to the decline in 
the purchasing power of the people through 
bad trade. There has been a slight increase in 
the imports of sheep, fresh mutton and cheese, 
and also in butterine, the latter having arrived in 
much larger quantity than in the correspond
ing period of last year.

With regard to prices, cattle of all kinds, 
though showing no improvement in value for 
several months, are still no lower than they 
were last autumn. Sheep are about as low as 
one can almost fancy them, and are likely to 
have passed the minimum. It may be remarked 
that over a large breadth of Scotland the death- 
rate of black-faced hogs is heavier than usual.

Farmers’ Organizations and Agri. 
cultural Education in the 

Maritime Provinces.
(1 rom our New Brunswick Correspondent.)

The New Brunswick Farmers’ Association 
has just held its annual session in Sackville, 
Westmoreland county. This Association 
formed some ten years since, 
the Association was to bring the leading farm- 

of the Province together, to talk over and 
discuss practical questions relative to their 
business, hoping that by this 
general interest might be awakened in the agri
culture of the Province, and a better syst 
adopted. The meetings usually have been well 
attended, but not so representative aw, it was 
hoped they would be.
counties were represented-Kings and West
moreland and there was not near so much en
thusiasm as on some former occasions.

The question which occupied the most time 
was the second on the list:—“How can the 
farmers of the Province best improve the prac
tice of their profession so as to compete more

ket, I was laughii gly told, ‘Ob, we are not 
afraid of foreign competition; we shall grow 
twice as much corn next year if all goes well. ’ 
From what I have seen of this great digger and 
the newly and deeply-dug fields, with their 
beautiful crumbled surfaces, the magnificent 
crops produced with hardly any manure, and 
the satisfactory financial results, I feel that it 
requires but to be introduced to landowners 
and capitalists, and the regeneration of British 
agriculture will surely follow. I ascertained 
that at the Royal Society’s Show a special 
prize was awarded to the inventor; since then 
the steam digger has been perfected, and its 
work is a source of amazement to all who see 
it.”

meet the heavy charges against the land, pro
vide for the sustenance of themselves and their 
families, and grow wheat at 29s. the quarter, 
is simply preposterous. The remedy suggested 
by Socialistic agitators, if applied, would be as 
bad as jumping out of the frying pan into 
the fire.

Men who have been ruined, and others who 
are doing their best to avoid financial collapse, 
are giving in their adhesion to the Fair Traders’ 
policy, who demand that import duties shall 
be imposed on foreign produce equal to that 
which is placed upon home produce in the shape 
of the taxes already referred to, care being 
taken to give an advantage to the colonists 
over countries which, by high tariffs, all but 
exclude British manufacturers from its markets. 
As an indication of the progress which the Fair 
Trade movement is making, attention may be 
drawn to the meeting of the Central Chamber 
of Agriculture, just held in London, at which 
the following resolution was carried by a 
large majority:—“That this meeting, looking 
at the continued and increasing severity of the 
depression of agricultural and other national 
industries, expresses its opinion that no 
adequate relief can be obtained except by the 
wise reform and readjustment of our fiscal 
system, and respectfully urges upon Her 
Majesty’s Government and the Legislature the 
pressing necessity for the immediate introduc
tion into Parliament of measures to enable 
industries to withstand the severity of foreign 
competition in our home markets.” This action 
on the part of the Central Chamber has created 
a great noise amongst the political economists, 
and pamphleteering against “protection” once 
more promises to become rampant.

Sir Walter Scott once described necessity 
the “best of peace makers” as well as the 
“surest prompter of invention.” The necessi
ties of the poor in Great Britain do not afford 
indications of a peaceful character. The last 
named of Sir Walter’s observations would ap
pear to be the most correct one of the two. 
The prospects of a rise in the price of 
very slight indeed. The improvement in the 
tone of the English wheat markets at the be
ginning of the year was not maintained many 
days. Though the quantities on passage to 
England are comparatively small, the stocks at 
home are large, and the favorable accounts of 
the American winter crop will help to keep 
markets in a depressed condition. Invention i 
therefore coming to the rescue of the British far- 

If it succeeds as well as is prophesied of 
it, the consumers as well as the growers of 
will benefit, but for a time there will still be 
bad lookout for the laborers, whose work on the 
soil will be supplanted by machinery. In Essex 
several great digging machines have been 
working for some time, and they are said to 

the fields like “steam elephants,” 
each machine digging ten acres per day, equal 
to 170 men. The reader will best realize the 
value of the invention by the following de 
scription given of it by Mr. Octavius Deacon, 
of Loughton, Essex:—“A few weeks since I 
drove over several of the farms in the hands of 

proprietors of this great digging machine ;
I passed through perfect villages of corn stacks 
and straw stacks, the result of last year’s op 
tions, and on my expressing my astonishment 
that the farmers should attempt to compete 

■ "ith American wheat in such n depressed mar-
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The cattle trade in England shows no im
provement. Since writing my last letter 
several of the Australian froz< n meat companies 
have been wound up, and apparently there will 
be no great expansion of the frozen mutton 
trade from Australasia during the next twelve 
months. Here comes in the old advice 
again—what Canadian farmers have to do is to 
study quality. If they produce a first-class 
article there is no doubt but that it will still 
pay the raisers of mutton in the Dominion to 
send such produce to the British markets. 
Anything “scrubby,” however, not only of mut
ton, but of cattle, it appears must, in the future, 
mean a dead loss to the Canadian producer. 
Under these circumstances it may be safely 
predicted that while the enterprising farmer 
who produces a really first-class article will be 
well remunerated, thp enterprising yeomen in

d first- class
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Canada, who have kept pedigree an 
stock, must find their business vastly increased 
by the demand for superior breeding stock.

It appears that the exhibition of Canadian 
live stock, at the forthcoming Intercolonial 
Exhibition in London, has been abandoned, 
and quite right, tc o. The experience of the 
Royal Society, and the Bath, and the West of 
England Societies, show that Londoners 
not very specially interested in agricultural 
subjects, and consequently, in the 
months when farmers were very busy, an ex
hibition of Canadian live stock, however good, 
would not be properly appreciate!,. Another 
objection is that it would be necessary to have 
such stock in a separate building. The extra 
cost of advertising would be enormous, and the 
exhibition of the stock would in
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no way com
pensate for the increased outlay. Let the Ca
nadian farmers take advantage of a suggestion 
which has already been thrown out—prepare 
score of first-class and well-matured animals 
and send them to the Smithfield Show 
year. There is

mer.
a

corn
a next

no objection to them being 
entered for competition and afterwards exhibit
ed together in a group.

was
The object of

►
Thus the various 

breeds of cattle and sheep would come under 
the notice of breeders, feeders and consumers, 
and would be 
agricultural press of the world.

It may interest seme of your old country 
readers to^know that the old established 
paper, Mark Lane Express, has again changed 
hands. It is now the property of Mr. Walter 
Darvin, who is also the proprietor of Bell's 
Weekly Messenger. It will be remembered that 
Mr. Darvin paid several visits to your Province, 
and he has once been over the Canadian Pacific 
Railway as far as Calgary. He is consequently 
conversant with the resources of the Dominion.
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ra- auccessfully with the agriculture of other 
tries ?” Mr. P. Black, of Windsor, N.S , who 
had been invited to attend the meeting, read a 
paper, taking strong ground in favor of an Agri
cultural College for the Maritime Provinces. 
Mr. Black was a Guelph student, and stood up 
for the institution, although he thought the 
curriculum covered too much ground. It 
would be better, in his opinion, if less 
undertaken. The work then could be thorough. 
It came out in discussion that in the last year 

7 ten students had attended the Ontario Agricul
tural School from Nova Scotia, and six from 
New Brunswick, and it was argued from this 
that there was a decided feeling there in favor 
of a better training for farmers’ sons, and for 
those who wished to become farmers. After 
the question had been discussed at some length 
the following resolution was passed nearly 
unanimously: —

“ Whereas, the keen competition existing 
in the markets of the world in agricultural pro
ductions makes it a matter of great importance 
to farmers that these shall be produced at a 
minimum cost ; and whereas, almost every 
civilized country has recognized the importance 
of agriculture to the State by establishing Agri
cultural Schools and Colleges and Experimental 
Stations, where farmers’ sons, or those wishing 
to become farmers, can be better instructed in 
the principles and practice of agriculture, be it 
therefore resolved, that this Association meet
ing ask the Government of New Brunswick to 
communicate with the Governments of Nova 
Scotia and Prince Edward Island, with the 
view of taking united action in establishing an 
Agricultural School or College in some central 
location in the Maritime Provinces. ”

having appointed a Professor of Agriculture in 
the Normal School, is in advance of the other 
Provinces in her ideas of agricultural education. 
—Ed.]

coun- attempts made by the friends of the Model 
Farm to petition the Commissioner of Agricul
ture “to advise with the principal seedsmen” 
for the purpose of securing reliable seeds is 
not very flattering to the latter. The resolu
tion stamps our “principal seedsmen” as frauds, 
and compels the Government not only to inter
fere in this branch of private enterprise, but 
also to favor one seedsman at the expense of 
another.

be
ill m

mis
to.-^ i Permanent Pastures.

In the existing depressed times, when a 
number of our most substantial agricultural in
dustries are threatened with destruction by 
foreign competition, farmers are compelled to 
turn their attention to other branches of agri
culture, in the study of which the question of 
permanent pastures occupies an important 
place. And yet this is not the right way 
to consider the issue ; the broad question is 
intensive versus extensive farming. Farmers 
must produce more per acre per annum; they 
must learn, for example, how to calculate the 
quantity of milk, fruit or beef they can pro
duce from an acre; and if the result is not a 
paying one, they must produce more. Many 
questions are involved in the accomplishment 
of this end, embracing the study, drainage, 
manuring, tillage, rotation of crops, classes and 
varieties of agricultural plants, etc., and the 
question arises, Which one or more of these 
means can most effectually and economically 
attain the desired end ? No reliable opinion can 
be expressed with reference to any of them 
without taking all the local conditions and 
circumstances into consideration.

Regarding the recuperation of the soil, the 
cry has been, “More stock,” “More stock, 
more manure, more manure, more grass,” 
being dinned into our ears. One of the most 
difficult of all these subjects to comprehend is 
the preparation and use of manures, especially 
commercial fertilizers; and we almost invaria
bly find the greatest profits can be secured from 
an intelligent application of those principles 
which are least perfectly understood. This is 
the reason why such large dividends are made 
by the proper use of commercial fertilizers. 
With all respect to the opinions of those who 
contend that fertility can be maintained for 
considerable length of time by an extensive use 
of grass mixtures, yet the farmer who attempts 
to restore fertility by this system will find his 
task a slow and laborious one. Unquestion
ably, the farming of the future will embrace 
the use of all the bam-yard manure obtainable, 
with the addition of greater or less quantities 
of the commercial article. Feeding the soil is 
just like feeding animals ; if you cannot get the 
proper ration in the manure heap, you should 
make it proper by the addition of suitable 
material. There is another important point of 
similarity; by feeding stock a mere mainten
ance ration no increase can be obtained —so it 
is with the soil; and we are convinced that the 
heaviest losses which farmers suffer arise from 
feeding their soil mere maintenance rations. In 
a rotation it may take twelve or fifteen loads 
of manure per acre to get back in the crop the 
cost of production. All the profit is in the 
manure applied over and above this quantity.

The Government have started out on another 
boom at the farmers’ expense. The “per acre 
per annum” principle which they have adopted 
is perfectly sound, and if they succeed in induc
ing a considerable number of farmers to lay 
down permanent pastures, they will accomplish 
a great deal of good. They are, however, 
several ^rears behind our leading seedsmen in 
their methods of procedure.
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cise greater vigilance in the selection 
of pure seeds than the Government will 
do, judging by their past career. Every farmer 
worthy of the name is already acquainted with 
these seedsmen, and if other powers cannot 
wake up farmers of the “ old-fogy” type, the 
Government’s prospects for doing 
slim indeed.

leading seed merchants■
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men, and exer-g
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r, Many of our seedsmen have experiment sta

tions of their own, where they test not only the 
suitability of varieties to rur climate, but also 
the purity of the seeds—their germinating 
power and their trueness to name. Not only 
so, but they are interested in getting reports 
from their customers, often by letter and often 
by visiting the pasture fields, thereby strength
ening or weakening the seedsman’s confidence 
in their own experiments. In this manner they 
have facilities for acquiring reliable information 
which the Government can never possess.

An agent of the Government has been stump
ing the country and burdening the press with a 
formula for permanent pastures, which he 
borrowed from a leading seedsman, making 
slight alterations from time to time to suit 
his whims. The Government’s mixture is so 
complete that it will suit any soil or location 
in the Province, while the leading seedsmen, in 
their catalogues, invite farmers, when sending 
in their orders, to describe the soil and aspect 
of the field on which the mixture is to be 
sown. Either the Government or the seeds
men must be wrong. Our opinion is that the 
farmers should follow the advice of the seeds
men. However, if they wish to master the 
subject for themselves, they should study the 
feeding and growing habits of the different 
clovers and grasses, and then they will know 
how to order their own mixtures. The only 
secret is to select for the mixture the largest 
percentage of those seeds which are best 
adapted to the soil and aspect of the field to 
be seeded down. The necessary information 
will be found in another column.

A year ago, in a series of three articles, we 
published exhaustive details on permanent 
pastures, based chiefly on our own experience 
and on our observations while travelling 
amongst the farmers ; this year we leave the 
subject to other experienced men, and we find 
that the ground is well covered by our prize 
essayist.
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1 I am afraid, however, that those who were
most anxious that the above resolution should 
pass the meeting have not very strong faith that 
it will accomplish much. The New Brunswick 
Government is composed of men whose know
ledge of agriculture, either theoretical or prac
tical, is very limited. The Secretary of Agri
culture for the Province (quite recently ap
pointed) is a lawyer and an ex-editor, and, it 
is reasonable to suppose, will not be in a posi
tion to enlighten them much.

Nova Scotia has just made a new departure 
in agricultural matters, having abolished the 
old Board of Agriculture and appointed a 
Secretary of Agriculture, who is under the 
direct control of the Government.

i

a

It is also
proposed to have the science of agriculture 
taught in the common schools, and a Professor 
of Agriculture has been placed in the Normal 
School at Truro, where those who are turned 
out as teachers are to be especially instructed 
to teach this branch.

The winter here continues pleasant, and the 
sleighing excellent, and in many parts of Nova 
Scotia there has not been snow enough to bring 
runners into use this winter.

[Farmers should be warned against being 
lead by ex students of the Ontario Agricultural 
College, who are now scattered all over the 
Dominion. They are pledged to support the 
Model Farm, and although their intentions in the 
cause of agricultural education may be good, 
yet they understand little about the political 
corruption which is the ruling power. There is 
no reason why a Government Agricultural Col
lege cannot be kept as free from politics as any 
other educational institution, 
and their sons ought to have an agricultural 
education nobody can dispute, but the work 
must progress little by little. Nova Scotia

,
At the New York Experiment Station Mr. 

Ladd, the chemist, has been making some tests 
as to the relative value of raw and cooked 
food, employing an artificial digestive fluid. In 
every case there was a loss of albuminoid in 
the cooked ration. The cooking seemed dis
advantageous, both in the loss of actual albu
minoid, and in the depreciation of the digestive 
value of the albuminoid that remained. 
Chemical analysis of the two kinds of food and 
actual feeding tests had already indicated 
that cooking food for stock lessens its nutri
tive value.
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Experiment S With Potatoes—Potato potash even for potatoes. A formula made for Log from the food given to the cows, I valued 

Rot —Profits and Losses on the crop is only right under the condition that it at nearly $2.00 per ton, according to the then
the soil is equally deficient in all the constitu- market prices of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and'

potash; but all 1 paid was 20 cents per ton. 
Having now eliminated the potash from our Hen manure is also a general fertilizer. You 

consideration, the next question is, Is the soil the will see that it was applied at the rate of 3,300 
more deficient in nitrogen or phosphoric acid •- lbs. per acre, and the results in the yield 

the We have already

: • ::

1 ; Fertilizers.
i lA Lecture delivered by W. A. Macdonald before ents required for the crop, 

the Middlesex Agricultural Council.)Î
No. II.

Now if I can explain the causes of these en 
ormous profits and losses, we have at once

were
seen that phosphoric acid just equal to those of the best commercial fer 

key to success; if not, investigation may as well (superphosphate) has produced splendid results tilizer, although the gain on my investment 
oease, and the use cf commercial fertilizers without the aid of nitrogen or potash, and that was nearly six times greater. It took 33 lbs.

. - produced i of hen manure to produce the same results as
Before I begin to explain, I desire you to look a loss of G percent in the yield and a loss of 125 1 lbs. of the analyzed fertilizer, and I am satis

through this magnifying glass, or even with the percent on the money invested, proving corn^ fied that I could have doubled the yield by 
naked eye, at the coarser particles of soil from dusively that it is phosphoric acid that the soil adding a small quantity of superphosphate to 
which the clay has been separated. This is or requires. Take up a handful of that soil and the lien manure.
dinarily supposed to be sand, but if you look you will not sec a particle of organic matter in Let me give an analysis of these fertilizers 
dosely you will see fragments of alkaline rocks, it, and its light color proves the absence of any showing the quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric

mnstTnf/Th t Tu Tb ’ T Z appreciable quantity of organic or vegetable acid and potash which a ton of each contains,must infer that the soil has an abundance of substance. Dried blood ,s merely organic and the commercial value per ton
potash and lime. A great excess of any active matter, and you may think of it as a decom-
alkaline application, without an acid fertilizer posed crop of clover, but its nitrogen is very 
to neutralize it, would prove injurious to the active. You all know that organic matter 
growth of the potatoes. This is the reason why supplies the nitiogen to the crop, 
the sulphate of potash has produced a smaller I have now spoken of the social fertilizers ; 
yield than where no fertilizer was applied. It let me next compare their results with the . 
is true that unleached ashes are also alkaline, ral fertilizers and manures, 
containing both potash and lime, but they also 
contain an appreciable quantity of phosphoric 
acid, to which I mainly attribute my gain, 
viz., 13 percent in the yield. This also proves 
that the soil is lacking in phosphoric acid, and 
this is further proved in the success of the 
erphosphate, from which, as the table shows,
I gained 13 percent in the yield and 350 percent 
on my investment.

!
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must remain a precarious business. nitrogen (dried blood I has

!
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-Vitro- Phos- 
iren. pnoric 
lbs. acid, 

lbs.

Potash, Value 
lbs. | per 

| ton.

4 t
Name.

Cow excrement
(solid).....................

C o w excrement 
(liquid)....................

, . , , . , Hen manure .........
analysis of the fertilizer which has produced Hard wood ashes
the best results, and you see that it may be Dri^^Wo^. ' ! ! 
termed general or complete, for it contains
nitrogen (organic matter), phosphoric acid and The remainder of the rows were devjted to 
potash, the acid greatly preponderating—just the testing of the different varieties of potatoes 
what the soil required. The other constituents and different methods of cultivation, but be- 
named in the analysis may also have assisted fore I proceed to these tests, I wish to say a 
to some extent, all being found io the plant word with reference to judging by the appear 
except the alumina. Another general fertilizer, ance of the crop while growing. All the nitro- 
named “mixture” in the table, producing 23 genous fertilizers — except the dried blood, 
percent gain in the yield and GOO percent gain which was too strong in nitrogen—produced 
in the money invested, was composed of one large, bushy tops, some being three feet high 
part of dried blood, two parts of superphos The row which received the cow manure ap- 
phate, and one part of sulphate of potash, and peared to be about as good as any, and pro- 
you will observe that, although the first and mised a splendid crop. In the dried blood row 
last mentioned produced injurious results when some of the tops grew quite strong, while others 
applied alone, they produced beneficial results were killed more or less outright. The row 
in the mixture, for the superphosphate by j without manure had a fair average appearance, 
itself only produced 13 percent gain in the In the sulphate of potash row, the tops grew 
yield, and 350 iipthe money invested. Beyond slender and sickly, and soon appeared as if 
doubt, I have now ascertained the fact that the | struck with blight. Where the superphosphate 
cheapest and most effectual means of restoring was applied, the tops grew regularly and fairly 
the fertility of this soil is to add 500 or 600 strong, but withered away nearly two weeks 
pounds of superphosphate per acre to a good before those on the rows containing the nitro 
dressing of barnyard manure. ‘ j genous fertilizers. The ashes row also appeared

A, member~U hy didn’t yen test plaster and rather sickly. Where the unanalyzed brands 
salt? that’s the kind of fertilizers we use were applied the growth was very irregular, as 
around here. a rule. I mention these facts to show that no

Don t you see that the fertilizer, the analysis dependence whatever can be placed upon the 
of which I have given, contains 25.33 percent apptarance of the crop while growing. I may 
of sulphate of lime or plaster, and for which also here add that No. 1 fertilizer was used on 
you hate not to pay a cent? Don't you know two rows ; in one the application was the same 
that superphosphate contains a large percentage as on the other rows, and on the other the 
of P aster? If you use salt and plaster under fertilizer was spread in the trench about an 
s an mgly, you must have a rented farm which inch below the potatoes, and the results in the 
you want to exhaust before your h use expires, yield 

Barnyard manure is also 
but you see that it

5.8 :i.4 2.0 I $1.60
1 •

11.6I have given an 0.8 2.80j 32.6 30.8 17.0 10.45
;!

70.0 160.0 15.00
240. .80. .... | 56.10

'
!’
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Permit me here to deviate a moment while I 
draw your attention to fertilizers which bear 
chemical names, such as “superphosphate” and 
“sulphate of potash” in the above table. The 
chemical name embraces the analysis—and even 
more, for it not only indicates the percentages 
of the elements and compounds contained in the 
fertilizer, but also sometimes the percentage of 
soluble or available constituents. For example, 
when the chemist says “monocalcic phosphate,” 
he understands that the fertilizer is soluble in 
water; when he says “dicalcic phosphate,” he 
understands that it is partially soluble, and 
when he says “tricalcic phosphate,” he 
that none of it is soluble in water, 
only important to know the chemical 
position of a fertilizer, but also its degree of 
availability. These and other formulas must 
also be understood before

1
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we can comprehend 

the nature and composition of soils, farmyard 
manures, and other fertilizers. To know these 
things is to understand the first principles of 
agriculture; not to know them is to be swindled 
by every scoundrel who chooses to

if
! i
:

perpetrate
the most rascally frauds that have ever invaded 
the farming community, and 1 desire 
bear these facts in mind in connection with 
agricultural education, which bids fairtobeco 
the leading agricultural question of the day. 

When the chemical name of

you toi
I

identical. This experiment
a general fertilizer, test of the retentive character of the soil, 

be misapplied as well A distinction must be drawn between an 
as any other fertilizer. I shall not take time excessive application of a special fertilizer, 
me o discuss whether the loss sustained by which is only a waste, and a more excessive ap
ï waa caused i,y the ^ piicati°ü >hi=h p*°v« injuries t0 cr0P.

t0"8 per acre (about half H the excess of phosphoric acid or potash is
bvtlmwa taM yS0,memarketgardener8)’ ' iu6rt °r unavailable> ^ will remain in a re 
its ill b danccl atoag": b>' the Wtt Season> b> | tentive soil f'-’r succeeding crops, but this 
It tas nure '''p08,tlon’°r by other causes, method produces slow returns on the money

no straw " t Inf’ ^ ^ the Stable- mvested‘ ^ this reason a heavy dressing ofbeddiue ^ther '‘tier havmg been used for j ashes is not apt to injure the crop, for the 

the ,rim, I | , a ama11 pcPe nta8c o' 1 potash exists in a somewhat inert form, and
1 ■ 1 applied ,t as a top dressing. Judg | will last for years. Nitrogenous fertilizers,

were was ame

can! a fertilizer 
must

. i is not and cannot be given, its analysis 
be known before its composition and availability 
can be ascertained.

i i

The fertilizer is then usually 
denominated “brand.” Stand shy of those 
brands which are manufactured and advertised 
to benefit the crop instead of the soil, 
stance, tin su called “potato fertilizers’’ 
made rich in potash because the potato feuds 
largely on putasji salts, and yet the soil which 
you have just

!
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I'nod is actually too rich inirill e x an
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however, are very deceptive ; a moderate 
excess produces a rank growth the first season, 
after which the surplus is apt to be washed out 
of the soil. -

the health of the farmer and hie family than a 
fine bed of asparagus and rhubarb, things 
which require no trouble in cultivation? I have 
a bed of the former planted thirty years, 
which, by a liberal top dressing of well-rotted 
manure in the fall, and plenty of salt in the 
spring, is as good as ever. Dig a trench two 
feet deeji and put plenty of good rich soil well 
mixed ,with decomposed manure, plant two- 
year-old plants, and you will never be sorry 
for it. After having tried several of the finest 
varieties of gooseberries of the English 
variety, I find that none in this climate is free 
from mildew except the Houghton and Down- 
ning’s seedling. Any one can grow red, white 
and black currants, and what is more healthy 
than a plentiful supply of the above named 
fruits in hot weather? To elevate the family 
there is nothing more conducive than the 
cultivation of flowers, both in the house and 
in the garden. Give each of the children a small 
plot to look after, and let them emulate each 
other who will have the best.

Another thing I think will elevate the 
female portion of the farmer’s family is, instead 
of boarding all the hired men in the house, have 
a cottage, and hire a man by the year, if 
possible, and let him board the extra help in 
summer. I had a man living with me this way 
for 14 years, and now he has a farm of his own. 
“A rolling stone gathers no moss” is an old 
proverb and a true one. My next neighbor 
has a man who has been with him about 20 
years, and offered $6,000 cash for a farm the 
other day, all the results of his savings. In the 
old country we were wont to give prizes to the 
servant who lived longest with the same mas
ter. I think we ought to try it in this country. 
The next, and I have found it the most profit
able part of farming (although some of my 
neighbors thought I was foolish sometimes in 
paying $10 for a first-class turkey cock, which 
I did some ten years ago, and which was the 
most profitable investment I ever made, as I 
sold 24 of his stock next year at' $5 and $6 a 
pair), is having first-class poultry and a com- 
fortable place for them. After having tried 
six or eight varieties of fowls, including Games, 
Black Spanish, Brown and White Leghorns, 
Dark Brahmas, etc., etc., I find that for hardi
ness, early maturity, good layers, etc., the 

apples when I planted my orchard as I do now, Plymouth Rock and the Light Brahma are the 
it would have saved me a great deal of trouble |,eat for a farmer’s use. I have also found the 
and expense. I have found from experience Toulouse geese and the Rouen ducks the hardi- 
that the hardiest varieties are : For summer, e3t and most profitable, after having tried all 
the Tetofsky and Duchess of Oldenburg ; for the other varieties. Above all, if you have 
autumn and fall, the St. Lawrence and any first-class stock of the above varieties for 
tameuse, or Snow Apple; for winter, the sale, advertise in the Farmers’Advocate, and 
American Golden Russet, the Northern Spy and y0u will never regret it, as it has been worth 
the Rhode Island Greening, or the Baldwin, hundreds of dollars to me during the last 
After trying six or eight other varieties I find twenty years.
them too tender for general use : and instead If you have not a farmers’ club in yourneigh- 
01 planting on the lowest and most sheltered borhood, get one established this spring. It is 
spot, plant on good, rich, well-drained soil, on some fourteen years since I was connected with 
the highest land you have. 1 find they do best the one in our township, and I am sure that 
there. Cultivate your orchard, and manure nothing conduced more to the elevation of qur 
well for the first eight or ten years, before you profession. We discussed and read essays on 
attempt to seed to grass, and you will have a 
good, healthy, thriving lot of |rees. Wash prove and profit the farmer. To give an in- 
v ell every spring with soft soap or a weak creasing interest in it we met at the school 
solution of lye to kill the aphis or bark louse. houses in the different sections and had a grand 

The next thing to make the home comfort- annual gathering, in which, of course,the ladies 
able is a good kitchen garden. ,, W e farmers, took part. We had a regular tea meeting and 
as a rule, do not grow or use half enough of concert, and dancing afterwards for those who 
vegetables. What can be more conducive to ; liked that amusement, as all work and no play

makes Jack a dull boy, and hie sister a dull
girl.

Provide also the very best reading material 
for your family, especially the beat’agricultural 
journals, and other first-class works of agricul
ture; and, notwithstanding my esteemed Mend 
Mr. Weld’s opinion to the contrary, I think 
the O. A. College is now doing a good work. I 
sent my son there for two sessions, and he cer
tainly learned a great deal on subjects which 
I could not possibly teach him, such as agricul
tural chemistry, veterinary science, entomo
logy, mineralogy, botany, 6c., 6c. If we could 
only get an annual grant, and get it clear of 
political influence, lam confident it would do a 
good work amongst our farmers’ eons.

I consider the profession of agriculture ‘̂die of 
the noblest of sciences. The learned profes
sions are generally supposed to be medicine, 
law, tod divinity, but I cannot see why agricul
ture cannot be classed among the learned pro
fessions, as the scope for study in that line fa 
unlimited, and the more you study nature in 
her works the more elevated you become so
cially, morally and mentally, until you are 
lifted from nature up to nature's God. Make 
your home attractive to the children by culti
vating a taste for music. I think nothing ele
vates a family more. Buy them an organ or a 
piano, if you can afford it. Get them taught to 
read music at sight, and you will find that in
stead of your sons growing up bar-room loafers, 
or wandering off at nights in search of question
able amusements, they will spend their even
ings at home, tod grow up respectable mem
bers of society. Of course in these hard times, 
and low prices for our produce, we farmers can
not be so lavish in our expenditures as in for
mer years, when we got $1.45 to $1.50 for our 
barley. Those were the days when we could 
improve our homes, and felt elevated all over.
I recollect getting $112 in the Guelph market" 
for one load of barley. We will live in 
hopes that these halcyon days of peace and 
prosperity will soon return again. Another 
great, and, I should say, the greatest of all in 
the elevation of the farmer and his family, fa 
the religious training. By all means attend 
some place of worship regularly. If you have 
no Sunday school in the vicinity, establish one 
in your own family and get some of the neigh
bors to join you. I find the International les
sons in the Montreal Witness very good as
sistance in explaining the Bible lessons. I alst 
use Barnes’ notes. If the farmer does not eduo 
cate his family in religious knowledge, they ge- 
so little at the public schools in our day that 
they will grow up very ignorant of what their 
Bibles contain.

[Mr. Anderson’s article has the right ring, and 
should make a profound impression upon our 
farmers. He forgot to mention that the soil 
about Guelph is moetly clay or loam with a 
limestone substratum, this being necessary to 
know in studying varieties. Other varieties may 
succeed better in other soils and locations. Mr. 
Anderson cannot have been a close student of 
the Advocate, else he could not have inferred 
that we arc against the Agricultural College ; 
it is the management of the farm against which 
we take up our pen, and we agree with him 
that the institution should be kept outof politics. 
We also agree that no farmer should keep 
“scrub stock," but if he can define what “scrub" 
is he will do more for the elevation of our live
stock industry than all the live-stock authori
ties combined. We are pleased to see that Mr. 
Anderson has lofty views on agricultural edu
cation—Ed,]

(to be continued.)a,

Reflections of a Retired Farmer.
BY JAMES ANDERSON, GUELPH, ONT.

After all that has been said and written on 
farming, I think it will be almost impossible to 
offer any new suggestions. But as I have been 
engaged in farming now in Canada for over a 
luarter of a century, and have endeavored as 
far as lay in my power to elevate myself and 
family, socially and morally, I will give you, as 
shortly as possible, a sketch of how I tried to 
do it, and whether I succeeded or not I will 
leave you to judge.

In the first place it is supposed that every 
farmer is a married man, as I found, through 
two years’ sweet experience, that a man on a 
farm without a wife is like a pump without a 
handle—very little use. The next thing I 
would suggest is, after getting the farm into 
first-class order by liberal manuring, which 
can only be done by consuming the 
grains on the farm, growing plenty of green 
crop, and stall-feeding cattle (which, by the 
wav, should be of the best breed to be got), as 
feeding scrubs, of which we have heard so much 
about of late, is only waste of time and 
money ; also by keeping the best breed of 
sheep adapted to your soil. I prefer the South- 
do vns or Shropshires myself. I have tried all 
of them and find the short-wools the easiest 
kept and most profitable sheep—come into 
money sooner, and bring a poor farm into good 
condition sooner than anything else, sheep 
man ore be ng very valuable as a fertilizer, and 
the cou tant nibbling of the sheep keeps down 
many weeds and other pests of the farmer.

The next thing I would suggest is, after get 
ting your farm into good order by any of the 
numerous ways of stock raising, make the 
ho nest cad attractive. I find that one of the 
first things that will do that is to plant a 
first-class orchard of the best varieties of fruit, 
if you have not one suitable to the locality 
in which you .live. If I had known as much 
about the hardiness of the different varieties of
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of the drain ; (8)The smoothness of the bore ; 
(9)The character of the soil ; (10)The depth of 
the drain, and the distances apart.

With refrence to the rainfall, it is not only 
desirable to know the quantity that falls per 
year, but also whether the rain falls in heavy 
or light showers. The average rainfall, ex
pressed in inches, for the provinces of the 
Dominion, for the past twelve years, is as fol
lows : Ontario, 23.78 ; Quebec, 24 76 ; New 
Brunswick, 33.10 ; Nova Scotia, 37 17 ; Prince 
Edward Island, 29.90 ; Manitoba, 17.22 ; 
British Columbia, 25.26 ; Newfoundland, 
35.99 ; Average for the whole Dominion, 28.39 
inches.

Farm Drainage.
No vii.

Distances between Drains and Size of Tiles.—
We have already spoken of the most practical 
and the accurate method of ascertaining the 
distances apart of the drains, viz., by means of 
observation for several seasons and by digging 
test holes ; bnt a general standard may be laid 
down, which may be varied according to cir
cumstances. In a stiff soil, they should not us
ually be more than 50 to 75 feet apart, and 
about 100 feet in a porous soil, it being un
derstood, as we previously pointed out, that in a 
stiff soil the drains must necessarily be shallow, 
especially when the greatest stiffness is near 
the surface. In general, the depth may range 
from 3 to 4 feet, but some clays are so stiff that 
the water will not permeate more than 2£ feet 
sufficiently rapid to insure good drainage.

The most difficult question in drainage is 
to ascertain the size of the tile, so many va
riable conditions being required in the calcula
tion. Here also standards have been adopted, 
but no farmer should follow them blindly ; he 
should study all the conditions. It is a fact 
worthy of a note, that a very large percentage

Outfit for Stacking Hay.
Mr. Frederick Axon, of Conboyville, Brant 

County, kindly sends us a sketch, from which 
we make the accompanying illustration. With 
regard to it he says :
. “I send you a sketch of a cheap stacking 
outfit, as I never saw a similar arrangement. 
I gave it a trial last summer. Our hay being 
cut before the grain, we stacked it at the end 
of the ham, and after we threshed we horse- 
forked it back into the bam again. We unload 
from the centre of the bam, and as the bay 
falls in the centre of the stack it packs it solid, 
settling at the sides so that no rain can enter 
into the stack. As quite a number of my 
neighbors are nutting up a similar outfit, I 
thought I would send you a description.”

\

It is necessary to know these figures because 
the following table for the size of the tiles takes 
30 inches of rain fall per year as the standard, 
and it will thus be seen that the table will, for 
all practical purposes, apply near enough for 
the average for the Dominion, although in some 
of the Provinces, notably Manitoba, smaller 
tiles may be used, than those expressed in the 
table.

These figures are also modified by the 
quantity of rain which falls in 24 hours.

Observation has proved 
that if the drain makes 
provision for maximum 
fall of one inch in 24 
hours the practical re
sults will be excellent ; 
but these figures are 
again modified by other 
ciicumstances. In the 
first place the drain will 
never carry off all this 
inch of rainfall, for a 

111 * portion of it will always 
I] be absorbed by the par 
^1 rz tides of soil, the balance 
Igs finding its way into the 

Z3Zg. drain. The usual cal- 
.foti culation is the removal 

Of one half this amount, 
or one half inch of rain-

Ensilage.
Prof. Roberts, of the Cornell University, 

gives the following as his experience with 
ensilage :—In 1881 we built a pair of small twin 
silos, and for four years afterwards we filled 
them with fodder com, field com with mature 
ears, green rye and clover mixed with timothy. 
Sometimes we used heavy pressure, sometimes 
light ; some of the material was put in when 
the growth was well advanced, some when very 
young; some was ensil
aged rapidly, some slow
ly; sometimes it was put 
in quite dry, sometimes 
so wet that the water 
rim out of it; but none 
of it was “sweet.” In 
fact, I have never seen 
any sweet silage. Often 
the odor of the product 
could be noticed in the .. 
milk, and many times 
the customers imagined 
thqjr^could smell and 
taste it—a fact which =-J 
we were compelled to U 
treat as seriously as if ^ 
the genuine flavor and 
odor had been present.
The clothes of the hired
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STACKING OUTFIT. - - . f. , fall in 24 honra. bnt the
had an unpleasant odor when the ensilage was j of the tiles used is too large, not only incurring character of the soil affects those figures
about All things considered, we felt that we unnecessary cost, but depreciating the stability considerably. For instance, a heavy clay,
could not afford to use it. of the drain. It is necessary to the durability when dry, will absorb 60 to 70 percent

of a drain that it should at times be exercised 
Scratches, grease heel and all similar compli- to its full capacity for the purpose of effectually

cations come directly from not taking proper washing out the silt deposits, and this ad van-
care of the horses’ feet and limbs. Farm horses, tage cannot be attained if the tile is too large,
most especially, are allowed to stand too long The other extreme, viz., too small a tile, has also 
after usage with the mud adhering to them, serious disa ivantages, notably the tardiness

,^e„»Nati0“al Stocknf“ “d farmer. with which the water is removed from the soil 
I his,though, is no more prevalent than allowing , .
horses to stand in unclean stables, where the cau8ed by tbe ,a°k of carrying capacity, and 
manure is, perhaps, not thrown out more than tbe greater friction in small tiles, compared 
once a week. The ammonia arising from the with large ones, thereby retarding the velocity

5 £ «“•„ «»
most prolific causes of grease heel, cracked are t0° smal1 are- “ carelessly made, more apt
quarters, etc. The stable should be cleaned at to tail than drains whose tiles are too large,
least night and morning, and the horses should and the general use of the large tiles mav
not be allowed to stand in their dirt after be- he attributed . , , ... . .
ing used any longer than necessary for the mud , . , auk sufficient
and sweat to dry. knowledge in the construction of drains.

A correspondent oi the A/,,,,. Ploughman in J ^ °ffthe ti,aa ia affected by the Mhw- 
reportirg the proceedings of a farmers’’in- or fall t b ^ *nclmat,on each farmer must use his own judgment as to
stitute, Suggestively ,ayf that a discussion of l^t ^,1 ta Z h ’’ ^ size of the tile required,

the subject of fertilizers ended with the reflec- .r t .. . ~ °Ur.S !.. . 6 <luantlty | Tbe Action is governed by the length of the
tion that after all “the field of actual knowledge „ than the ramfall> ,f anX, due to drain, the size of the tile, and the character of the
is before us.” To which the Maine Farmer overflooding or underlying springs ; (5)The flow. Long, crooked, roughly laid drains with
»dd« • • 1 his may not be complimentary, but, soil, if any, indirectly acted upon owing to tiles of roueh bore .be. Id h ^iss* * - - - » - -r tr; “ ,"<i ' « i r:Ihe length of the drain ; (7)The straightness j under conditions otherwise identical, for when

men and the bam always

of its weight of water ; a dry clay loam, 
50 percent ; a dry loam 40 percent, so that 
the heavier the soil the less the water to 
be removed by the drain, 
perhaps once in two or three years, two 
or three inches of rain may fall in 24 hours 
but it does not pay to make provisions against 
this excess ; for if the surplus is not removed 
for say 36 hours, only some of the growing 
crops would be affected. If these heavy show
ers fall during dry weather, little damage need 
be expected ; for the soil will absorb a much 
larger quantity of water. As a rule, however, it 
is considered that thorough drainage demands 
the removal of the surplus water within 24 
hours. W ith regard to the quantity of water 
to be removed from other sources than rainfall,

Occasionally,
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WhiUt the average yield of wheat in the 
United Kingdom is 28 bnahela per acre, that of 
the United S ta tea ia only 12 buahela. France, 
Bavaria, Austria, and Egypt about 16 buahela ; 
Spain, Belgium, Norway, Denmark &c., vary
ing from 22 t<> 25 bushels per acre. Also for 
barley and oats as well aa forage crops the 
productions of the British farmer are in the 
foremost rank. All this shows that although 
this country stands first in the scale, her posi
tion is by no means due to superiority of soil or 
climate, but rather to good and clean cultiva
tion, to the application of manures—both arti
ficial and produced by highly fed stock—and 
from greater attention being paid to the change 
of seed and by the selection of improved var
ieties of plants.
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the flow of water is checked, the drainage can
not be so efficient. Where the fall is great, 
these obstacles are more easily overcome. 
Where the friction is not great, a very slight 
inclination is sufficient; but the general stand
ard has been laid down that the fall should 
usually not be less than one inch per rod, and 
the length should not usually be over 200 yards. 
Within certain limits, a deep drain will carry 
off a larger percentage of rainfall than a shallow 
one, the other conditions being identical, but 
this is not of sufficient practical importance for 
discussionhere.

Subject to all these considerations, the fol
lowing table will prove an invaluable guide.’ 
It is called the Latham Standard and is exten
sively used by drainage engineers; but it has 
been revised by Prof. Carpenter of the Mich
igan Agricultural College. It takes average 
conditions, and provided for the removal of 
half an inch of rainfall in twenty four hours. 
The table should not be used except for thor
ough drainage. The time will soon come 
when drainage must be thorough ; and no 
greater mistake can be made than half 
doing the work, as the future cost of repairing 
present errors will be very great. Where the 
figures are replaced by dashes, the meaning is 
that no tile should be laid to such grades:
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succeeded in getting a full crop from it, owing 
to its habit of sending the fruit stalks above 
the foliage and exposing the blossoms to the 
spring frosts, which we nearly always have 
when strawberries are in bloom. It will not 
stand as many degrees of cold without injury 
as many other varieties that expose their blos
soms to the same extent.

We should therefore make observations in 
an unfavorable season, and select varieties that 
will then succeed best, and by watching those 

varieties when the season is favorable, 
soon find what will pay us best to 

plant in our own locality.
It is true that varieties will deteriorate, but 

it quite often happens that it is caused by 
using plants from old, worn-out plantations. 
If we use plants from such beds, it is on the 
same principle as using scrub stock to breed 
from. On the other hand, they can be over
fed just as easily as we can over-feed stock 
(although it is not often done).

I fruited about eighty varieties last season, 
and sold about five hundred bushels 
of strawberries, and find none better among 
those well tested than Crescent Seedling, Man
chester, Daniel Boone, Cap Jack, Wilson and 
Cumberland Triumph. James Vick sets too 
many berries to bring all to perfection in a fav
orable season, but when we get a late spring 
frost that catches most sorts (as quite often 
happens), and kills about one-half of the blos
soms, it is one of the best.

Among newer varieties, the Atlantic is by far 
the most promising late market berry. It 
is very productive, not quite so dark in 
color as Wilson, more firm, very hardy, fruit of 
good size and quality. Prince of Berries is the 
best in quality of any I have ever tasted; al
though not quite as productive as some varie
ties, it will give a good crop of large, bell
shaped, dark red berries, quite firm; plant, 
hardy and a good grower, and it should be in 
every collection for home use, especially if the 
grower wishes to eat some of the best straw
berries that are known at the present time. 
Talk about the wild strawberry flavor ! I have 
never tasted a wild strawberry that would any
where near come up to it in quality.

Cornelia, a new variety that was sent out at 
a very high price as the best late igarket 
berry, has disappointed me. It is late, quite 
productive, fruit of good form and color, not 
very firm, but such a poor grower that it will 
be of little use in Canada. The plant is the 
most tender of any in my collection.

I have fruited quite a number of new varie
ties ; many 'of them have no special merit ; 
will give the names of some of them, as it may 
save some of the readers of the Advocate from 
being induced to buy them, at a high figure 
from some of the travelling agents, who know 
nothing about them only what they learn from 
reading the disseminator’s description.

First, those that are promising and worthy 
of trial are Atlantic, prince of Berries, Laron,
Woodruff, Parry and Amateur.

<$>a«rden and (3)rchard.

The Best Varieties of Garden Vege
tables.

Now is the time to select your garden seeds.
If you are not acquainted with our leading 
seedsmen, it is time you were." Don’t purchase 
from the local storekeepers unless their seeds 
come from your favorite seed merchant. Your 
success in the garden depends largely upon 
getting the purest seeds and the best varieties.
The following are the names of the leading 
varieties :—

Beans.—Golden Wax Dwarf; Mammoth Red 
German Wax ; Black Wax or Butter ; and (of 
the pole, or running sorts), Dreer’s Improved 
Lima

Beets —Eclipse Turnip ; Long Black Red 
Improved ; Egyptian Dark Red Turnip ; Half- 
Long, very deep Blood Red.

Cabbage. — He derson’s Early Summer ;
Dark-Red Pointed ; Early Jersey Wakefield ;
Filderkraut ; Bottler’s Drumhead ; Early Win- 
ningstadt ; Premium Late Flat Dutch.

Cauliflower.—Henderson’s Early Snowball;
Earliest Dwarf Erfurt.

Carrots.—Early Scarlet Horn (English and 
French); Scarlet Intermediate ; Early Gem ;
Half-Long Scarlet.

Celery.—Golden-Hearted Dwarf.
Corn.—Early Minnesota; Early Marblehead;

Stowell’s Evergreen.
Cucumbers.—Long Green ; Green Prolific ;

Stockwood’s Long Ridge.
Lettuce.—Stand well; Early Curled Silesia;

Drumhead.
Musk Melon.—Montreal Market ; Montreal 

Improved Green Nutmeg ; Early Green Nut
meg.

Water Melon. —Black Spanish ; Cuban 
Queen ; Peerless ; the Boss.

Onions.—Large Red Wethersfield ; Yellow 
Globe Danvers.

Peas.—Bliss’ Everbearing; Blue Peter ;
McLean’s Little Gem ; American Wonder;
Stratagem.

Radish. Early Long Scarlet Short Top ;
Early Scarlet Turnip; French Breakfast : Long 
Black Spanish Winter ; Scarlet China.

Pumpkins.—Etampes Mammoth Bright Red;
Potiron.

Squash.— Boston Marrow ; Hubbard ; Essex 
Hybrid

Tomato.—Livingstone’s Perfection ; Acme ;
Canada Victor.

Turnip. — Extra Early Purple Top Milan ;
Early White Stone or Snowball.

Spinach.—Long Standing.
Potatoes.—White Star ; Morning Star ;

Beauty of Hebron ; Bliss’ Triumph ; Clarke’s 
No. 1 ; Pearl of Savoy ; Early Sunrise ; Mam
moth Pearl ; Early Rose.

Strawberries.
BY W. W. HILBORN.

The past season has been one of the best for 
strawberries within my knowledge, and has 
added considerably to the experience of the 
past. Some varieties that did scarcely any
thing when the seasons were unfavorable, have 
produced a very large crop the past year.
There is no doubt many people will be led to 
plant by last season’s experience, which is not 
at all safe to follow ; hence will not succeed so 
well as they would by taking the experience 
of an unfavorable year as their guide.

Many varieties are very tender in the bios- Of the following varieties some have good 
som, and a very light frost will materially p ints, but not enough good' points combined 
injure the crop. Others bloom very early, and in any one to give them any special merit :— 
some send their fruit stalks up above the Cornelia, Primo, Legal Tender, Big Bob, 
foliage, hence are easily injured by frost. Grand Duke, Finche’s Prolific, Gipsy, Hart’s,

Take, for instance, the Sharpless: it produced Minnesota Jersey Queen Nigh’s Superb, 
. j. .. , . Piper s Seedling, Ray s Prolific, Sterling, Vine-

a large crop of the largest-sized fruit last year. land Seedling, Ct. Queen, Mrs. Garfield, 
I have grown it for six years and never before Oliver Goldsmith, and Sucker State.
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! Papers for Amateur Fruit Growers, the Tetofsky is too poor, and the size too small,
to make it desirable in middle or Southern 
Ontario.

the famous Lady apple. Here in the Niagara 
Peninsula it reaches its highest perfection, and 
when shipped to foreign markets it brings the 
very best prices.

The Fall Pippin is perhaps the best fall 
apple for home use ip existence, but of late 
years it has been quite worthless in the Niagara 
district as a market apple, on account of ugly 
spots which completely ruin its appearance.

(Concluded in the next number.)

Ontario Fruit «rowers’ Association.
The winter meeting of this Association was 

held in Stratford on the 10th and 11th ult. 
Stratford is the newest city in the Province, 
and possesses some interesting features as a fruit 
centre. It is near one of the highest elevations 
in the Province ; the soil is mainly stiff clay, 
and many of the old pioneers of the city are pas
sionately devoted to fruit growing, although 
the surrounding farmers, with a few exceptions, 
are deplorably behind the times in this import
ant branch of our agricultural industry. Strat
ford has a large and flourishing Horticultural 
Society, and is noted for its enthusiastic Arbor 
Day.

The Association is becoming very conserva- 
ative audits meetings are very monotonous. The 
discussions are not as profitable as they should 
be. The local fruit authorities go to learn, not 
to impart knowledge, and their statements are 
void of accuracy. As a rule, they know very 
little about the names of the varieties of fruits 
and vegetables which they grow, and we often 
hear of names which are unknown to the best 

Many of them appear to have 
secrets about cultivation, bug destruction, etc., 
which they do not wish to impart for fear of their 
neighbors stealing a march on them at the ex
hibitions. Others only know what their wives 
and daughters tell them, and by the time their 
information gets into the report, it is a jumbled 
mass of inaccuracy and obscurity. Some of the 
higher dignitaries assert that they would be 
able to impart valuable imformation providing 
their books or their foremen were at their elbow 
while they are haranguing the meeting, 
system would not be so wicked if the reports of 
the meetings were not published at the public 
expense, and broadcasted all over the Province 
for the confusion of fruit-growers, farmers and 
gardeners who are unable to attend the meet
ings.

BY L. WOLVBRTON, GRIMSBY. ONT.
No. VI.’

THE APPLE—(CONTINUED)—VARIETIES FOR MID
DLE ONTARIO.

As we advance southward the number of vari- 
. eties which succeed will rapidly increase. A 

large part of middle Ontario, using the latitude 
of Peterborough as a centre, is adapted to apple 
culture.

VARIETIES FOR SOUTHERN ONTARIO.

We now come to Southern Ontario, or that 
part of the Province which is /partially 
surrounded by Lakes Ontario, Erie, and the 
Southern part of Lake Huron. This is the 
natural home of the apple. Here almost every 
variety may be grown, and the planter has only 
to consider the beauty and excellence of each 
in setting out an orchard. As a consequence, 
apple orchards here abound on almost every 
farm, and in some instances horticulture forms 
a more important branch of husbandry than 

^agriculture.
The apples grown in this part of Canada are 

justly famous, the world over, for their fine 
size, beautiful rich colors, and superior excel
lence of flavor.

From his own experience as a fruit grower in 
the Niagara Peninsula, the writer would re 
commend a selection from the list of varieties 
enumerated below.
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But even where a large number of varieties 
may be successfully giown, there is no advan
tage in growing many of them, either for home 
use or for market. Indeed a few of the very 
best for each season are all that should be 
planted, unless by the connoisseur who wishes 
to make a study of kinds.

Mr. Thos. Beal, who represents Agricultural 
Division No. 5, or the counties of Victoria, 
Peterborough, Durham and Northumberland in 
the Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario, 
speaking perhaps more particularly of the 
vicinity of Lindsay, recommends the following 
list of kinds for that section for succession, 
viz.:—Duchess, Red Astracan, St. Lawrence, 
Wealthy, Grimes Golden, Northern Spy, Golden 
Russel and Tolman Sweet.

Of these the Duchess and the Bed Astracan
sum-
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! Among summer apples, the Early Harvest 

must be discarded, if it persists in spotting 
but last season it was comparatively clear 
again, and may be sparingly planted. No apple 
is more desirable for dessert at home, and, 
when clear, no apple of its season is more pro
fitable for market. It may be used for cooking 
in July, while still green, and it is excellent for 
eating early in August, when it becomes a 
bright straw colored ; but it is then too soft for 
«hipping, unless in baskets. The tree is rather 
small, and yields only about three or four bar 
rels every other year, but the price for good 
clean fruit is usually sufficient to more than 
make up the quantity.

The Red Astracan pretty closely succeeds 
the Early Harvest, but it ripens so unevenly 
that its season of harvesting may be much pro 
longed. I shipped them last season, almost 
daily, from the first of August until the first of 
September, gathering them just as fast as they 
reached their full color. This apple attains its 
greatest perfection in Southern Ontario, grow
ing to a fine large eize, and acquiring a deep 
crimson color, overspread with an exquisite 
bloom, like that of the plum. In quality, it is 
a co, king apple, but its beauty makes it 
showy table apple.

I he Durhes* oj Oldenburg, a showy, red- 
streaked apple, ripens early in September, and 
therefore keeps up the supply of fancy fruit 
dui iug that month. No apple of its season can 
compare with it in beauty, and being firmer 
than the Red Astracan, it will bear shipping to 
a much more distant market.

■f iit
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are competing for the first place among 
mer app'es, and the former seems to have the 
preference, being as early as the latter in the 
section above referred to, and a better market 
apple.

The Grimes Golden is so named from its rich 
yellow color when ripe. Its reason is Decem
ber to April, and its quality is the bust. It is a 
very promising apple for exportation.

The St. Lawrence is a red-striped apple, a 
little larger than the Fameuse, of which it is 
probably a seedling. It ripens in September, 
and the true is very hardy. The apple is highly 
prized by growers about Montreal, but a writer 
from Vermont says it is unprofitable there ow
ing to cracks and spots.

The Fameuse has been left out of the list be 
cause of spotting. Reports from Huron. Sim- 
coe and parts of Bruce speak of it as often 
worthless for this reason; but Mr. Francis 
Peck, of Hastings, stated at one of the meet
ings of the Fruit Growers’ Association that he 
had an orchard of five hundred trees of this 
variety, and that he considered it the 
profitable apple he could grow. It is also most 
favorably reported by growers in Dundas and 
Stormont, and is most popular among the or- 
chardists about Montreal.
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1 he Association is aggressive, 
emplified by their discussion 
would

This is ex-
■I

on fences. They 
unceremoniously eradicate the fence 

‘ ‘ab°mination” without consulting the farmers in 
the matter, 
fences are of

ji

They go on the presumption that 
no use except to keep out one’s 

neighbor’s stock. A fruit man who has no stock 
Of fall apples, one of the most desirable is the h,mself would be glad to have all fences abol- 

ttraveust':oi, a large German apple, beautifully Iahe<1; but the farmer, who wants to fence in his 
dashed and marbled with red and orange, which own 3tock as well as fence out his neighbor’s 
ripens in October. would not vote for converting his rails and posta

into bon fires. Figures, named a “self-imposed 
tax, ’ have been paraded to show the enormous 
cost of keeping up fences, but the credit side of 
the account was not even mentioned, 
fences existed the

The Baldwin, Greening, Rox Russet, King, 
and even the S/iy, need to be planted 
sparingly in the middle portions of Ontario, 
they are all too tender for most localities, unless 
under very favorable conditions.

The Ribston Pijgiin succeeds fairly well in 
the region under consideration. It is one of
the most valuable early winter apples grown, Ihe Ribston Pippin, which, in the northern 
and is highly prized in the English market. seetl°ns, may be classed as an early winter ap 
Mr. Donald's Seedling, the Ontario, is also l>'e’ 18 llerL' a fal1 app'e, unless in exceptional 
highly spoken of in Huron County, as an apple Seas0ns' Shipped to the English market very
for export. early, even before it has attained its full color

The Yellow Tran*,,,'rad should not be size ofThe taee^6’ notwithatanding the small 
omitted for very early, to take the place of the . The (Wverl grows here to a remarkably fine 
old Early Harvest, which is now a failure in so i Ize> an(l becomes well shaded with dull red 
many places ; and the Wealthy for one ef the ' °D , 8Unany.si^e. It is a fine 
**— -specially i„ | “? JT”

Where hard,™» |i. required. The duality of j 1,11 aM,k»« Ce, rMiregl',',”
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If no I
i arguments would have been 

sound, but it is cheaper to let a fence alone than 
to engage a herd boy to look after the 
The abolition of fei

.J
stock.

' ices must take place slowly, 
commencing with the older localities, and the 
matter should be left entirely to the option of 
he respective municipalities. Mr. J. A. Mor- 

1 t0n(VV 'ogham) expounded the fence law, saying

cooking apple, 
use or market.

U
most beautiful 

appearance even
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ira
ad and roots of the trees question was disonssed. Mr. Frame, a promin- 

It didn’t strike ent farmer and Reeve of Downie, was staggered
of the leavesthat a by-law must be passed expressly per

mitting cattle to run at large ; otherwise they 
could be impounded whether the municipality 
passed a pound law or not.

Planting trees for wind breaks and hedges 
was discussed. A. M. Smith advocated hedges 
of Norway spruce or even of currant bushes to 
break the wind and gather the snow around 
the roots of the vines for their protection. The 
vines, he said, were much injured where the 
snow had full sweep. He also used white cedar 
for wind breaks or hedges. Thos. Beall re
garded hedges as useless for the farmer, as 
they gathered mountain ranges of snow on one 
side. He advocated the planting of large trees, 
to be placed at right angles with the prevailing 
winds, in which case the trees acted as a screen. 
Hedges were only suitable for towns. He also 
favored the planting of clusters of trees in the 
fields to protect the stock. He spoke highly of 
the spruces, but his favorite tree was the wal
nut, both for utility and ornament, which, he 
said, would flourish in any part of Canada. 
VV. W. Hilborn recommended the Scotch pine, 
as it grew twice as fast as the Norway spruce. 
Mr. Denton objected to the locust on account 
of its being attacked by the borer. J. P. 
Wood spoke highly of the butternut, 
thought nut bearing trees should be planted in 
the towns as well as in the country ; the thresh
ing of the trees by boys when getting the nuts 
was more beneficial than injurious to the trees, 
not to mention a word about the effects upon 
the boys. The elm, the wild cherry, the white 
ash, the hard and soft maples, and the bass
wood, were also flattered. Mr. Scott, of Ann 
Arbor, Mich., thought the elm surpassed all 
other trees as an ornament.

'he planted on the roadsides?
anybody that a little surface moisture was pre- j when the price of $30 per ton was mentioned. « 
ferable to dust. It was thought to be a contra- He was convinced that the fertility of farms 
dictory proceeding to plant trees to keep the could be restored and maintained without the >
roads dry and the whole country moist, it use of commercial fertilizers. If Mr. Frame 
having been overlooked that mere road side speaks from experience, his assertions imply two 
planting would not materially affect the rainfall, things: (1) He feeds all his crops to his stock;

(2) he eats all the stock. However, the inexor
able Reeve of Downie is quite as consistent as 
any of us; /for we are all auspicious of things 
which we know nothing about, and are prone to 
condemn them. Judging from the tenor of his re
marks, he would not pay $30 a ton for fertil
izers, even if he made 300 percent on his in
vestment. Farmers, take a lesson : it is not 
what you pay for a thing that you should look 
at; it is what you can make out of it.
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m.M P. R. Jarvis (Stratford) said he tried to 
grow peaches for 30 years without success. 
Here the Secretary of the Association gave some 
valuable hints on peach growing. He advised 
the citizens of Stratford to plant the stones of 
the hardiest trees, and when the seedlings bore 
fruit, select again, and so keep on and on unti 
a sufficiently hardy tree was assured. They 
should select the healthiest as well as the hardi
est parent, and if the land was properly drainedf 
the wood would grow all right, but there 
still was danger of the buds being nipped by 
the late frosts. This could be prevented by se
lecting a cool exposure, not the south side of the 
house, as was usually done, thereby preventing 
the buds from commencing to grow too early. 
A northern or western exposure was best, and 
the roots should he kept cool in spring in order 
to prevent too early a growth. Herein hangs a 
tale. Has not the present system of cultivating 
all fruits a tendency to weakness instead of 
strength? In this respect it resembles our 
system of breeding live-stock." Hothouse cul
ture, mulching, wind-breaks, etc., must tend to 
produce more tender and less nutritious fruit, 
the appearance being the only advantage gain
ed. Every new boomed-up variety is coddled 
to death until the boom prices have passed 
away, and a newer and tender variety takes its 
place. It is a wonder that our fruit growers do 
not establish a pedigree register, and give aris
tocratic names to their pet varieties In some 
respects they are destroying instead of building 
up our fruit industry.

/
Of the new and promising varieties of small 

fruits, the following varieties were mentioned :— 
Strawberries: — Woodruff (medium earliness); 
Atlantic (late); Prime oj Berries (la‘e); Early 
CawyBi (very early.) Raspberries:—Red— 
Marlboro (early), and Reliance (medium); yel
low—Caroline (late); black—Tyler (early), and 
Hilborn (medium to la1»); purple—Shaffers' 
Colossal (medium to late). Beeber’s Golden was 
ruled out as being of no value. Currants: — 
Fay's Prolific (large red); Raby Castle (medium 
red), and Moore's Ruby (large red). Gooseber
ries: — White Smith: Industry (red); Smith's 
Improved (light green); Downing, (light green). 
Crown Bob was mentioned as being subject to 
mildew. Grapes:— Empire State { white); Ulster 
Prolific (red); Niagara (whitish green); Wood
ruff (red); Poukeepsie (red). All the above- 
named varieties of small fruits are very promis 
ing, having been fairly well tested, and are 
worthy of special attention. Specially worthy 
of mention is the Hilborn raspberry. It has 
now been tested in different sections for the 
past seven years, and no condemnatory remarks 
have been heard concerning it. It is a black 
cap and is pronounced to be first-class quality, 
exceedingly hardy, firm, and a good shippe-.

The President exempted, none of the
understand
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;- Mr. A. McD. Allan (Goderich), one of the 

ablest apple experts in Canada, gave a 
list of the most reliable varieties that can be 
grown idxthe Huron tract (in which Stratford 
is situated)—embracing the varieties which are 
the best shippers and bring the highest prices 
in the English markets, viz. : Baldwin, Northern 
Spy, American Golden Russet, King of Tomp
kins County, Wagner, Rhode Island Greening, 
Wealthy, and the Pippins. He said that this 
Province lead the world in the quality of apples, 
and the price in the English markets ranged 
from Is to Is fid higher than American apples. 
Mr. Nelson Monteith, a prominent farmer near 
Stratford, spoke strongly in favor of King of 
Tompkins County. He algo liked the North- 

Spy and Seek-no-Furtàer. 
excellent collection of apples (as well as other 
fruits), amongst which there were some excel
lent seedling apples laid on the table by M 
Monteith. A seedling apple of excellent qual
ity was christened "Oliver” by the Association, 
being the name of the originator.
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A sharp discussion took place on the planting 
of trees by the road sides, the proper distance 
apart, and the effects of such trees on the con
dition of the roads. It was held that 25 to 30

Sheaves from our Cleaner.
Arthur Bryant’s theory of the proper prun

ing season is really elementary principle. 
When we want a tree or vine to make wood we 
never interrupt it while doing so, nor allow any
thing else—wind, animal, weed or insect—to 
check it, if we can prevent. We wait until 
growth is completed for the season, and the 
plant is at rest, tçTdo any necessary pruning. 
But if we have wood enough to start fruitage 
upon, we begin to check wood-making by some 
summer pinching, and by pruning before growth 
is quite completed, so that what remains of it 
may help in the building of fruitbude, which 
our summer pinching has given the tree a 
tendency to form.

Chestnut trees, says a writer in the Mass. 
Ploughman, can be profitably planted in clumps 
and along the fences on hill-tops, as after a few 
years the < rop of nuts yields a return equiva
lent to a fair rate of interest, while the trees 
continue to grow. I may be permitted to say 
that I have chestnut trees, planted in 1818, 
which are now fifty feet in height, and girth 
two feet above the ground, over seven feet. 
Each tree"produces fro n a bushel to a bushel 
and a half of chestnuts every year.

Dr. Sturtevant, of the N. Y. Experiment Sta
tion, says : "The nomenclature of farm seed is 
in a state of chaos. There seems to be no au
thority to settle the question of variety, and 

sweep of the winds have a greater tendency to the use of commercial fertilizers, but all were hence the name under which a variety is sold is 
reduce moisture on the roads than the action anxious to know how to make them pay. The a matter of accident or ignorance.

feet apart was the proper distance, and 12 or 15 
feet, as is the usual custom, but no objection was 
taken to the plan of planting 12 or 15 feet apart 
in the first place, then cutting out every alter
nate tree when it grew large enough to make 
axe-handles, etc., and replanting ; then in 30 to 
-~>0 years cutting down the large trees for timber 
or lumber, and replanting with small trees —thus 
alternating the process for all time to come.
There was a difference of opinion as to the 
effects of road side trees upon the condition of 
the roads, some holding that the trees kept the 
roads wet until late in the spring, others tak
ing the contrary view on the ground that mois
ture was given off by means of evaporation 
through the leaves. Somebody should have 
been there who was capable of settling the 
question. This is a specimen of the many un 
satisfactory discussions which are found in the 
reports of the Association. Somebody should 
have said that road side trees planted on a stiff 
soil would help to drain the road, both by the 
action of the roots and by the vast amount of 
evaporation through the leaves, while on a 
light soil, no artificial drainage being required, 
the shadow of the trees and the prevention of 
the full sweep of the winds would have a ten 
dency to keep the road moist longer than 
« here no trees were planted. Would the open members of the Association
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1
I Where muck or other absorbents are not used, ! granary excepted; also the ventilator, which 

the liquid manure is conveyed through pipes goes straight up the centre of the building, at 
into the tank. the same time acting as a source of light, cast-

The hand-car railroad runs all the way around, ing a volume of light into the centre of the base- 
and the car is used for conveying food, men 
water, muck and manure to their respective A 
places. It will also be observed that^he rail
road runs into the centre of the building, where 
the car can be placed near the water, cut fod
der, grain and roots. The dotted lines behind 
the. sheep and poultry houses indicate that up
right scantlings should he used instead of a 
close wall in order to throw more light into 
the box-stalls. Half, or more, of the quadrant 
used for the calves and young cattle is divided 
into box-stalls, with doors at both ends.

Stock.

îf
i A General Purpose Barn.

Since the publication in the Advocate of the 
plan and description of Mr. Murray’s bam, we 
have received a large number of communica
tions relating to barns, many of which 
accompanied by sketches. Not having space 
to publish all the matter, or to make illustra
tions from all the sketches, we present our 
readers with a plan of our own; and, as will be 
seen in our prize essay column, we offer a prize 
for the best criticisms on it. For the present, 
we do not decide whether the plan pleases us 
or not, and competitors for the prize may make 
their criticisms favorable or unfavorable.

The plan ex
plains itself, but 
there are certain 
points tp which 
we wish to draw 
attention. We 
desire to have the 
size and the price 
left out of consid
eration, for in 
these respects 
the bam can be 
made to suit the 
circumstances of 
any farmer, and 
it requires very 
little ingenuity 
to change the ar
rangement into a 
dairy bam, al
though we wish 
thp criticisms to 
Be confined to its 
suitability for 
mixed husbandry 
It will be an issue 
whether a round 
barn will hold 
more or less stock 
grain, etc., with
in the same num
ber of square or 
cubic feet, than 
a square bam ; 
whether the 
price will be 
affected by the 
shape ; whether 
it is desirable to 
have so muctvma-
terial under one barn for mixed husbandry. either be^ut into
oTLmiWhfetfhtB U 18 ‘"'T6'1 t0,thC "SUal 8yStCm r°ads going °lear throu«h the Basement, cut- the root-house, through the bLnfloo^Vby 

fut^e Lr insZe8enf FR1 8 °f ^ ^ each °ther at right an«les- Looki“g at driving the wagon into the basement passages.
SlthlS rrDgTemi the position marked “A,” it will also be seen Three out of these four roads can be utilLd 
braces the cooking of the food in winter, and that the wagon, instead of going straight for this purpose

8eveielycriti" ZZ- Can tUrn and g0 ar0Und 0ver the If the fodder should be cut, the grain ground, 
not compile ° P"rP°8ea ^ ***'the COrnera being teke“ ^ the roots pulped, we make, the following

It will be Observed th«t th • ■ ofl th= foultry and p,g houses in order to facili- arrangement:-We place the cutter on the
the cltre of Ïhe 7 Z Ü “ “ ^ the turning of the waS°n; but it will be a barn floor in such manner that the cut stuff can
the „,m w. :, :: :!,”'1': "T" !” d/™U“l™ wh,th" « »«* »... „r«™ be mo,, ,„,l, dropped through the Boor ieto

z22 ,hould u w,ie trrir r* r~ t ", i EE EHFr7 ^
rzi •>»——.2 i %:■ - « L : trrr. ;z.

being dumped into the manure shed and allow- floor perfectly deV ZobLT nZvl. Z ^ Sam6 time* drive the PulP®r
ed to ferment, will be a subject for discussion. ] thing of that sort,‘the ’ ” ^ 1 ' h 18 S'tUated ln the root cellar We have

'
at—into the circle occupied by the pump, 
mow of hay may be built over the cow 

stable, not extending nearer the centre of the 
building than the portion of the floor directly 
over the railroad track. By this arrangement 
hay can be thrown down through the floor in 
front of the cows and fattening cattle. In like 
manner, a mow of hay may be built over the 
sheep, over the shop and implements for the 
calves, over the open shed for the horses, etc.
It may here be discussed whether it would not » 
be preferable to have openings from the mows 

It will be observed that there are two wagon to the mangers, thereby putting the hay di-

• rectly into the
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mangers, instead 
of first throwing 
it down into the

3i;
Ï ><$) •£ '- passage before 

the stock. We 
shall place the 
granary over the 
open shed—over 
the part nearest 
the bull stall— 
for the following 
reasons:—1. The 
grain can be lead 
through a spout 
into a bin in the 
space below 
marked “grain.” 
2. The grains to 
be marketed can
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be dropped into 
the wagon after 
it is backed up 
into the shed un
der the granary. 
Grain, bran, oil
cake, etc., hauled 
from' the market 
may be placed 
into this bin 
either through 
the granary or 
directly from 
the wagon as it 
passes through 
the basement 
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PRIZE ESSAY.more or less, fat cattle, or at least cattle which 
feeders have turned off to the butchers, have 
been selling round about $4.00, not a few enter
prising feeders have been paying as high as 
$4.00 to $4.35 for thrify 1,100 to 1,200 lb. cat 
tip to put into their feed lots.

Only a few have ventured to pay these high 
prices, in view of the low rates current for beef 
cattle, but it is a question whether they will 
not come out much better than the penny-wise 
fellows, who at the same time were picking up 
ill-bred little runts at about $2.50 to $3. The 
latter will shortly be returned to sell as four 
cent “fat cattle,” while the smooth, well-bred 
animals are the kind out of which the good 
feeders have been making five and a half-cent 
cattle and better, while four cents was quite a 
common price.

Among the new features to be added to the 
coming Fat Stock Show (Chicago), is a depart
ment for range cattle, with premiums the same 
as for corn-fed, stall-fed, etc.

It is quite interesting to stand in one of the 
big meat markets at the Stock Yards where the 
counters are piled here and there with rolls 
and pats of butterine. Now and then some 
poor person who cannot afford to pay 
per pound for butter, may be seen to come in 
and get a pound of “painted tallow,” but by far 
the bulk of the purchasers are boarding house 
keepers and hotel messengers who buy it on the 
sly at 14 cents per lb., and then try to make 
their boarders believe that they get all of their 
butter from a friend or a relative who has a big

the bam floor, the one in the shop and the 
other in the open shed. (See illustration. ) 

With regard to the aspect of the barn, we 
for the sake of creating discussion, that

ch Clovers an 4 Crasses.
by THOMAS KLMBS, PBIXCBTOWN, ONT.at

it- This subject is of vital importance to us as a 
Province at this parriOular time. Our lands 
require renovating on, account of the heavy 
strain to which they have been subjected by 
continued grain raising. Although Canada 
stands prominent as a grain growing country, 
still in these days of such heavy competition, 
which has amounted the last few years to over 
production—and is likely to continue for some 
time to come—we cannot expect to have the 
profit we have had in the past. Our own North
west, the Western States, India, Russia, in 
fact, nearly every part of the globe, is pouring 
its cereals upon the markets, which makes it 
impossible for ns profitably to compete with 

It becomes us to turn our attention to

say,
the portion occupied by the cow stable faces 
the north. There are also other questions that 

be discussed, such as the relation of such

e-
P-
iW may

a bam with respect to light, fire, air, easiness 
of access from one department to another, etc., 
bearing in mind that some animals require 

light than others, especially some which 
tantly confined and receive little

le
!y <*>
it
in more 

are cons
opportunity of basking in the 
also, whether the heaviest eaters are placed 
nearest the bulk of the food, and whether the 
working animals are located near the imple
ments which they are most accustomed to use.

ce or no 
sun. Consider,le

le

them.
other branches where competition is not so 
keen, and is not likely to be for some time at 
least, such as dairying and stock raising. By 
so doing we would not only receive an imme
diate profit, but our lands would be also in
creased in fertility. . , , .

The fertility of a farm can be maintained, 
and may be increased independent of any 
manure outside itself, by judicious seeding and 
stock raising, providing the products 
turned to the soil. The air is full of gasses, the 
rains and dews are always full of nutriment to 
supply vegetable life, and if we so arrange so 
as to have the lands continually occupied by 
those plants which feed largely upon them, 
that is, those with broad, open leaves, we pro
duce crops which are not hard on the land, 
especially if they are subsoil feeders, 
order to maintain fertility we must pay far 
more attention to our meadows and pastures 
by selecting the best clovers and grasses, and
securing a thick, heavy growth.

One of the greatest evils is that land is al
lowed to be thrown into meadow and pasture 
before being thoroughly cleaned of the natural 
grasses, and simply sown with clover and 
timothy, which are soon choked out, and the 
laud is still allowed to lie producing simply 
nothing, having become sod-bound. I lay it 
down as an unerring rule that land intended 
for meadow or pasture should be thoroughly 
cleared and well stocked with different kinds 
of clover and grass seeds, as many kinds as are 
adapted to the soil, and, if possible, let there 
be included the seeds which are either indi
genous or found to be best suited to the imme
diate vicinity, and on a similar soil.

The reasons for recommending several kinds 
are that each has its particular season of 
growth, and feeds on a particular kind of 
plant food in the soil. By multiplying the 
number of clovers and grasses we obtain a con- 
stant growth of herbage, and a far more abun- 
daot supply of food and nutriment. For in- 
stance, say a square foot of surface will pro
duce six stalks of timothy. This gra-s grow- 
ingneither early or late, the herbage will neither 
be abundant nor permanent; but the same 
square foot which would produce but six plants 
of timothy would support in the 
six plants of several other species, say red 
clover Alsike clover, Lucem, Meadow foxtail, 
Orchard and Kentucky grass, Meadow fescue, 
&c Of these kinds some one would be in 
luxuriant growth at all seasons, and the herb
age would be thus increased five fold, if the 
soil is good and suited to all these seeds.

Although the alternation of grass and grain 
crops is deemed most profitable on soils and in 
si nations which will admit of this kind of 
husbandry, yet there are many situations in 
which this change cannot 
manifest injury to the cultivator, 
certain soils which are natural to meadow and 
pasture, and not suited to grain; also such lands 
m are flooded by streams passing through 
them, which make it imperative to keep them 
in meadow and pasture. The evils which are 
experienced in low-lying grounds are the 
gradual disappearance of the best grasses and 
the growth of coarse herbage and weeds in
their stead. _ .

The product of our natuial paaturesjand 
! meadows which are inclined to dampness pro-

>t »

i-

.4 Chatty Letter from the States.
[FROM OUR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENT.]

Lately some of the papers in the Far West 
hive been* raising not a little complaint about 
the extraordinary concentration of capital at 
Chicago, which enables cattle buyers to 
pletely dictate what prices shall be. And at 
the very same time th i same papers are urging 
the importance of establishing refrigerator

in the Far West, so as to save the lorg

d
g

are re-

so com-

30 cents

t con
cerns
hauling of live stock. In other words, they 
wantidg the benefits of the vast capitol neces
sary to run a refrigerator business, and at the 
same time they are quite unwilling to have the 
results of concentrated capital, sure to follow.

It is true that the refrigerator business is both 
a bane and a boon to the stock interests. It 
puts such vast power in the hands of a very few 
men who are engaged in it, that they are able 

to control the beef markets

But ini are

1
t

creamery out in Iowa.
The manufacturers sell it for exactly what it 

is, but unfortunately the hotel and boarding
house people do not dare to label their dishes
in which they set it before an----- I was going

unsuspecting public, but that would
in a large measure 
by suppressing competition from the smaller 
and more numerous handlers of cattle, hogs 
and sheep on the hoof. But on the other hand, 
tons of fresh meat are now sent into all parts of 
the interior, where before the inhabitants had 
to content themselves with cured and dried 
meats, of which they ate very little, compared 

' to the amount of fresh meat consumed when

to say an
be wrong, as the public is very suspecting, but 

That idea of "Marsfield’s”very helpless, 
about arming every person with a powerful mi
croscope, to be continually used in defence of the 
inner man, is not a bad one, but before the com
mon people can be educated up to knowing how 
to use them, the scientific adulterators will have 
found a score of other ways for getting bad 
things into our stomachs, in the guise of whole
some food. Verily, “Woe to the consumers!”

furnished in regular supplies.
“If the refrigerator business pays

of the western men, 
base of

so well at
Chicago,” say some 
“then it ought to pay still better if the

removed nearer the grazing
Business in the western sheep trade has re

vived considerably of late, and there is a pros
pect that sheep raising will soon regain 
thing of its old and deserved popularity. 
sheep men are gradually yielding to the inevit
able fall of the tariff protection idea, and are 
turning their attention to the less vexed ques 
tion of how to make good mutton and lambs 
that will please the butcher and bring from him 
a good price.

operations were 
fields of the west, nearer the sources of produc
tion.” It may be that if it pays to save hauling 
an animal a thousand miles on foot, that it 
would pay better to save hauling him two 
thousand. But as yet the business has not 
been made to pay west of the great live stock

some-
The

same season

metropolis.
The Americans are awaiting with consider 

able interest the result of the Montreal expor- 
ters’ plan to engage in the refrigerator business 
in order to meet them on their own footing. It 

that Mr. Swift, who has hitherto loaded

In regard to over-feeding of stallions, Prof. 
Williams, of Edinburgh, strongly recommends 
that draft, stallions should be worked a little 
later in winter. This is net only with a view 
of preserving the horse’s procieative powers, 
but his health, as now, when attacked, his or
gans not being in a very healthy condition, he is 
unable to withstand the usual veterinary 
edies when in trouble, and succumbs suddenly. 
The late Mr. Drew was of the same opinion,and

his famous stud-

seemes
a Canadian line of steamers every year with 
dressed beef, is to have some interesting com

be effected without 
There are

petition the coming summer.
The exporters of cattle are inclined to look a

prices across thelittle long-faced just now, 
water do not hold up as well as they had ex
pected. In fact, while prices at Chicago have 
lately been advancing, the rates on the other 
side have lately been lower than for months

as rem

spring-time he gave 
Prince of Wales, good sweating work in

every 
horse, 
the chain harrow.past.

While many thousands of 1,000 tc 1,300 1b.,
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dace about twenty-five different species of 
grasses and weeds, the greater nnmber\jof. 
which are either useless or injurious, 
same proportion holds good in natural upland 
meadow. It is apparent that we must eradicate 
the useless and the bad, and continue and 
multiply those which are good.

It has truthfully been said the value of 
farming lands has been increased ten or 
fifteen dollars per acre by the intr:duction of 
dairying in all its branches in certain localities. 
It migjh'. still be greatly increased by judicious 
seeding for hay and pasture, thereby greatly 
increasing the products of thé land and the 
amount of stock, which could be better kept 
than at present. It is quite possible for us to 
support a vast amount more stock, and still 
raise as much if not more grain than we now 
do by a proper attention to this important sub
ject.

namely, clay lram with heavy clay subsoil, as 
its long roots cannot penetrate it to make it a 
success. For this reason it is very short-lived 
in such land.

Then comes the minor Clover such as the 
Large Late, or Pea vine (Trifolium pratense 
perenne), also called Mammoth Clover or Cow 
Grass. It is very good to increase the fertility 
of land, but is not really good either for hay or 
pasture, as it grows too rank.

The Yellow Clover (Sfedicago lupulina) 
being fibrous rooted, does very well for two or 
three years, as it is a very rapid grower, pro
ducing early feed, and is very good when sown 
with other mixtures, but is useless alone.

The White Dutch (Trifolium repens) is good 
for permanent pasture mixtures; it also makes 
good forage for bees, but is not as good as 
Alsike for this purpose.

The Scarlet Clover ( Trifolium incarnatum)
Let us now glance at a few of the most is a very handsome variety, is a very rapid 

prominent clovers and grasses. There is not a grower, and will produce a late crop if 
plant ever grown on the farm that has as much early spring, but is not very hardy.
of the elements of fertility to return to the soil The Sainfoin (Onobryehis scuiva) is suited to Some eight or ten years ago, at one of the 
as clover, especially the common red variety, strong land; has nothing else to recommend it. annual conventions of the New York State 
which for Canada stands first on the list; I will now mention a few of the best grasses Dairymen’s Association, Prof. J. P. Roberts of 
but we find a decrea-mg amount is being sown best suited to our climate and soils. Timothy r. „ TI . , , ’ 01
on account of the insect pests which prey upon (Phleum pratense) is too well known to need an orne l University, made a somewhat elabor- 
the seed we have been in the habit of growing introduction; it makes excellent hay, and is ate calculation of the loss sustained by dairy- 
oureelves, this being really a great calamity, if best suited for damp or heavy land, but it is men, and others also, in giving their stock cold

srsa i"4 r *?-. “■* «*» «■* »,
midge, a moment. nutriment from the surface soil; indeed, a lce water> during the winter

The parent insect deposits its eggs in the heavy crop of timothy on land suited for wheat figured out the cost of extra food required to
soil in the fall of the year, which hatch and is as injurious to the land as a heavy wheat be consumed by stock for the sole nurnose of
become the perfect insect early in June, and crop. ,__. , , * ,
proceeds to lay its eggs in the clover blossoms, Orchard Grass (Dactylis glomerata) also f ,g enoug to warm up the cold 
after which the parent dies. The eggs hatch called Cocksfoot, is a very good substitute for *°°d and water *° l”e temperature at which it
in a few days, and the insect preys upon the timothy. It grows all the season, and will grow must be before digestion or absorption could go
blossom. If the clover is left to stand they as much in one day as timothy will in a week; on, or even begin. I fail to find the address in 
wiggle out of the head and fall to the ground, a good hay, especially when mixed with other * ■ . , ,where they remain till they become the perfect grasses and clovers; is not very hard on the J * tbe. rePorts ,n my possession, and doubt 
insect, ready to make'he attack on the second land, and makes an excellent pasture. whether it was published, and the exact
crop, totally destroying the seed. The remedy Meadow Fescue, (Festuca pratensis) is one figures, of course, could not be retained but
Llrl^nltV00^ th®egg8 are ^.epo!iled of the best, if not the very best of all our grass- the general conclusion is well remembered 
early in June, cut the clover immediately or es; is very nutritious and productive is adant- k . ,, „ , , rememoerea,pasture till the 10th, but t utting is the best ed to any soil, and succeeds well even on p».r h h WaS t0 th® effeCt that somethiug like
remedy I have found. The eggs are thus de soil. Its roots penetrate the soil to the depth twenty five per cent, of the food consumed 
troyed, their means of support being gone, and of 12 or 15 inches, thus withstanding drouth expended in warming the cold rations from
as the ground is thus free from the insect, we It also adds to the fertility of the soil, approach- to blond bent 1 1 . t ,,are sure of a wood crop of seed, which I have ing clover in this respect, and makes a su perior ^at and was entirely lost so far as all
had these last two seasons. As a matter of class of hay. It is to be hoped this grass will PnrPoaea ot nutrition, or flesh or milk production 
course, we lose on the hay or pasture, but it is be allowed to stand in advance of timothy for was concerned, and that as wood and coal 
utterly impossible to raise seed in any other its many good qualities and no evil one. a cheaper fuel than food, it would pay to
" The midge does not affect the Alsike clover, one^^he eaZ^nd gr^s'fo^tla3 ?? T**™’ ?°ld Wat®r> * arti
whi h I rank as No. 2 for usefulness. It is a nent pastures, and meadows, is remarkably llclal means- The reasoning by which this
strong vigorous grower, makes a large quantity quick in growth, and comes early to maturity- concluai<>n was reached seemed fair enough but
of hay, especially good for cattle, but the does best on loamy or clay soils the conclusion itself «frockgrowth of the plant after August is of very Perennial Rye, (Lo/ium perenne) The tinn Ts tLe L Ee t ^ «hole conven
little account, which is rather a drawback, best qualities of this grass are: it is suited to *« . th helSht of abaurdity. The idea
Pei haps there is nothing that will make so high all soils and suited both for alternate husband- °‘ beating water to seventy degrees
a return for the outlay as raising Alsike seed, ry and pasture, and produces excellent hay if cattle from an expenditure of animal heat for 
I have raised a large amount for several years, cut as soon as coming in bloom. warraim? it on in v, • ,the price varying from $7 to $14 per bushel, but Kentucky P,lue Grass (Poa prat,msis) also 8 , P , * stomachs, was simply
even this year, with low prices, my seed will called June grass, is also very valuable but in .0n8eu810a1’ and a baseless theory in the estima 
turn $40 per acre, and the straw after thresh- mixing it w ith other grasses only ’a small tl°n °f his heilrera- Water so warm, it was
mg makes excellent feed, as it does not ripen amount should be sown, as after a few years it objected, would paralyze the stomach and
but remains a beautiful gree,.. I would not is apt to choke out some of the better varieties weaken it and ,etLd a .■ 8t0I"aCn , anU 
take $10 per acre for it, which makes $50 per Red Tor (Agrostis vulgaris) is a good grass tion of ’ r, <^ge8/t‘0n b>’ the relaxa
acre, simply by sowing 6 lbs. seed per acre, be- for permanent pasture, best adapted for^wet ° ° 8° much warmth. Cold water, by rea 
suies receiving great benefit from the roots soils, but does well on any soil; is remarkably 800 °f the vigorous reaction it would pro iuce,
count, for f fiZ t^wouMHve forever if a»°-ed to do ™ held to be not only better but essential.
tons per acre, which I consider better jlian $15 Many other varieties might be mentioned hi 6 if - fn Whlch the Profe8Sor Place(1

as sand or gravel, as its roots penetrate to a not depend upon mixed seeds so lorn?a« 8 P * the convention,
great depth, upwards of ten feet, enabling it to impositions are practised in this direction’ palns t0 ®a8e him down aa carefully as possible 
resist the driest weather and produce wonder- After securing good seed have a good seed fro,n the ridiculous position he had taken and

Si:,T7,iri^r»”L7'-thF1-”" » th=
year, that is, a rich mellow seed bed, and the but I find it is better to have 111 theZdsTv’ °f SC,enCe ln fa'ming, and the Profts
land should nut be pastured; but after that v ing on top than to bury them an inch or more’ S°r h'mSelf Wa8 Pr»bably frightened out of his
will produce wondeiful ciops and may he cut ; A roller is all that is rtquirrd if u-ed at the own aound conclusion, for I have never know n 
three times 111 the season. Although such a pro- pro,, er time event on »f„n > _ , ior 1 nave never know n(ligious yielder, it docs not impoverish the; harrowing may beZlowed “ cTre ThouVf fR C ‘Î °UC on the coücge farm,
su, lace, but rather improves it. Tne age of this so exercised not to pas me much in ^he fa " RdCently 1 had the pleasure of attending the

strûLuK.’srzs sa*-,h-z zzLzr*-.,* 7 ";-™r ««
i high as the common red or Alsike, it not be- The best mode of selo f to- 11 i °u, v here, I think, was as-
„ », »», =h.»„ a»„

suited for our particular soils and situations, 
and profit by experience, as this is the only 
true guide we have on this subject at present, 
for this branch of agriculture has been Very 
much neglected, and no one in this Province 
has had enough experience to be an unerring 
guide. The number of varieties shown is be- 
tween eight and twelve, so arranged as to 
secure a good growth every day in the season 
which would produce such results in stock 
raising, dairying, &c., as would compell us all 
to exclaim :

“0, thrice happy farmers, if they only knew 
their blessings,”
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Varying Views of Warm Water for 
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BY VROF. L. B. ARNOLD.
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head whenever you ask him to take the bit, 
and whenever, while driving him, you endeavor

Gentle-

1, than I have ever met at such a gathering be
fore, and while enjoying the occasion I learned 
that three largg^dairymen were, at the very 
time Roberts was reading his paper, practically 
carrying out its leading feature, namely, heat
ing water artificially for their cows to drink,
and were heating to 80 instead of to 70 degrees, ness, or start too quickly, are 
and were doing so with a decided benefit. they require still mote severe treatment.

"23eterinarg.r
~ I to turn him from the straight course.

and patience, however, will eventually 
overcome this fear, and then the treatment is

Breaking Vicious Horses.
(Continued from our last Issue).

More dangerous than horses that sulk in har- successfully accomplished.
the kickers, and Even more dangerous than the kicking horse, 

if such is possible, is the confirmed bolter. s 
. . Unless this habit can be conquered, both the

them the remedy is not so much patience as it diyer and the vehicle are absolutely at the 
is punishment, or, rather the patience of pun mercy of the vicious brute. Frequently all the 
i-hment. The gifted Prof. Bartholomew lays forms of bolting, from shying to violent 
down the cardinal rule, that in breaking the : ^ ‘ ” aiiaea ,ither from timidi y or defect 
vicious horse the homeopathic formula—similin oj yjgjon Both of these can be largely reme- 
similibus curantur—must be applied. Iftheborse died by the use of the open bridle and the power
is a confirmed kicker, he furnishes him with of patient kindnesa

* ...... .... such an animal, but kindness and patience, to
both the means and provocation to kick until he ^ wUh % firm_ {ear|e68 touch, can
becomes not only tired, but perfectly disgusted pligb wonderful curative results. Briving the 
with kicking. For instance, if the horse kicks, horse up to the object of his fear so ob”® *“at

1 *h'
he keeps the harness on him, and secures a bag tjme but by turning again and again the 
of sawdust or stiaw to the crupper, so that it b irae c&a be made to approach the object, and 
will hang down far enough to touch his hind then his fear will be completely dispelled. 
,.s.b=,o. .b.h.=k. Then the h„„e pe„
mitted to kick until exhaustion ensues. Every ( e puniahed ùll his evil disposition is thorough- 
day this opportunity is afforded him until kick- |y subjugated. He must be made to tremble
ing becomes decidedly distasteful to him This at the very thought of bolting. Whetihe bolts
method I. eEemd.n. -„h the ,„g. m-pH» tTSif -S

kicking horses, but some are so ouoning that aud pllnigbed while recum eut, till he feels 
they soon learn not to kick at the harmless bag, there is no limit to the power of his master. 
hotre«irve their .trench to, the m.-te, .he
devised this scheme. The horses most vicious ^ Ÿ ^ h^rae kno*a tie punishment will 
with their heels are not conquered even with certajn)y f0u0W the bolting, 
the Rarey apparatus of the Yankee bridle and More provoking than all these vicious habits 
strapping up one lore leg, by .hich the horee » the “ ETtaS ' '

is thrown down, and the whip is freely used aaid that a highly bred horse will not submit
between his hind limbs. Such horses will not t0 heavy draft labor, and that a game draft 
kick when prostrate, but will sometimes renew horse will never < alk, but the one statement is 
,h. h.,,1. -he, standing again upon th.i,
More efficacious is the device which makes ^ h(j made to work Bteadily in pulling heavy

kick hurtful to themselves alone. If the 1)(ads provided he is properly-matched and
driven. If he is hooked to a pdfe with a cold- 
nred, sluggish horse, who will not start till after 

_ , . . his spirited mate has made two or three at-
by means of a girth until it passes back nearly ! tempcg to atart the load alone, then the
as far as the lia k, and is then parted, so tha' , thoroughbred is very apt to balk. But if he is 
one end, by means of a strap, is secured to one ; mated with a horse of equal metal, and they are

! hind fetlock> amJ the °ther endttohtthteh ft” and gradually in'r^b^the
hind fetlock, and then drawn so tight that the burdenraa they become accustomed to a steady 
mouth is brought cl me to the breas , then every pall and an easy walking gait, the thorough- 
kick with the hind feet violently jerks the bred team will do more heavy work in less time,

d • 4L • l 4 4L-1. il„ in proportion to ’heir weight, than any other,mouth. So severe is the punishment that the ^ {PQm the hegt of draught breeds. It is
most vicious horse will not repeat the operation g|[nply a matter 0f education. The thorough-
more than two or three times. This operation ,,redi even the trotting horse, has been bred for
,h„dd be ,=rr. the h.™ being
provoked to kick, until he will, at last, rais. ^ ^ befgn) a loadi.d wa,on or a plow,
the hind feet only to put them down aga n with the point deep in the gropnd, he will 
without kicking. When the master can raise certainly balk. They will even prove restive 
.„h=, one „ ,h. hind ,i„ „„d .wi.g SU. «£» U.mp.^h;
them forward until the stifles strike the body, aoougtomed to this kind of labor, and if it is in 
or backwards, and subject them to the blows 8ensibly in reased, with patient enoourage- 
of a blacksmith’s hammer, without opposition meut they will learn to throw all their mus 
then and n .t till then, is the horse conquered, oular power into the collar till they van be

Something must be done; this is avowed by With the precaution of kicking straps, he can Nulhing succeeds with a balky horse like pa,
th. New Yurk cheese ÎZSJÏÏThS Udi.’S"» '
sJVSWWk of the breaking he hae become to «light S£»^r3K.*£=5

itv savs the N Y Times. Unless this some- tomed to the word of command that the s g the driver should anticipate hie whim by com 
t biner is done it‘is evident that Canada will be- est indication of kicking can be checked by a manding him to stop before he comes to a 

® , . . r ondden :erk of the rein and a decided U)hoa! stand-still, of his own motion. After a longthe great cheese producing centre of sudden ,erK or tne re.n a cause he she .Id sn. ak sharply to him to start,North America. The reputation of Canadian from the driver. Even the impulse to kick can P™™ ?h°e willing home tithe same instant
cheese is now very high, while that of Arne, i- thus be instantly subdued The-only injurious witb the whip and hy 8hort stages, with fre-
can cheese is very low., It is not possible that result of this method is tlîtrWous fear the queut intervals of rest the balky home will

. c ^4. i • i 11ti 1 hnrhp has every time you approach him, for r,hus soon forget hi* sulkiness, undnr the sumthe narrow strip of water which separates us home has every time you. app | lngof con8i,f„, ate treatment and his uniform
from Canada or the slight difference in climate, weeks afterward, that you intend to punish 3U(,ceg in 8tarting the load. The must obdu
can have this result ; nor haa it always been him in the mouth. Ibis will be manifested by rate q{ balking horaea win thus be converted
thus for it is only a recent occurrence, \ his suddenly and spasmodically jerking up his int0 tt free, willing animal. But thu conver

ness
?

For

The practice of heating water for cows in 
winter was brought to the attention of the con
vention, when it appeared that a considerable 
number are now doing so, and that it is strong
ly approved as a paying operation. It was

would drink aboutgenerally agreed that 
30 per cent, more water when it was warm 
than when it was cold, and that they would 

milk on the same feed

cows

accom-

give 25 per cent 
than they would when they took water at the 
freezing point, and that the milk was quite as 
good and would make as 
pounds as when the smaller quantity was 
given, all of which was in such perfect contrait 
with the decision of the New York convention 
of only a few years ago, that I could not refrain 
from soliloquizing how strangely do the opinions 
of men vary, and how conservative does the 
force of habit make them! Cows like warm 
water much better than cold, and will refrain 
from taking as much as they deed when it is at 
a low temperature, and it is doubtless due more 
to the deficient quantity used than to any other 

that their milk fails so largely when they
none. Some

more

much butter per 100

cause
compelled to take ice-water or 

detriment, however, must result from checking 
digestion by chilling the contents of the stom
ach, creating discomfort as well as loss of time 
in the labor of digestion. The marked effect 
which warm water has in promoting a flow of 
milk, it is evident, must also have a very bene
ficial effect upon cows when not in milk by 
giving them increased flesh and strength, and 
also upon other stock. At this season of the 

coming in, or about to

are

every
Rarey bridle is used, and the strap is passe - 
between the fore legs an I kept close to the body

year when cows
in, it is doubly essential that they should 

be supplied with water that is some ways above 
freezing, so that they will be induced to take 
all they need without any danger of injury, and 
it i* an excellent plan to give them 
feed also—as they will do enough better to

are
come

v'"

some warm

make it pay.

A new machine, named Driaiteuse, has been 
invented for eliminating water or buttermilk 

It e insists of a sort of canvas bagfrom butter, 
into which the granu'ar butter is placed direct- 
ly from the churn. The bag is then placed into
a sort of cylinder perforated with holes, and is
made to revolve at the rate of 700 to 800 turns 
per minute. The butter is then said to be per
fectly free from moisture.
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Sion involves the most discriminative judgment The Model Farm Advisory Board, 
on tne part of the driver. If the team is over-
burdened by reason of a heavy load, or precipit- The Hon. A. M. R iss, Commissioner of Agri-

attempted to discourage their spirits-neither . ....g, , Experimental Farm on a more on one side of the paper only. 2. Give full name,
whipping, jerking, overloading, nor excessive fubatantjal foundation. He has been gathering Post Office and Province, not necessarily for publics- 
day’s work. This treatment, coupled with I information and advice from all available tiun, but as guarantee of good faith and to enable 
generous feeding and scrupulus clean grooming sources, and has displayed commendable en- "S to !mswer by mail when- tor any reason, that 
and bedding, and frequent watering, with inter- «rev in the cause of aoric.,lt„ral w yourse seems desirable. If an answer is speciallyvais of human rest, while at work, will over- I , ® a . reb)rm- His requested by mail, a stamp must be enclosed. TTn-

=' come the balkiness of the most faint hearted I desire for a Privy Council to aid him in car- less of general interest, no questions will be answer - 
horses much more effectually than harsh and I ry*ng out Model Farm reforms is a tacit con- ed through the Advocate, as our space is very 
cruel management. Many devices have been I fession of his own weakness and of the strength limited' 3- Do not expect anonymous communlca-
resorted to for the cure of balkiness, such as | nf ..... .... . ... . tions to be noticed. 4. Matter for nnhlienti,™
blindfolding, or filling the ears with cotton and ., P ln lts crltlcisma should be marked “Printers’ MS.” on the cover the
the mouth with pebbles. An aged teamster on that Institution.^ ends being open, in which case the postage will only
once informed the writer that if a slight cord But the Commissioner is not consistent. He be lc per 4 ounces. 5. Non-subscribers should not 
Z.d'aPof Gin U0"6 led *îî had an Adviaory Board consisting of three of expect their communications to be noticed. 6. No
sit «r’H"ÆiT..™d.hb.: •-•-".'«-..«p-.h».

simple resort to fail. But all these expedients 80ciation to »id him in the management of the

sound philosophy. The principles we have ,g d 4 . aervlces> the result being that this symptoms as fully as possible, but also how the
laid down are the outgrowth of sound reason dePartment 18 m a deplorable state of neglect. ammal has been fed and otherwise treated or man- 
and careful experience. I The chances are that he or his successors will ?g?d‘ 1,1 case of suspicion of hereditary diseases,

But the most successful horseman must con- frown down the newly established Board lt 18 fecesaary also to state whether or not the 
cede that there are exceptionally vicious horses case his bill nasaeal i-y d (ln ancestors of the affected animal have had the disease
that can never be made tractable. Their in- , . 7 , blUPa8ae8)> 111 a l«ke manner, and the or any predisposition to it.
subordination comes from defective brain de last atate wl” be worse than the first. In asking questions relating to manures, it is
velopment, rather than from inherent wicked The Advisory Board question has been agi- n?ce_ssary to describe the nature of the soil on which 
ness. The horse that is cursed with a low, con tated for some time It was di=e,«. the intended manures are to be applied ; also the 
tracted countenance, exceedingly narrow be- iaat meeting of tho a„ • u , 6 the nature of the crop,tween the eyes, showing the minimum of brain last mee*“? of the Agricultural and Experi- 
capacity, that is, furthermore, afflicted with a mental Unlon at Guelph. It was then and
small, evil eye, and a sulking disposition that there proposed that the Board should consist of ______________ ______ _______
manifests itself in a sinister expression, and i nine members, three to be returned ann.i-.lK A Paying Ration for rattening Cattle I 
never-sleeping suspicion that man is his natural 0ne being elected bv the (' nnually, wish to ask you a question, as I see through vour
enemy, will sometimes resist all the persuasive . “ ° Dy tbe Government, one by PaPer you answer such. I have three steers three
approaches of kindness, gentleness and firmness the Fruit Growers’ Association one W th« years old, weight 111Ofllbs. each, which have been re-
What progress he makes toward obedience to- Dairymen’s Convention, one by the Breeders of choppedqats and smalf wheat mGed1, one part of
that is^Stenerou^anT X'rfulKheer>;eanis ?! \ ** T ** Agricultural *«1 nthfa^Zi^g,0 and ^‘a!
Eve^trTcktr^"1^’ “d f?rg6t8 thf AgricùhuM CR66 ^ ^ eX'Stu(lents ^tmn,hh but they'no w s/em to b^ goTng bafk‘“l
Every trick that is mean, cunning, and bad he . tbe Agricultural College. Nothing could want to fatten them before May. Please let me
learns rapidly and never forgets to practice, display the inexperience and boyishness know what is the reason they don’t improve faster,bTT’uî* mrrr wl° g<rti,u> heti » "■*• •» *> «“»-him, or the careful groom who thoroughly , ., ^ * ui sucnaiesolution, rv , , ,, .cleans and beds him. He is just such an ingrate and there 18 no wonder that the Commissioner y?'™* l"lcrease s"Khtly if they are iu
as the child of total depravity, who is vjfious 'gnored the body of farmers not being retire comfortable stables’ but wyuld So back under a low
m the cradle, cruel in his boyhood, and Kïut aented at all, and the continual main 8 u P temperature. If they were in a poor condition when
ally defiant on the gallows. There seems to be ing and unmaking nf « h k g’ chan§ ,y°U commenct‘d to them, your ration would
not even the semblance of good in him in his • -, ,, umnaElng ot ancb orgamzitiona being bave Produced a mor,‘ marked effect than 
happiest moods. Without provocation he will “ ltself a barrier to success. The Commis- when.tbey bave more flesb on their bones. Under 
kick, bite, and run away; without cause, he will sioner displayed commendable courage in auy clrcumstances >"our ration is not a paying one,
sulk, balk, and bolt. Like the tormented of Meeting the demands of an organization u-V !°r,n° pryfit can now be obtained without high
biblical times, he seems to be always possessed has pledged itself tn t gamzation which feeding. You may change your ration in various
of ah evil spirit. Not frequently such horses T 6 . support the Government. > wa>s- A fairly good ration would be to substitute
receive these afflictions as an heredity. Such °ne ,mPortant feature, however the first"c,ass hay for the chaff, and this would he
sires should be castrated by law. and such dams ümon’a proposed Board is far superior to tb„ i ereatly imProvcd by the addition of three or four
should be sprayed by humanitarian societies of the Commissioner of Agriculture it h • pounds of bran dàiiy to each steer, at the same time
interested in the welfare of domestic animals, representative one 8 -, » it being a reducing the quantity of chop by the same number
ftndythe a d,TaC\ t0.thti breed of hor8es- missioner’s Board ' t T ‘ g°CS' TheCom- of pounds. A still better ration would be to give 
a°d ,tb-r viemusness should bo Board is to be appointed by the oil-cake instead of bran, in about the same quan-
promptly checked by the power of annihilation. Government, and is to consist of five members tities’ or a little less, or give a mixture of oil
—[Horseshoer and Hardware Journal.____ only. We do not desire to eriticke » cakcandbraa- Yqur ration !s also defective

Board before it is appointed but we f i th® fa=l tbat 7°» use no laxative or succulent food ; 
Fancy ültock. itourdutv to mint ’ , We ffel bus, the bran or oil-meal will rectify, and roots

Millions of dollars are spent every year for which can alread ) SOme o{ th°se dangers will produce the same effect, but they have a much
fancy stock of various kinds, which only disap- can already be seen by the naked '«wer feeding value. If you want to continue feed-
point their owners. l>e cause is one which is ®ye‘ '' e anticipate that a majority of the ln« oliaff> must add more oil-cake and bran in 
scarcely suspected by the self deceived pur members of the Board will be snecnGtoro i order that the ration may not be too bulky. : 
chasers. Fancy stock is bred and reared and any Government can readily turn ; é w _°m sharply at the droppings of the animals, and 
fed for show purposes, and the exhibitor who cal machine ,n(] , ,y tum lnto a PoIB>- tbat their bowels are in good order, and vary your
scores the must points and gains the most ., acnme> anl th« real farmer, whose cause rations accordingly. No set ration can be made for 
prizes expects to sell the most stock to persons tbey are Pretending to espouse, will be farth any animal: you must 
who are taught to believe that the successful °ff from justice than ever The Mr,ri i c
prize winners are the test animals. This ap has been ruled hv li lbe Model Far
plies to the rotund, fattened Shorthorn at tife „„„ , •„ • sPecu,ators all along, and the
fat stock show which gets the first prize in the . 18 a potent and ingenious method of
show ring, but wholly fails when it is exposed §lvicg them more power.
—a mess of fat that is repulsive and disgust- The appointment of a farmer’s 
ing on the dresssd meat benches, as well as '•ountv nnd in os v. i. . . 
to the hen which scores points for form L ^ .. h dlstrlct' who
and feather, but not a point in regard to eggs ’ education at the (College,
Farmers and others buy animals for beef and come the gear of the machine and will t, 
milk and egts; in short, for their profitable the tendency, as the leadinaVir^t c u iaVC 
points, but these are never considered by eminent asserts tn , g g *be Gov- 
breeders of fancy stock. The inference is that the minds of the P°P"larlz® the Institute in 
farmers should judge of what they purchase by at the farmers’ exnenoT" A f°rced popularity 
mtrmsio ment and not by scales of points and telligeut men- ai/alii lin30"0* last.amongst in

■fir" the *h" ri“*-iN- v. “ili”'"VtSr,Lr'\î:
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1 use your judgment. It will 
pay you to sell a portion of your oats, using more 
Wheat in their place, and buy bran and oil-cake.

<-ai ill mind that if you use much bran or oil-cake, 
you should save every particle of the 
is much more valuable than 
or wheat.]
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railroads, and the increasing demand for heavy 
drafts for mining and other purposes, the breeding 
of the Cleveland bays has been neglected. How
ever, they are again becoming popular, and the de
mand for them is Increasing. They are a dark bay, 
weighing 1,300 to 1.400 pounds ; height, 16 hands or 
more.
gent, neck beautifully arched, fboulders sloping, 
and well clad with muscle, body round and well 
ribbed home, tall sweeping, legs flat and strong.]

Improving Soil by Means of Ashe 
Manure.—Enclosed I send a few questions to be 
answered in the Advocate. I have a flat 
sandy loam, seeded to grain ; the hay was very light 
last year. I want to improve it next year if I can. 
I was thinking about ashes to put on it. I have also 
a field of high land which is run out; would not raise 
buckwheat last season. I sowed clover on it, but it 
did not take. I want to get it down to grass for 
pasture. I was thinking of sowing oats on it and 
seeding it down to timothy and clover. Would 
ashes be the best dressing to secure a crop of oats 
and make the grass seed take well? Questions: 
1. What crops are ashes best adapted for ? 2. How 
and when to apply dry ashes, and the quantity per 
acre ? 3. Does the liberal use of ashes for one or 
two years leave the soil exhausted ? 4. What is the 
difference in value for fertilizing purposes between 
leached and unleached ashes? 6. Would it pay to 
borrow money at 12% to buy ashes at 10c. per 
bushel ? 6. How can I best use hen manure for 
onions, and what surface would a barrel cover ?— 
Subscriber, Perth Centre, Ont.

[It is difficult to say what your land needs, as we 
don’t know what your system of rotation has been ; 

should make tests to find out, for yourself.

enever, excepting to get their tasks done ? Can we 
wonder that they get discontented ? Fathers, sit 
down some of these long winter evenings and think it 
over. How would you like it yourselves ? Give 
vour boy an interest in something, and see what a 
new life it will Infuse in him. Let him have a piece 
of ground to plant, sav potatoes. Let him try some 
new variety. The expérience gained will be some
thing that-will help him in after vears. Let him 
market'the crop. Teach him the business routine 
necessary to put the few dollars in his pockets. 
Merchants and mechanics know the value of having 
business habits early inculcated in their boys, but 
many farmers seem to think that , it will be soon 
enough to teach their boys business when they 
come of age, but when that time comes : Well, I 
had to look out for myself, now you must do the 
same thing.” This system followed by so many is 
frequently the cause of disaster to the parent as 
well as the son, who from want of the business 
knowledge that he might hive gained, makes a mis
take, and father has to step in to save the family 
credit. The result, if continued as it too often is, 
leads first to the loss of credit and then the home. 
Boys are restless beings, full of energy that must 
have vent in some direction. Where wisely directed 
it can be made a power for good in their education. 
Teach them the laws of nature so far as you can ; 
help them to experiment in such a way that the 
knowledge gained will help them in their business. 
Place good agricultural papers (there is none better 
than the Advocate) and books in their hand ; in 
short, make their home life interesting, not one un- 
ceasing round of toil, and they will think twice be- 
fore leaving you in your old age to try the uncer
tainties of a city life. The time will soon come, in 
fact now is, when the farmer must know many 
things that a few years ago were not so absolutely 
necessary as they are now, and no doubt the next 
generation will he still further in advance of this 
one. We say, then, begin early, the earlier the bet
ter, to irstil those business principles into our boys 
bv giving them an interest in our work and keeping 
them on the farm, for intelligent farmers are work
ing their way to the front, and will do so more and 
more as the old time prejudices wear away, and 
they are found capable of worthily bearing the 
honors that are in the gift of their fellow-men.— 
Sandie, Vlttoria, Ont.
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,ry Seeding with Alslke and Timothy.-Please 
tell me in the March number of the Advocate if 
Alslke is good to seed down along with Timothy. 
The land is reclaimed swamp, burnt last summer. 
Will Alslke last as long as red clover,and will it give 
as good after-feed ? Does it grow again as quick as 
the red, and is it as liable to be killed in hard frost ? 
Does it yield as much feed to the acre when made 
into hay as the red?—R. W. H.. Egst Stmooe.

[Alslke clover is just the thing to seed with Timo
thy, for it matures at the same time, and is quite 
suitable to your soil. It lasts in the soil much 
longer than red clover. It Is more nutritious, but 
has not so early or so late a growth as red clover, 
and it stands the frost just as well. Acre for acre. 
Alslke will 'produce more nutriment than red 
clover.]
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Read our articles on “Experiments with Potatoes,” 
and you will understand what we mean. Your hay 
having been a light crop, it is probable that the land 
is pretty well worn out, or is greatly deficient in 
one or two of the constituents of plant food. Un
leached ashes, if applied alone, would probably 
contain much more potash than your land needs, 
and you should therefore add some superphosphate 
and some nitrogenous fertilizer, such as nitrate of 
soda, or sulphate of ammonia. If you use ashes 
alone, leached ashes would probably be better than 
unleached. If you cannot get commercial fertilizers 
convenient, your best plan is to apply a good dress
ing of fermented barnyard manure with the addi
tion of leached ashes. As you have given no de
scription of your “ high land,” we cannot advise 
you about it. 1. Leached ashes are best adapted 
to soils which are deficient in lime and phosphoric 
acid, and these soils, when thus treated, will be 
well adapted to any crop. 2. Ashes may be applied 
at any time, as their constituents are not apt to go 
to waste in the soil. However, you should apply 
them when you have the best opportunity of mixing 
them thoroughly with the soil. Apply at the rate 
of 40 to 80 bushels per acre for unleached, and 
double this quantity for leached ashes. 3. Yes, 
usually, if you use them without the addition of any 
other fertilizer, especia’ly the immoderate use of 
unleached ashes 4. Unleached ashes have 3 to 9 per
cent of potash ; leached has only 1 to 2 percent. In 
commercial value the unleached stands highest, but 
in agricultural value, the one or the other may be
the more profitable according to the soil on which
they are applied. 5. It would pay to borrow money 
at 100 percent to purchase ashes at 10c. a bushel, if 
you know how to apply them to the best advantage. 
6 Mix with say an equal bulk of dry earth, and then 
incorporate thoroughly with the surface soil by har
row or cultivator, or both. Hen manure having 
about three times more fertilizing value than barn
yard manure, one-third of the quantity will produce 
the same effect.]
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Farmers’ Clubs In Manitoba-Late Frosts.-
Sir,—Although it Is difficult sometimes to snare the 
subscription, it would be far more so to spare the 
Advocate. We have started a farmers’club here 
in Swan Lake this winter, and adopted the consti
tution published in the Advocate for December. 
1884. Our meetings are held fortnightly, and so far 
have been well attended. We have had a hard time 
of it for the last three years inconsequence of the 
early frosts, but I am still as confident as ever in 
the future of this country. With regard to the 
damage of wheat by early frosts, it Is my experience 
of fourteen seasons, exceptional, and will, I think, bo 
entirely overcome by drainage eventually. In the 
meantime I would strongly urge the necessity of 
more mixed farming, not pinning our faith entirely 
to the wheat crop but mixing, our crops, carrying 
more stock, utilizing our straw, thus keeping up 
the fertility of the soil, and providing against unex
pected damage to grain crops by establishing a 
home market for damaged grain.—A. C.,Swan Lake, 
Man. ______
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\Votes from British Columbia.—I promised 
you on coming to British Columbia last year to 
write to you. I have waited till now, so that I 
could write what I know instead of what I heard 
about the country. You will please remember 1 
know nothing of farming on the mainland, but of 
Vancouver and ad lacent islands T can speak froni ex
perience. The land that is really good is alder bot
tom. The alder is a good deal like the bass-wood in 
Ontario. It does not grow so large, and the stumps 
will rot out in four years. where the large timber 
like the Douglas Fir grows it is not of much ac
count. It grows, as a rule, on the hills and moun
tain side. The bottom lands are a rich clay loam, 
very productive ; but the trouble is to fence say 20 
or 25 acres in a place. The most farms have 5 ore 
pieces of alder land, separated from each other by 
large timber. Sanach, on Vancouver Island, has 
some as fine f-*rms as vou could wish. It is the 
richest agricultural district on the island, and dis
tant from Victoria 18 miles. Last spring was dry 
and the crops were got in early, but no rain of anv 
account fell from the 1st March until 7th of Septem 
her. The consequence was that aU crops 
light. Hay was about the best, averaging about 1*6 
tons to the acre; peas about 15 bushels ; oats, 4fl ; 
wheat. 25 ; and potatoes in some localities did not 
give more than the seed back. Of course there 
were some farms that did better, but I speak of the 
average. Old residents say it was the driest season 
they ever saw. Peas, oats, fall and spring wheat 
and potatoes, as a rule do well here, so does bay 
But the farmer here does not pay enough attention 
to putting his land in shape to seed down. Most of 
the men that own farms know nothing about farm
ing, only what they pick up by experience, as they 
are men that made money in the mines and in
vested it in fanning lands. A field is seeded down 
to grass that an Ontario farmer would never dream 
of doing : full of foul weeds, not half harrowed and 
never rolled, it is left for eight or ten years till the 
moss and weeds run it out before being broken up 
again. Land that is seeded in the fall can t miss 
catching, it is so damp and wet all fall and winter. 
As to climate, it is beautiful. Last winter we bad 
it cold and some snow from the 14th Dec. to the 
20th Jan. Then spring came in, and although the 
summer was so dry it was not too warm, the ther
mometer about 80. It is always cold at nights : I can 
see no difference, summer or winter. As I said be
fore, the fall rain set in on the 7th Sept., and it 
ruined on and off till the 15th of this month, whenthermometer to-

lelme as a Fertiliser.—Please Inform me 
if lime is a good fertilizer for an old worn-out clay 
farm, as I have bought one, and should like to 
know how to bring it up ?—A. C., Kilbride.

[Fertility can never be restored by the use of lime 
When used alone, lime is an exhauster, not a re
storer. So far as we can judge by your meagre de
scription of your soil, we should say that barn-yard 
manure, with the addition of 400 to 600 lbs. of su
perphosphate per acre, would be the best restorer. 
The manure and the superphosphate will supply all 
the lime you need. If the soil is stiff, you may also 
plow under a crop of clover, if your barn-yard man
ure is scarce.] ______were

Com Cobs for «took —Would you kindly let me 
know in the next issue of your valuable paper 
whether there is any injurious property in the cob 
of corn when ground up with the corn. I am using 
it for mr stock, but am told by several neighbors 
that it will kill them if I continue it long.—A Sub
scriber, Ancaster.

[Corn cobs have exactly the same feeding con
stituents as other farm crops, and can consequently 
contain nothing injurious. They are dangerous, 
however, when fed alone or with corn, for they 
make a very badly-balanced ration. They are too 
bulky and carbonaceous, and lack in flesh-forming 
material. The ground com and cobs should be fed 
in small quantities, with bran, oil cake, pease and 
other foods rich in albuminoids. A few years ago 

stock In the Southern States which had

[The floor which absorbs the least moisture or 
urine, and makes the smoothest surface, enabl
ing the liquid to flow readily into the gutter, is the 
best. All planks and blocks absorb more or less 
urine, and a portion of the liquid is sure to get into 
the joints. It is difficult to get a smooth surface 
from stones, and they are apt to be too hard on the 
feet for cattle that remain much In the stable, un
less plenty of bedding is used. Asphalt or cement 
make the best floors for cattle, especially for cow 
stables, where it is desirable that there should be bo 
odors from the urine to taint the milk. The cost 
depends upon the faculties forgetting the material.]

Cleveland Bay Horses -Will you kindly give 
mesomeinformation about the horses known as 
“ Cleveland Bays.”- L. C. D„ Windsor, N. S.

[The Cleveland bay is a large coach horse, and for 
many years was the recognized coach horse of Eng
land It had its origin in the vale of Cleveland, on 
the banks of the Tees. He was the main coach 
horse of the period, and was also raised for saddle 
and driving purposes. The renowned hunters of 
England were produced by a cross between him and 
the thoroughbred. But since the introduction of
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we saw
been wintered on this ration, and they looked like
scare crows.]

OruiM in Manitoba. — With reference to 
my experiments on grasses, I met with very little 
success, but as I don’t know whether they have had 
a fair trial or not, I don't wish to say much about

to its suitability to the country. With me red clover 
was a complete failure, and my Alslke and Lucerne 
were nearly all killed. I would recommend for 
pasture the following mixture;-Whlte Dutch 
clover, Timothy, Orchard grass, Kentucky blue 
grass and native blue joint. I am sure wiM this 
vou wonld have fresh grass from early spring until 
the snow would cover It. The native blue grass Is 
the best for pastures, and has this advantage.that it 
increases while the other grasses decrease. It will 
after the first year entirely cover the ground, thus 
keeping the moisture In the ground. If ent for hay 
It must be cut while in blossom, or It 
and dry.—.1. D. 8„ Brandon. Man,

about a foot of snow fell ; the 
night marks 40 above zero ; the snow will soon go 
and then spring "Will set in. This will be a fine dairy 
country, as there is fine pasture, except July ana 
August, when green peas or other green feed Is 
given to the cows. The water is the very best, com
ing as it does from the mountains. Most all the 
farms I have seen have a stream of running water 
on them. There are no flies or musquitoes to bother 
dock, and three months at the outs’de is all the 
time you need to stable them. The price of butter 
is downwards, owing to the competition of eastern 
( Hnada tub butter. It is 40c. a pound at present, 
and as a good deal of the Canada tub butter is bad, 
it is fast going out of favor. As to prices, markets, 
and price of land, etc., T must leave them till the 
n°xt letter.—R. J, A., Salt Spring Island, B. [C., 
Jan. 26, 1886.
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The “8 emh»" Defended- Spreading ManureManure In Winter.—Please state

In the Advocate which Is the most economt- winter-Studying Polltloe to Bemove the

saw'«SHSaSS ,
l”' ssr

spring, when wanted Î-S. K., Hlctson. ^,at may be right If beef is our object, but I
[If you piled your manure Into heaps In the Dam- t£|nk ,t )g wrong if m||k iB what we want. I have 

vard allowing it to ferment as fast as made, the four pedigree Ayrshire cows and five high grade 
before New Year will now be in a Durhams, some half-breeds of each kind, and a manure made oeiore mew goo)j many common Canadians, and for producing

good condition to haul and spread on the land, *Jlk ohea']y t wiu take the Canadiaa#Ow in pref- 
either on the snow or on the frozen ground, but if it erence to any breed I have had experience with, 
is unfermented and mixed with straw.you^should my^d ™«1 thi^yeam of^ge, Ifwas
allow it to ferment, either in the be m-yard or in the weu ^ e the HolBtetns very hlgh in milking 
field before spreading it on the ground, especially qua]ities. 1 have one Canadian cow at present that 
on light soils. The most economical and least waste, win ^Mrm^o^ecW/ MdTiEt 
ful method is to draw it right out from the stable & *uU from that cow and from a young bull now in 
and spread it at once without fermentation ; but in my 8tabV? Here is his pedigree:—Sire and grand sire 
this case you should use cut straw, sawdust and dry ^om^lass miikem^am, ^m, andg.g. dam 
earth or muck for beddtng.J | opinion on thi., subject, also any suggestions you

Mulboro’ B“P^^-_£™/büroy.ou Rarobeny I thetield off°which I l^t som^oftoestrengto of the 
where I can get some Marlboro Raspnerry manure gprea(f 0n the snow was a well drained 
plants ?—L. L., St. Foye Road, Que. fieid. it consists of eight acres and has five leading

[Write to the fruit growers who advertise in the drains. also a good many branch drains. 1 do net 
AT,VACATE 1 """ agree with you that “the same shower that meltsAdvocate.j -------- _ I the manure will melt the soil.” In my fields the

Duty on Butter and Bggs — The Jerseys.— frost is generally from six to twenty inches deep, 
1 What is the American duty on butter and and until it is all out, clear water rises to the sur- 
e’fftrs ? 2. Is the price of Jersey stock likely to rise face ana evaporates : and until that process stops, 
or fall? 3. A cow that has had one calf has gone ciay ]and will absorb nothing. You are quite right 

in one teat. Can it be remedied before next about putting out long straw in manure in winter,
I It has often given me quite an amount of trouble.

Hauling

tion among farmers for various purposes,1 though I 
I might write you for information, as we eontem- 
Dlate forming a club in our neighborhood, first to 
purchase a thoroughbred bull of ftood breed. and 
also for other purposes. I would like to ask you a 
fewquestlons If you will be kind enough to answer.
1. what is the best strain to cross with a lot of 
what some would call scrub cows, to retain as far as 
possible the milking quaUties they airewiy have, and

5t;Kw—SSirtoïiSî;
bull kept for service ? Or if we Club together and 
purchase one, what would be a fair allowanceto 
the one that kept him ? We have had onemeeting, 
and there is a fair show for a farmers club. Please 
write or answer through the Advocate as you see 
fit. and give us all the information you can, which 
will be* thankfully received.—B. B., Teeterville, 
Ont.

[We send you a copy of the August issue of the 
Advocate containing the constitution and by-laws 
of the Middlesex Agricultural Council, which you 
oan easily change to suit your circumstances. We 
also send copy of the Avocate for December, 
1884, containing constitution and by-laws better 
adapted to small clubs. The regulations in the De
cember issue have been adopted by various clubs in 
the Dominion. We do not believe in putting beef 
and milk into one cow ; but if you want a general 
purpose co^you may use the Booth strain of 
Shorthorns upon your stock, but the Cruickshank 
strain would be better, it being half beef and half 
milk. The Booth is almost exclusively a beefing 
strain, while the Bates is noted for its mUk. The 
cost of attendance should not be much for a farmer 
who has other stock to which he pays special atten
tion, as all the work could be done at the same time, 
no extra attention being paid to the bull, and if the 
farmer has not much work to do in winter, the 
charges should be very moderate. But if he has to 
buy feed which he does not require for his other 
stock, and if much of the other work Is extra, 1 he 
charge will be more. In the summer extra labor 
would likely be more, as he should not be allowed 
to run at large, and green fodder should be carried 
to him, so that unless the fodder is also carried to 
his cows, the labor would be extra. In winter feed 
him all the good hay he will eat, with six to eight lbs. 
of a mixture of meal, oil cake and bran daily, with a 
few roots. Change the ration every three or four 
days, and if you find him getting too fat slack off, 
and always give plenty of exercise. In summer give 
green fodder, with five or six lbs. of meal daily, 
The best way to get at the c ost is to weigh what he 
eats, say for one week, and charge the market price 
for the food consumed, which will amount to about 
10 to 12 cents per day in summer, and 12 to 14 in 
winter. We cordially wish your club success, and 
we will help you all we can.j^

■fc..
From all the institute

-»= V

.

dry in one teat, can n oe remeuieu u
calving? G. H., Upper Stewiacke, N. S. I__________,------------, , . T.enttM^OToyof sSthOTongtfbredstocki^dwvnward^ I ^om^Si^I

and there is no telling what shape the next live used a large quantity of long straw for tedding and 
stock boom will take. It is likely, however, that in put the manure on a worn-out five-acre meadow, 
future the breeds will be sold more on their merits, which ^“cid and°wc'keptti at fieîd forP‘hay, and I 
as there is a strong demand for honest records. If think had fully three tons to the acre off it. I beg to
then the Jerseys prove themselves to be the best for return thanks to the “Farmer’s Son,J5dwardsvdie,” 
butter production, their price will go up, as our wfll make a study of it™ We have to sell our
butter industry is destined tomak-) rapid strides. 3. wheat, oats, barlev, beef, pork, mutton, cheese and

The loss I butter in a market where we must compete with all 
the world. Therefore, let us deeply study in what 
way politics can help us.—Sod, Belmont, Ont.

It is too late to do anything for your cow.
•of one teat may not affect her milking qualities.]

Permanent Pastures—Will you kindly inform 
us through the Fabmers’ Advocate which are the 
best seeds to so w on land to make permanent pas
ture. I have 30 acres of high rolling land. We 
wish to seed in the spring, and wish to have it well 
covered with grass to save from washing in the 
spring. Tours truly. J. T„ Franklin, Ont.

[Select from the clover and grasses mentioned in | funds. If the farmer does not know how to build
up a good dairy herd from the material he has,

A farmer

[Our suggestion is that your bull has a grand 
pedigree, 4Wd we are pleased that you have 
registered it in the Advocate. We hope other 
farmers will fol’ow your example. We charge no 
fee, and we are not supported by Government

our prize essay published in this issue. The best
grass for land that is subject to overflowing is water 1 “registered” stock won’t help him. 
meadow grass.] » | should never buy high-priced stock till he learns

how to feed and breed. Breed from the best, pay
ing no attention to ancestral “ records,” even ifWhat la the Shorthorn Coining to Î—One of

the Model Farm professors sent out to lecture at , , .. . , ....
farmers’ institutes showed what science had done they have not been falsified. If the dairy qualities 
for the Shorthorn. He stated that science found can be traced three or four generations back, that is 
Kat9uTs£Œ Pedigree enough. We advocate honest investiga-
bovine. His beef will satisfy the appetite of the tion. Heaving the fanners to use their judg- 
daintiest epicure ; the only bovine that will pay the ment, and not taxing them because they 
farmer to raise, &c„ &e. Thomas Hall’s Teeswater . t hllI aristocratic stock We have cow called Tripes gave nine gallons (ale and beer refuse to buy aristocratic siock. 
measure) per day on pasture alone without any often spread manure on the snow, both on 
other food. Abortion was almost unknown, except drained and undrained soil, and have experienced 
from injury. Collins’ white steer, that was carried 
about the country in a caravan for exhibition, shows . 
that they had good feeding qualities and good ence of opinion, we are conducting an accurate ex
constitutions. Collins said he would not périment. We have a piece of ur, drained loam,
sovereign’s ° worth^of "utter a^weüT The gently sloping to the North-west. About a month 
spirit of the Teeswater is entirely bred out ago we manured it Leavily, part on the snow and 
of their Shorthorn by inbreeding and pampering Dart on the frozen ground. In spring we intend to 
and stuffing them with meal, oil cake, sugar, molas- 1 
es and the various compounds of the apothecary 
shop. The Shorthorn cows do not often give enough rainfall is heavy we anticipate some loss ; otherwise 
milk to raise their calves; they lose their calves we expect none. If your land froze last fall be- 
wholesale by abortion, and the extent to which dis
ease exists in 'he Shorthorn is alarming, and is , 
transmitted to the human family by partaking of exceptional, and this must have accounted for your 
milk from tuberculous animals and using their flesh waste. If farmers intend to compete with other, 
for food. I sent the above article to a Live Stock 
journal, and the editor said It was got up in the in
terest i f the Model Farm, and he would not publish I ciples of agriculture ; politics cannot help them.] 
the article because I was attacking the Model Farm.
If that institution can’t stand the criticism of an old 
bushwhacker the sooner ii is dynamited the better.
—W. C. S., New Hamburg, Ont.

no wasteful results. However, as there is differ-Bad and Alsike Clover—Would you be kind 
enough to answer me through your valuable columns 
whether it would be advisable to mix red and Alsike 
clover for alternate seeding, and what you would 
c insider the best mixture of both grasses and 
clovers, some thinking that red and Alsike clovers 
would not do well together, as one would kill the 
other. Please give me your advice on this subject. 
—W. J. 8„ International Bridge, Ont.

[For a hay crop they would not do well together, 
as the red ripens about two weeks earlier than the 
Alsike, and the latter out-lasts the former. Timothy 
and Alsike ripen together for a haying crop, and 
red clover ripens with orchard grass and should be 
sown with it. For the best permanent pasture mix
tures, read our prize essay.]

make accurate observations as to the waste. If the

fore the water was drained out, your case is very

countries they must study and practice the prin-

Feeding Pumpkins.—What is the proper way 
, to feed pumpkins and squashes?—R. G., Cross 

[The Model Farm professors must say something Roads, N. S. 
for a living, else their occupation would be gone,

Spring Fair and Stock Market of B‘ sex.—For
the past three years a spring fair and stock market 
has been held on the Fair Grounds at Essex Centre 
under the auspices of the Colchester North Agricul
tural Widely. The enterprise has been attended 
with increasing success each year. The County 
Council has this year granted the sum of $75.IX1 to 
assist the directors in making the enterprise more 
successful. At a meeting of thi directors held on 
the 15th in«t., it was decided to hold the spring fair 
and stock market of Essex on Tuesday, April 27th, 
1886. It was also decided to admit all stock, seed, 
implements, &o., brought for sale free of charge. It 
was further decided to prepare an ady- rtising cata
logue to be circulated in the county and elsewhere, 
and that any person intending to offer stock for sale 
on that day may have tie same advertised In the 
said catalogue free of charge by sending, not later 
than the 21st of March, a description of such ani
mals to the secretary. Prize lists and sale cata
logues will be sent on application after April 1st.— 
w. H. Russell, See.-Treas., Essex Centre, Ont,

, [Cut them in long slices with a large knife. If cut 
and unless they make a boom of some kind, they in short angular pieces the cattle are apt to choke 
fail to attract attention. The boasted “improve
ment ” in the Shorthorn is only to catch the eye; the 
genuine qualities of the most aristocratic strains are 
depreciating every year, both for beef a nd milk.
The highest skill of the artist is also employed in 
pandering to the depraved tastes of the public.

themselves.]

In our last issue, page 50, in answering a question 
by I. J. S., relating to cure for spotted apples, the 
printer made a mist *ke in calling copperas sulphate 
of copper instead of sulphate of iron. We did not 

achfevemeiits^in “ît “iive"stojl ‘Lslness.^ Thole 1 observe the mistake until It was too late to make 
“ apothecary ” rations are also to be blamed"for 
nine-tenths of the diseases, some of which 
threatening the lives of the human family. Of 
course, you could not expect the said editor to pub
lish your article. He can’t afford to publish the 
truth, for such would be Lis financial ruin.]

the correction.
arc

In this issue several letters remain unanswered 
because the writers have not complied with our 
‘‘Notice to Correspondents.’’
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Dr. Black’s Tee Laws Of Health. | as ever did one adorned with all that is rarest

1 Pure air » the food of the lung,. Th* ^ -n ^ one thing eleeli_there h
.e obtained by acientifio ventilation, which con- ^ unifomit ^ their mode of drela_we do 
sists in admitting currents or movements of air l. iye th# enormon, gap between the
into the apartments through two or more aper- ^ midd]ing clamiell that we do m Eng-
tureSl . , .... . land. Into this part of the subject we will

2. Good and properly cooked food not however, enter, since it would lead us far
food seasoned to cover up decay, partial or | from our purp08e, which is to impress upon pur

readers the elevating influence of nicety in
3. Water not iced, but cooled upon being dre(j> u „ index of a well ordered and 

placed upon ice, either in pitchers or bottles. cheerful mind> the Bjgn of a cultivated intellect,
4. Adequate exercise in the open air in or- of refined delicacy> of 8enaibility, and a oapa- 

der to help the skin to throw off effete matter. bmty for appreciating what is high and nobly.
5. The sun-bath. No sitting or reading in -pbe old proverb speaks volumes:—“Cleanliness 

darkened rooms or those lighted by gas. Gas j8 next to godliness;" and this refers as much 
burns up oxygen very rapidly. Sitting under ^ dreBa as to anything; and let it be borne in 
a gas jet turns the hair gray, andSVby over heat- mind that it is far more important to carry 
ing the scalp destroys its vitality^tod causes tj,jg golden rule into the bosoms of our homes,

to work it out between husband and wife,
6. Proper and sufficient clothing. That I brother and sister, than it is to affect it at oer- 

which is loose, light and warm, Light colors ta,n times, and for hours which swiftly pass, 
for Summer, dark for Winter. In Winter when gone leave but a transient impres- 

jwear a flannel bandage around the abdomen. | ajon on the mind. Pleasure and its pursuit
7. Occupations which are of an outdoor quickly; but it is love which endures,—

character—eight hours for work, eight hours home love, which will last a lifetime, if proper- 
for sleep, eight hours for rest. The ten-hour fy ministered to by the nameless arts which 
rule has killed more than disease. | affection prompts.—[Prom “Young Ladles* Jl."

8. Personal cleanliness is essential. Bathe
week. Baths to be of the same temper- |> The Cook’s Table Of Weights and

Measures.

‘tSke -Sboueehold.
- Sleepless Nights.

An inability to sleep well at night is so com
mon, and arises from such a variety of causes, 
reflecting persons will direct their attention to 
two things: Let each one ascertain for himself 
the cause of his unrest, and remove that cause.
This is finitely more philosophical than to 
take chloral hydrate, opium, or any form of 
anodyne whatever. If late and hearty suppers 
cause restlessness, make the last meal of the 
day of cold bread-and-butter and a cup of hot 
drink, and nothing else whatever. Try this a 
week, note the result, and act accordingly.

Some do not sleep well because the head is so 
low that the blood flows towards it by gravita
tion, and does not get back easily, hence it ac
cumulates in the veins, makes the head too full, the hair to fall out. 
and sleep is impossible. If the brain is excited 
at bedtime from study, passion, or solicitude, 
then too much blood is carried to it by the 
arteries, and refreshing sleep is equally impos
sible. -

There are those who toss and tumble by the 
hour, the mind running round in the same cir
cle of ruinous thought, producing in some cases 
an agony of sweat in great drops on the fore
head. It is most mischievous for such persons 
to remain in bed a single moment; a thousand 
times better get up and wash and dress, mid
night though it be, and either take a walk or 
indulge in light reading, or some deeply in
teresting narrative, until you get sleepy, then 
slide into bed as easily as possible.

It often happens that a person wakes up in 
the night from some unusual circumstances, and 
is not able to go to sleep for some time after
wards; then there is a tendency to wake up at 
the same time next night without cause, and 
before one knows it has become a habit; it can 
be broken up entirely in forty-eight hours, 
thus: go to bed two hours later, and bo waked 
up an hour earlier; this is an almost infallible 
remedy.

Hunger, or cold feet, or excessive weariness, 
may prevent sound sleep. Persons who do not 
sleep well should eat moderately of plain, 
nourishing food, not tempt the appetite; this 
aggravates the disease by making too much 
blood; on the othe.r hand, if too little is eaten, 
the nerve tissues are starved, and make too 
little hydra-carbon; neither leave off study al
together, nor exercise too much.

complete.

once a
ature as the body. Bathing enables the skin to 
throw off effete matter, causes the dead and 
useless epidermis to peel off.

9. No marriage with a near relative. No 
Jewish marriages.

10. Avoid wine, whiskey, beer, tobacco and 
prostitutes. Keep thy soul and body clean.— 
[Medical Summary.

SOLIDS.
Wheat flour, one pound is one quart.
Indian meal, one pound two ounces is one 

quart.
Butter, when soft, one pound is one quart 
Loaf sugar, broken, one pound is one quart 
White sugar, powdered, one pound one

ounce is a quart
Best brown sugar, one pound two ounces isNeatness at Home.

It is as imperative for women to dress to one qUart. 
please the husband, as it is for them to adorn 
themselves for their lovers, otherwise a moral 
deception is practised, and if they change, and 
are less anxious to fascinate his eye, they can
not wonder that it will weary of gazing upon a 
picture perfectly startling in comparison with 
that of other days. Insensibly, but surely, the 
mind reverts to these things, and the man re
produces his young fancy, and asks whether 
his ideal beauty was not always clothed be
comingly in neatly flowing but graceful habili
ments, and admirably adapted to her. The 
ideal of woman is surrounded with everything 
that is beautiful and sweet; we cannot associ
ate with her anything that is vulgar and 

and yet how many are content to suf-

Eggs, ten eggs are one pound. 
Flour eight quarts are one peck. 
Flour, four pecks are one bushel.

LIQUIDS.

Sixteen large tablespoonfnkare one-half pink 
Eight large tablespoonfuls are one gill.
Four large tablespoonfuls are one-half gill. 
Four gills are one pint.
Two pints are one quart.
Four quarts are one gallon.
A common-sized tombler holds one-half pint. 
A common-sized wine-glass holds one-half

gill.
A teacup holds one gill.
A large wine-glass holds two ounces.
A tablespoon holds one-half ounce.
Forty to sixty drops are equal to one tea

spoonful. ______
Dr. Davenport, a Brazilian traveller, relates

Sandbag for the Sick Room. coarse,
One of the most convenient articles to be used f« men to do so, by appearing in their loose

r"°k/r SS ztrsrJZSi £ ::
z 5 srrzSRsr r“ ■—- - ïïjîs

with cotton or linen. This will prevent e u M money fc required to make a end, or it is dragged about upon the ground
sand from sifting out, and will also enable you weU.dre88ed. Those who cannot ex- after a galloping horse until the butter comes.

» 40 heat the bag qu,«kly by placing it in the w ^ amount of m0Dey m replac. In Chili the filled hides are placed upon a don-
oven, or even on top of the stove. P ,g ^ iring change,to pre- key’s back, and he is trotted about until the

After once using this, you will never again 8fi : 7 hecomi uwdry, should select butter comes. In Morocco a filled goaf Un »
attempt to warm the feet or hands of a sick per- . w. eA_n a rolled about and kneaded by women until the
son with a bottle of hot water or a brick. The yet becoming dr*»**. We have seen a ^ ^ .g produced-_ [Everett| Maa,., Free
sand holds the heat a long time; and the bag face look a, P-tty beneath a -ttaw bonnet | Pre8,.
can be tucked up to the back without hurting tastefully trimmed, as ever it did beneath the do like the Advocate well. I would
the invalid It is a good plan to make two or finest Mechlin lace. We have seen a ball-room ̂  goon try to live on two meals a day in har-
thr ee of the bags and keep them on hand, M f^ntiful in a snowy clear muslin made veat as to try to get along without the Advo-
ready for use at any time when needed,— and not a single ornament about her, cats.—D- McKenzie, St. Mary’s.
[Selected. ’ 1
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» A Subscriber.—1. We recommend a solu

tion of carbolic acid to destroy the green in
sects on your rose plants. About a tablespoon- 
ful to a pail of soft water, wetting the entir 
plant. 2. We know of no better way to cleans, 
white bead fringe, as it is largely owing to the 
dust having settled in the thread on which the 
beads are strung, than to unstring them and 
place in a cotton bag, allowing plenty of room 
to shake about; then rub and shake well in 
plenty of water, spread the beads out to dry, 
and string again.

Lovey and Nell.—1. The average height 
of woman varies in different parts of the 
world, but in this country it is about 5 ft. 4 or 
4J inches, so 5ft 5J is a little above 
the average, but not what we should 
call “exceedingly tall,” and 140 lbs. is 
a fair weight for a person of that height". 2. 
We do not know the name of A. L. 0. E. 3.
“ Hudibras” is the title of a poem written, as 
a burlesque on the Puritans at the time of the 
Commonwealth, by Samuel Butler, about the 
year 1660. It is considered the best satiii al 
poem in the English language. 4. Bridal veils 
are made of white tulle, reaching nearly to the 
feet, finished all round with a plain hem about 
an inch and a half wide. The veil is not 
usually removed until after the supper or 
breakfast. The bride sits in front of the wed
ding cake, which is placed in the centre of the 
table, the bride groom at the left hand and the 
groomsman and bridesmaid at her right; at the 
left of the groom is the mother of the bride 
and the clergyman; the rest of the guests as 
you choose. The dress of a bride admits 
of great variation. When a veil is worn the 
dress should be either white, cream or seme 
very light shade, but a rather dark dress, such 
as maroon or green silk or satin, or any color 
desired, with the exception of black, is per
fectly suitable for a bridal dress, and much 
more serviceable to a person in ordinary cir
cumstances, as few, except society ladies, have 
occasion to use very light silks. A cream cash- 
mere could be worn and be useful afterwards 
for summer wear. Besides the wedding dress, 
you should have a good suit, which would an
swer for travelling and street wear; a neat 
house dress, and perhaps a pretty wrapper. Of 
course, if you choose a light bridal dress, you 
might need another dress, such as dark satin, 
or some very nice material, for best. A great 
deal depends upon the position you are taking. 
The daughters and wives of some farmers live 
much more retiring lives than others, conse
quently do not require so many changes of 
dress. It is very foolish for a bride to expend 
more than is necessary, either on dress, which 
soon becomes old-fashioned in style, or on a 
wedding breakfast, as she mayneed all that her 
friends can afford to begin house keeping,

If you have not sunny windows do not at
tempt to keep flowering plants. The west 
windows may always be a delight if the plant 
stand be filled with aspidistra, ivy, begonias, 
and varieties of fern which only require light.

The German method of getting rid of rats: 
A mixture of two parts of well bruised common 
squills and three parts of finely chopped bacon 
is made into a stiff mass, with as much meal as 
may be required, and then baked into small 
cakes, which are put down for rats to eat. J 
proves an exterminator,

two of nice batting. Cover it with a piece of 
cloth like that underneath and catch it through 
and through in spots with blue zephyr worsted, 
passed lightly without drawing tight, and cut 
these loops left by the thread on the right side. 
If preferred, a strand or two of yellow can be 
added to the blue worsted ; the general appear
ance will be that of daisies scattered over it. 
Besides being cheap and very soft-looking, it 
makes a very useful addition to a bed, and can 
be easily ripped up at any time and made 
over. The edges can be caught together by 
overcasting with worsted or binding with nar
row ribbon.—[Housekeeper.

Ruo Made of Pieces of Tapestry Carpets. 
—Cut them in any shape or form the same as 
for patchwork, bind all of the pieces, join to
gether the same as for a bed quilt, the dark 
and light ; finish the edge with fringe. It must 
be seen to be appreciated.

One of our readers, whose letter we have 
unfortunately mislaid, and therefore cannot 
give the name, asks for directions for working 
the “ star stitch ” in crotchet, mentioned in 
the January number. It is as follows:— 
Crotchet a chain the required length. Without 
putting the wool over first, put the hook into 
the second chain, thread over and draw 
through, leaving the two loops on the needle ; 
do the same in the next three chains suc
cessively, drawing the loop up longer, and 
having five loops on the needle, put wool over 
hook and draw through all together and make 
one chain to hold it. (a). Pat the hook into 
.the stitch just formed by the one chain, draw 
thread through, put the hook into the back 
part of the last loop of the star before, draw 
thread through, put the hook into the next two 
chains just the same, then thread over hook 
and draw through the five loops on the hook at 
once and make one chain; repeat from (a) to the 
end of the row.

fpisnie flag's Unmrtmttrt.
i

My Drab Nieces,—We are well aware that 
plenty of exercise in the open air is necessary 
to good health, and riding on horse-back is 
rightly considered a most invigorating and 
graceful pursuit, but one which has been too 
much neglected by young ladies, especially in 
this country. A smart canter for a few miles 

‘ or a swinging trot along some country road 
will bring a set of muscles into play that often 
otherwise remain unused, rouse the torpid liver 
and paint many a pale cheek with roses. The 
eyes, lips, and every feature even, possess the 
fresh and sparkling grace, imparted only by 
the purity of the blood, and its brisk and equal 
circulation, which are produced by tempera
ture and exercise. Every man of sense and 
genuine taste will prefer the ruddy glow of 
health, the active, agile step and exuberant 
gaiety of her who is accustomed to spend some 
time of every day in active outdoor exercise, 
to the pale, languid countenance of the lady 
whose leisure hours are passed without occu
pation in listless lounging. Ride, by all means, 
if you have the chance; if not, go on foot, for 
human life, to thrive, must have open air exer-

Minnie May.
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IfI Work Basket.
Toilet Covers.—Handsome and durable 

covers for dressing bureaus can be made of 
plaid or plain Turkish toweling. Cut the 
covers the size of the bureau, and hem; crochet 
an edge around and finish with a scallop. Use 
a sharp crochet hook and you can push the 
needle through the toweling. Toilet sets for 
wash-stand can be made the same way.

Sachets—Are easily made and are always 
acceptable to gentlemen or ladies. Purchase 
an ounce of violet or heliotrope powder at the 
druggist’s, and scatter a teaspoonful of it over 
some cotton wool and cover it over with some 
coarse muslin. Make an outer cover of hand
some ribbon, or a piece of satin or silk or vel
vet, and sew up three sides of it; then slip in 
the scented bag, and either sew up the edges 
or draw them up like a bag and fasten them 
with a bow of ribbon or a gold or silk cord and 
tassels, and put a tassel or a bow on the corners 
of the bag. If you can paint in water colors 

w you can decorate a bag of satin or silk very 
handsomely.

When your cane-seat chairs begin to wear 
out, mend the break the best you can by weav
ing in cords, or if very bad, replace with a 
piece of canvas securely tacked on; put on a 
generous layer of cotton batting or curled hair, 
and cover with a piece of any kind of uphols
tery goods, an embroidered pattern, crazy 
patchwork, or a large “log-cabin” block. Fin
ish the edge with furniture gimp, and fringe if 
desired. The back may be finished with a 
similar panel.

Baby’s Carriage Robe.—A pretty carriage 
robe for a baby is made of crocheted seine 
twine, with a lining which may be of flannel, 
cashmere, silesia, or satin; the thinner the bet
ter for summer use.

A Dainty Bed Comforter—Is made in this 
way : Cut a piece of double-width cheese 
cloth large enough to reach from the pillows to 
the foot of the bed, Put over this a layer or
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Answers to Inquiries.

F. A.—The first generation are cousins, the 
second generation are second cousins, and so 
on. So the children of “A” and “B’: 
second cousins.

Leila.—1. There is no set form of reply to 
such a question. If you are acquainted with 
the gentleman, and feel satisfied that he is a 
suitable escort, you may simply say : “I shall 
be very happy,” or “ Thank you, I will go with 
pleasure.” 2. We can see no impropriety in a 
young lady sending a birthday card to a gentle 
man friend, providing the sentiment is a suit
able ope. 3. It is not customary or wise for a 
girl of fifteen years to attend “ evening- 
parties. ” The present generation grow old too 
fast at best, without beginning so young to 
keep late hours. Girls are only school girls at 
that age, and cannot study properly when the 
hours of rest are encroached upon. “One 
ing’s dissipation spoils three day’s study," 
which does not pay for school girls and boys. 4 
Mildew can be removed from white cloth b\ 
wetting and rubbing with salt and lemon juice 
on both sides of the article, and exposing to 
the air.

Lottie C.—The poem you refer to as “The 
Heathen Chinee,” we suppose to be the one en
titled “Plain Language From Truthful James,” 
written by Bret Hart, whose pejems can be ob 
tained through any bookseller./
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The Girl that Everybody Likes.
She is not beautiful—Oh, nol Nobody thinks 

of calling her that. Not one of a dozen can tell 
whether her eyes are black or blue. If you 
should ask them to describe her they would only 
say, “She is just right,” and there it would 
end. She is a merry-hearted, fun-loving, be
witching maiden, without a spark of envy or 
malice in her whole composition. She enjoys 
herself, and wants everybody else to do the 

She has always a kind word and a

with one cup of sugar ; add a teaspoonful of 
mixed spice and six well-beaten eggs. Stir it 
all into the milk, and add one pound of the best 
raisins. Bake in a deep pudding dish, well 
greased with cold butter. Bake very slowly 
in a moderate oven three or four hours. Stir 
several times during the first hour to keep the 
raisins from setting.

Recipes.
A Good way of Dressing Cold Fish.—This 

recipe is suitable for dressing cod, haddock, 
plaice, turbot. Remove the skin and bones 
from the fish, and break it into flakes. Have 
ready two or three hard boiled eggs, some white 
sauce
flour, a little salt said cayenne, also some well 
mashed potatoes. Take a hot flat dish and 
place a bank of mashed potatoes two inches high 
round near the edge of it, lay the cold fish even
ly over the middle of the dish. Cut the eggs in

made rather thick with milk, buttÉF'and

Household Hints.
A good way to clean an iron sink is to rub 

well with a cloth wet in kerosene oil.
Glaze the bottom crust of fruit pies with 

white of an egg and they will not get soggy.
Whole cloves are now used to exterminate 

moths, and are better for that purpose than 
either tobacco, camphor, or cedar shavings.

By rubbing with a damp flannel dipped in the 
best whiting, the brown discoloration may be 
taken ofl cups in which custards have been 
baked.

same.
pleasant smile for the oldest man or woman; 
in fact I can think of nothing she resembles 
more than a sun-beam, which brightens every
thing it comes in contact with. All pay her 
marked attention, from rich Mr. Watte, who 
lives in a mansion on the hill, to Sam, the 

All look after her with an admiring

quarters and place them on the top of the fish, 
then pour in the sauce, which must be quite hot, 
fill to nearly the top of the potato bank, and 
put into a brisk oven to brown.

One Hour Soup.—Two pounds round steak 
with bone, two quarts cold water, one fourth 
cup each of chopped potatoes, turnips, cabbage; 
two tablespoons rice, salt and pepper to taste, 
and if you have celery add a little chopped 
fine, cook one hour, keeping water enough in to 
make two quarts of soup.

Oat Meal Batter Cakes.—To one half pint 
of oat meal cooked as a porridge, add two well 
beaten eggs, one cup each of sour and sweet- 
milk, flour just sufficient to make the cakes 
turn, soda to counteract acidity of milk, and 
salt to taste. Or use all sweet milk and baking 
powder.

Baked Cabbage.—Boil a cabbage, then put 
in a colander, and drain it until perfectly dry ; 
then chop fine; put in pepper, salt, and a little 

’cream, and put in an earthen baking-pan and 
into the oven. Bake one hour.

Tea Biscuit.—One quart flour and three 
heaping teaspoons baking powder; sift together 
well, and add enough nice rich milk to make 
dough as soft as can be rolled; flour the board 
and roll till about an inch thick. Have ready 
three tablespoons soft butter, into which beat 
two tablespoons white sugar, spread evenly and 
quickly over the dough, commence at one edge 
and roll, like jelly cake. When all rolled up, 
commence at one end and cut off pieces an inch 
thick, with a very sharp knife, till the roll is all 
cut up; place quickly in the biscuit tin, and into 
a hot oven; they will bake in about twenty 
minutes. They should be handled as little as 
possible; the more quickly they are put togeth
er and got into the oven the better they will 
be; easily made, and just delicious.

Cream Fritters.—1J pints flour, 1 pint 
milk, 6 beaten eggs, 4 nutmeg, 2 teaspoons salt, 
1 pint cream; fry in small cakes, in very hot

sweep.
eye, and say to themselves: “She is just the 
right sort of a girl !" The young men of the 
town vie with one another as to who can show 
her most attention ; but she never encourages 
them beyond being simply kind and jolly; so 
no one can call her a flirt; no, Indeed, the 
young men all deny such an assertion as qhiok- 
yl as she. Girls—wonderful to relate—like 
her too, for she never delights in hurting their 
feelings, or saying spiteful things behind their 
backs. She is always willing to join in their 
little plans and assist them in any way. They 
go to her with their love affairs, and she man
ages adroitly to see Willie or Peter, and drop a 
good word for Ida or Jennie, until their little 
difficulties are all patched up and everything 

smoothly again—thanks to her. Old 
ladies say she is “delightful." The sly witch 
—she knows how to manage them. She listens 
patiently to complaints of rheumatism or 
neuralgia, and then sympathizes with them se 
heartily that they are more than half cured. 
But she cannot always remain with us. A 
young man comes from a neighboring town, 
after a time, and marries her. The villagers 
crowd around to tell him what a prize he has 
won, but he seems to know it pretty well with
out any telling, to judge from his face. So she 
leaves us, and it is not long before we hear from 
that place. She is there, the woman that 
everybody likes.—[Christian Advocate.

The Village Choir.
LSome distance after Tennyson.]

Half a bar, half a bar,
Half a bar onward 1 _

Into an awful ditch,
Choir and Precentor hitch,
Into a mess of pitch,
They led the Old Hundred. 

Trebles to right of them, »
Tenors to the left of them,
Basses in front of them,

Bellowed and thundered.
Oh 1 that Precentor’s look,
When the sopranos took 
Their own time and hook.

From the Old Hundred,

Screeched all the trebles here,
Bogglod the tenors there,
Raising the parson’s hair,

While his mind wandered ; 
Theirs not to reason why—
This psalm was pitched too high ; 
Theirs but to gasp and cry—

Out the Old Hundred.
Trebles to right of them,
Tenors to left of them,
Basses in front of them,

Bellowed and thunderd. 
Stormed they with shout and yell, 
Not wise they sang, nor well, 
Drowning the sexton’s bell.

While all the church wondered,

Y

goes

y

Dire the Precentor’s glare,
Flash’d his pitchfork in air, 
Sounding fresh keys td bear 

Out the Old Hundred, 
Swiftly he turn’d his back, 
Reach’d he his hat from rack,
Then from the screaming pack 

Himself he sundered.
Tenors to right of him,
Trebles to left of him.
Discords behind him

Bellowed and thundered. 
Oh, the wild howls they wrought ; 
Right to the end they fought ! 
Some tune they sang, but not,

Not the Old Hundred,

A woman living near Glendive, Montana, 
was the owner of a pet dog, which on Tuesday 
last, when playing, gave a yelp of almost mor
tal terror as a large eagle, with wings larger 
than a blacksmith’s apron, swooped down and 
picked up the little our in his talons. On this 
instant its owner flew into the kitchen, where 
her husband kept his shotgun, and hurried to 
the front door gun in hand. In an instant she 
directed hereye into the air, where,soaring about 
ten feet distant, she discerned the emblem of 
national liberty with her yellow poodle grasped 
convulsively, but firmly, in its claws. For a 
moment she ran her trained eye along the barrel 
of the gun, in the direction of the bird, and 
banged away. When she opened her eyes the 
eagle was prospecting interstellar space, and 
the dog lay scattered around in fragments all 
over the yard.

Sir,—Inclosed I send one dollar for Farmer's 
Advocate for 1886. I like your paper very 
much, it is the only real farmers1 paper in 
Canada that I am acquainted with, although I - 
get several. Wishing you every prosperity in 
your undertaking. I remain a lover of the 
Advocats,—J. W. Reid, Reabora. /

fat.
Aunt Lucy’s Apple Custard Pie.—Peel 

some apples ; stew until tender (not too much 
water), put through the colander; for 1 pie take 
3 eggs, 4 cup butter, 1 cup of sugar, flavour 
with lemon (fresh or extract), and nutmeg; use 
only the yolks of the eggs in the pie, and cover 
with the whites, and brown the same as for 
lemon pies.

-

—Andre's Journal.

Pat borrowed some money of a friend, and 
Cake with Maple Frosting.—Three eggs, 1 waa unable to pay it back when he came for it; 

one cup white sugar, two tablespoons sweet ' itndthe friend became very angry, and said! 
milk, one heaping cup flour With two teaspoons ‘Now, Pat, if you don’t pay me that money by 
baking powder in it. Filling— one cup maple next Monday, I shall give you a thrashing." 
syrup boiled to wax; beat the white of one egg The next day, as Pat was strolling along the 
to a stiff froth, and pour on the syrup, stirring atreet, he jostled a man, who cried out, “Look 
briskly. Very nice. out what you are doing or I will knock you in

to the middle of next week.” “Be jabers : 
an’ I wish ye wud, sorr ; for then I wud be 
over Monday."

Plum Pudding—Baked.—Six butter crack
ers, rolled flue and soaked in three pluts of 
milk. Cream one-quarter of, a cup of butter *?
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4__The whole secret of good manner, is to

« Do unto others as you would that others 
do unto you.”

Putties.'TDCitde Horn’s department. 1—Anagram.
Drwso fo niskesnd rweod fo nawirng 
Mode ont rvee pekeo ni niva 
Neev ot holes hyt nesoluc nomusg 
Fot lahal hyte rtenur nagia.

M6—
I NMy Drab Nephews and Nieces,—When 

reading your letters and trying to decipher your 
writing as well as your pussies, it struck me 
that really the writing of nearly all of your 
letters was unworthy of a small boy or girl in 
the first or second readers. What with letters 

. o£ all shapes and sisee, some sloping to the 
right, some tumbling over one another to the 
left—till the pussies looked very much as 
though a spider had contrived to fall into the 
ink-pot, and then crawled over a sheet of paper 
until he had got rid of the ink that covered his 
body and lege. Surely you are not encouraged 
by your master in your carelessness and taught 
to oonsider bad writing a sign of genius. Never
theless .handwriting is not taught so carefully 
and indhstrlouily as in by-gone.times, partly 
because the headlong speed which characterises 
most of our drily transactions; there seems to 
be some fear lest penmanship may become as 
mubh a lost art as letter-writing. Our ances
tors, who knew nothing of the frensied rush of 
our nineteenth century life, regarded corres
pondence as. a sérions matter not to be lightly 
undertaken ; but then what marvels of compo
sition and caligraphy many of their letters were 
How often does it happen that a letter is re
ceived from a correspondent the very signature 
of which is not; decipherable Î Seek for infor
mation from the Poet Office authorities upon 
this point. From this cause thousands of letters 
are posted annually with the signature of the 
intended recipient cut out and pasted on the 
envelope I What ordinary persons cannot 
make out, let the Poet Office people take it in 
hand ; and, strange to say, they generally 
sge to solve the riddle. Yet surely such a state 
of things should not be possible amongst a 
nation which prides itself upon its system of 
education. Taking all the facts of the case in
to consideration, I have decided to arrange a 
competition smong*t the young readers of the 
Advocate, with a view to encourage beauty 
and legibility in hand-writing, and therefore I 
offer three prizes, one in each of the following 

classes :
1. Ladies* Hand-writing, prize, a silver

Mary Allan.
p Vowel Pdzzle. 
- t-m-s

I2—Drop 
W- c-mpl- - n-fth 
B-t th y n-v-r w-11 m-nd 
Til w- 1-v- -p t- th- r-1- A
T- - -m m-r- th-n w- sp-nd. Mary Allan.

3—Enigma.

M E
A R
Y

6— ■iffiE R
From the depths of the sea,

From the foot of a rock,
I am brought to the earth 

To do dirty work ;
I have mouths to take in 

All the liquor I meet,
And am given to drinking,

Though never tc eat.
4—Acrostical Charade.

My first ia found in the north,
My second is found in the east,
My third is found in the west,
My fourth is found in the south,
And my whole comes from all points of the 

Fair Broth br.
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Lizzie C. Watt. 7
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—Be wise worldly, be not worldly wise.
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;

compass.
5—PicTpRLAL Rbbüs. M

SEA 
CADE 

S A T I A 
ANCTÜ 
GHTEO 

D I T E R R
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B U C G A N 
S C A N D 

S T E A 
RAT

I
1

N -6—Proper Diamond.iv
10-Swift=sift=W. 

Steam = stem = A. 
Store = sore = T. 
Niece = nice = E. 
Cord=cod = R. 
Flag = fag = L. 
Coast = cast = 0. 
Host = hot = 0.

i; 1— In “Uncle Tom.”
2— An insect.
3— A place for offerings.
4— One of the British Provinces.
5_(Ital.) a slow movement in music.
6— Meaning river Span.)
7— In the Advocate.

7—Hidden Capes.
The thaw rather hindered us in our journey. 
Can Sophia crochet neatly.
She is able to read Latin.
Is life a rare blessing.

8—Enigma.
My first is in Henry, but not in Sam.
My second is in oyster, but not in clam.
My third is in drum, but not in flute.
My fourth is in shoe, but not in boot.
My fifth is in eagle, but not in hawk.
My sixth is in stroll, but not in walk.
M y seventh is in horse, but not in mare.
My eighth is in look, but not in stare.
My ninth is in stable, but not in stall.
My whole is a part of Niagara Falls.

■Waterloo.1 man-
I

Fair Brother.
.T

7 The Benevolent Old Man.—Just as even
ing was closing in, a curly-headed little boy 
was standing on tiptoe on the door-step of a 
house in Chelsea, trying to reach the door-bell. 
Just then a benevolent old man passed along. 
He paused, and, with a kindly smile, patted 
the boy on the head.

“My son, that door-bell is a little beyond 
your reach, isn’t it!”

“Yeth, thir.”
“Ah!" continued the old gentleman, musing

ly. “It is a fit symbol of the striving of youth 
after the unattainable. How often in this 
world the thing we most desire is beyond our 
grasp! And when, after continued effort we 
have secured the object of our ambition, bow 
often we find that it is not worth what it has 
cost! My little man, I am taller than you 
Shall I ring the bell for you!”

• If you wanth to,” replied the boy, looking 
at him out of the corners of his roguish eyes.

With another fatherly smile, the old gentle- 
gave the bell handle a vigorous pull. 

What was his amazement to see the boy jump 
from the steps and slide around the corner with 
the words:—

“You’d better hurry now, or they will be 
after you!"

The boy had scarcely disappeared, when an 
upper window opened and the contents of a 
bowl of water descended on the old man, ac
companied with the words.

“Take that for your impudence!”
There is one manjin Che’sea who thinks he 

will nut help any more little boys pull their 
neighbors’ door bells—at least until after he 
has asked a few questions.

II
m

T Lillie Stovin.
!H

,1

bracelet.
2. Girl’s Hand-writing (under fourteen), 

prise, a pair of silver earrings.
3. Boy’s Hand-writing (under seventeen), 

prize, a beautiful pocket-knife.
These compétitions are open to all readers of 

the Farmer’s Advocate. In eadh of the 
classes 1, 2, 3, in which the candidates may 
enter, the following letter should be written:

(Full address and date.)
Dear Sir,— I have the pleasure of sending 

you a specimen of my hand-writing in competi
tion for the prize offered by you in olass (here 
give the number of the class). I can hardly 
hope to be successful, but, as the old proverb 
says, “Nothing venture, nothing win,” so I 
take my chance.

1",

1
1"1
1

*
Names of those who have Sent Cor

rect Answers to Feb. Puzzles.
R. P. Hogan, Frank L. Mimer, Martha E. 

Jackson. Lillie Stoviu, Fair Brother, WTill 
Thirlwall. Becca Lowry, Robert Wilson, Min
nie B. Ricketson, Adele La Pierre, Mary Bur
nett, Robert J. Risk, Lizzie C. Watt, Mary 
Allan, Ada Armand, Becca Forbes, Beatrice 
Gunn, Mary Marshall, May Coulsun, Willie B. 
Bell, Henry Reeve._____

!
II
11

man7 Answers to February Puzzles.
1— Dee, Humber, Elbe, Thames, Oder.
2— Meanness shun and all its train, 

Goodoess seek and all is gain.
AWE 

WHOLE 
VALUE 
WAVES 
SCENE 
W O R T H 
GAILY 

SIGNIFY 
PRAY ERFUL

=■

if
I

1
I am, dear sir, faithfully yours,I 3—

ill Uncle Tom,
“The Farmer’s Advocate,”;i !
All specimens of hand writing must be in by 

the 25th of March; but because I give you this 
as a little variety I do not want you to neglect 
the puzzles. Send me some real good ones for 
April. Uncle Tom.
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aAnd so, duokie, that Is how yon came to be 

You will not eoon be tor-
know?) Mother says die doesn’t know ; they 
were all there when she 'saw them last. But 
rosy-cheeked Jennie oomee to the rescue. 
“When me and Minnie Gray was going to 
school this morning, we seem a fox running 
through the woods. It had a sharp nose and 
short ears, its back was yellowish gray, but its 
breast was white, and it had a Ions, bushy tail. 
We scared it away, but the ducks teas in the 
creek and it run that way." (Come now, Jen., 
read over yonr statement with me again—can 
you correct it?) That tall boy poring over a

Apt Pupils.
Ah, duokie I poor duckie l how did it happen 

that it is your sad fate to make a dainty meal 
for those really “cute” looking little foxes? 
Little did you think that beautiful soft breast 
would be cruelly ruffled by Foxie No. 1, while 
gTeedy Foxie No. 2 gnaws at the sinewy leg, 
and Foxie No. 3 crushes with his sharp little 
teeth the foot which has been a good servant to 
you on both land and water, while No. 4 runs 
off with your pretty feathers. No. 5 looks on 
with apparent interest ; his daws will soon find

;in the foxes’ ,
gotten, but before those greedy little rogues 
eat you up, come Jennie, Bob, Will, and even 
father and mother, and take a parting glance. 
Jennie and Rob, if you were half as apt at 
school to do what you are taught, do you think 
you would be gnawing grammar even as the little 
foxes gnaw poor duckie. Will, more thoughtful, 
does it not flit across your mind what the wisest 
of men said about “ the foxes, the little foxes, 
that spoil the vines.” Don’t, we beseeeh you

'
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AFT PUPILS.
with a sister’s affection, let the little foxes of 
indifference, idleness, carelessness, rudeness ud 
slothfulness destroy your promising manhood. 
Father and mother* would you keep your Hook 
from straying? would you not grieve, as you 
never grieved before, should even one of the
flock become a prey to the foxes? Then, while
young and whtie the power is yours, rttsoh 
them to you and to your home by .a cord so 
strong, that however far they ““F 
separate, the hallowed influence of a Christian 
home may ever keep them in the “ green pas
tures” of right-doing.

“When father and Ibook now speaks, 
crossed the bridge this morning, we saw one of 
the ducks straying away from the others. Is it 
the pretty white one which is missing? 
we too would read with you-be the book gram
mar, history, or an agricultural journal. When 
boys on the farm learn to speak as you do, we 
will make politicians respect our rights and 
listen to our voices. ) In answer to Will's ques
tion, brown handed Robbie mournfully says, 
h Yes the one I called mine 5” then, vehe
mently, “I wieht I had a gun-I’d kill them

other resting-place than the back of No. 3 ; 
while the provider of this interesting household 
looks on his “ Apt Pupils ” with a great deal of 
satisfaction showing itself in the expression of 
his face, for foxes, like people, can look pleased 
or displeased, according to the circumstances.
Little duckie, in the foxes’ nest, can you not 
teach us a lesson ? Is there a farm-house some
where in which a little, brown-handed, open- 
faced boy shouts, “Ma, there is only nine 
ducks ; where’s the other one ?” (Little boy, 
when the duck question has been settled, correct

Who can tell him if he doesn’t old foxes.

I
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THE FAPMËR’5 AfaVOCATE. Marc», 188688
Grand’s Repository, Toronto. Brockville Ciiemid& Superphosphate Coâ NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

-A.TJ0TXO3ST SALE (Limited)
BROCKVILLE, ONT.,

'

OF HIGHLY-BRED V,! BATES’ SHORT HORN CATTLE,n MA NOT ACTtTRERS OF

il SUPERPHOSPHATES
and Artificial Manures,

Oil of Vitriol, Muriatic and Nitric Acids

ill;' K Horses. Sheep, Implements, &c-
Having madea bnslnessarrançemenUn the\FesL

reserve^on my farm! lot 25, con. 16, London 
ship.

i R. PAUL, Proprietor.IIill Town-

Great Combination Salem11 On Wednesday, March 10,1886,
my entire herd, consisting^oflS females and 9 bifils,
grtva/’ S^splendid Yearling Bulls—4 reds and a red 
roan. Also 7 Horses, Ac. Terms—six months on 
approved joint note, or six per cent, per annum off 
for cash. The farm is 16 miles from London, lié 
miles from Denfleld (a station on the L. H. & B. 
Ka'Iroad). Sale to commence at U a. m.. sharp. 
Catalogues on application.
241-c JOHN GIBSON, Denfleld, Ont.

m i Write for prices and particulars.-OF- 243-c! THE NEW MODEL HATCHER.
ft

I of all breeds, and/ II 150 HORSES AND STALLIONSyt RE[32of all Descriptions and Classes, onHolstein-Friesian Cattle
AT AUCTION

I liraMARCH 30th and 31st, and APRIL 1st and 2nd.
I'ii Messrs. Lord & Sons and Mr. H. M. Miller’s consign

ments of Imported Holstein Cattle will be sold first, 
day. We respectfully solicit correspondence from 
breeders and others having stock of any kind to 
dispose of.

H
I

: J
Ri W. 33. GRAND,.

Manager and Auctioneer.
h'lr

The cheapest, simplest, and most practical ma
chine for hatching poultry: also Brooders, Egg Tes
ters, Galvanized wire Poultry netting. Poultry 
Journals &o. One Thousand Breeding and Exhi
bition Birds for sale write for price list.

G. T. DOWN, Park Hill,

VIRGINIA FARMS—Mild climate, cheap homes. 
■ Northern Colony. A. O. Buss, Centralia,Va. S39-y

243-b;

1 HORSES.i :
il<;

i

Ont.241-c.aUllittâ IMPORTED MOOSES FOR SALEIII
FARMS FOR SALEW. A. Sohoenau, of Mlldmay, Ont., has just re

ceived from Scotland, per steamer CartMgena, a 
fine lot of Clydesdale Horses : 3 Fillies, and 3 Stal
lions, from 1 to 3 years old; all registered Pedigree 
and which will be sold byaucti jn at Mildmay.County 
of Bruce, on TUESDAY, MARCH, 9th, at 3 p.m. 
All parties wanting first-class stock should attend 
this sale. Terms made known at time of sale, 5 per 
cent, off for cash. Also the highest price paid for 
first-class Carriage Geldings, Bays or Browns, about 
16 hands high.

W. A. SCHOENAU.
243-a

AT GRAND’S REPOSITORY.
47 TO 63 ADELAIDES!. WEST, TORONTO, ONT.

W. D. GRAND, Auctioneer.

TUESDAY, MARCH30TH, 1886, AT11A.M

'M *
1 i IN MICHIGAN.u New Price List just Issued for Free Distribution. 

Over 200 of the finest farms in the State fully de
scribed. Also a map of Michigan, showing railroads, 
towns, cities, etc.

*■ 1
" I

i GEO. W. SNOVEB,
Beal Estate & Loan Agent.

242-b.
j|; i The great demand In Canada for these cattle, and 

the Inconvenience attending the quarantining of 
small lots, has Induced us to send a shipment of 28 
head from our own herd, to which will be added 
about IS head from the prize herd of H. M. Williams, 
of Ploton, Ont. These cattle will arrive at Grand’s 
Repository, March 25th, and remain there for In
spection until date of sale. Every animal is regis
tered In the Holstein or Holsteln-Frieslan Herd 
Book of America, and the certificates of registry 
and transfer papers will be furnished with each
^For illustrated catalogue address

y 103 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.
F

. FOR SALE!i !

I70B DESTROYING TICKS AND VERMIN ON 
r Sheep, Cattle and Horses, Leicestershire Tick 
and Vermin Destroyer is well worth the price, yea, 
double the price. It was first used in England with 
wonderful success, and has now been introduced 
into Canada, and is sold at 30 and 60 cents a box : 
one small box is sufficient to treat 20 sheep. It ef
fectually destroys Ticks, Lice, Worms or Grub, to 
which sneep, horses or cattle are subject, and en
ables the animal to thrive. It is used as a wash. 
Sold by Druggists. G. C. BRIGGS & SONS, Agents, 
Hamilton, Ontario. 243-c

100 ACRE FARMâ 4-t
Ij

I Seventy clear, in hi»h state cultivation, good build
ings. One and a half miles from town, very desirable 
place for a farmer from the Old Country.

CHAH, o:. B- Il
Blnolalrville, Ghaut. Co., Hew York.

db SONT,! »t 242- 243-a Bothwell, Out.
; IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE \

i -OF-
i SHORTHORN CATTLE

-ON-

Wednesday, April 7th, 1886,

L ,ii ■

I i t'' I'i ----FOR-----

Fruit Packagesat my farm, four miles from Brampton, on G. T. R. 
and C. P. R., and two miles from Edmonton, on 
C. P. R. I will sell 45 head of pure-bred Shorthorns 
—W females and 10 young bulls. These are good 
cattle, with pedigrees that will stand the test of all 
the herd books. Catalogues will be ready by first of 
March, and will be sent on application.
248-a J. Q. SNELL, EDMONTON, ONT.

i
,
-

-AND- ELEVATOR DITCHING MACHINEjF (

BASKETS FOR UNDERDRAINING.
One man with The Elevator Ditching Machine 
can do more work than thirty men with spades.
Manufactured by WM. BENNIE, TORONTO.

In order to procure the Ditcher for spring delivery 
orders should be given at once. 243-

;! I Of every deoriptlon and of the best quality, send 
to THEFARMER WANTED. OAKVILLE BASKET FACTORY !b A first-class man of experience, energy and ability, 

to take charge of

A LARGE AND WELL-EQUIPPED FARM FRIENDS! If you are in any way interested in
BEES OR HONEY*

We will with pleasure send you a sample copy of 
our SEMI-MONTHLY GLÉ a N1HGS XV BEE 
CULTURE, with a descriptive price-list of the 
latest improvements in Hives, Honey Extractors, 
Artificial Comb, Section Honey Boxes, all the books 
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee 
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your 
address, written plainly, to A. I. ROOT, Medina, 
Ohio. 243-a

Strawberry and Raspberry Baskets. 
Cherry, Peach, Plum and Grape Baskets^ 
Clothes Baskets. Butcher’s Baskets.
1,2 and 3 Bushel Baskets.
Satchel and Market Baskets.
Gardener’s Plant Boxes.
Grocers’ Butter Dishes, &c.,&c., &c.
W. B. CHISHOLM, - Oakville.

243-d

!

! i Good wages to a suitable man on a year’s engage
ment. Address until March 15th with experience 
and references. Address--” H. A. P.’’ Farmer’s 
Advocate, London. Ont,

!

I !
248-a

THE GLASGOW AND LONDON INSURANCE COMPANY
making a speciality of Farm Insurance, and issuing 
a liberal Policy for such, are desirous of securing 
agents In certain townships In Ontario. Township 
Oerks and Treasurers invited to apply for same. 
Liberal terms to the right men. ___ . ,

Address EBAD OFFICE, MONTREAL,
243-a

’! I
| : SEND FOR CATALOGUEI

PeFwiIRo
Canada Stamps for Circulars and Co. and State Map.

*• STIGEN, Glenmore, Wan Co.,
2 243-a State of Georgia, U. S.

Advertise your Stock in the Farmer’s Advocate, of my sale of 45 head of Short-Horns, 35 
Females and 10 Bulls, on Wednesday, April

T. O. STVTT1T.T.,
Edmojiton, Ont.

i
Best Advertising Medium in America. 243-a
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FENCING CHEAP\AND DURABLE.
E. C JONES'EVERYTHING for the FARM & GARDEN

Our new Catalogue for 1886 mailed free to all who apply. 
A choice selection of SEEDS, SEED GRAIN, 
SMALL FRUITS, AC. Send for on* Addresa

JOHN S. PEARCE & CO.. LONDON, ONT. Patent lion Fence Post
r(Patented Oct. 29th, 188M _

The attention of the public Is 
called to E.C. Jones’ Patent IronPERMANENT PASTURE Fence Post and Gates, they hav
ing met with universal approval 
wherever tried.

Some of the advantages of this 
fence are its great durability and 
strength ; It will not cause snow 

a*™. to drift ; Is much cheaper than 
WOO(ieu fences ; Is fire and wind 

proof ; takes less time to build, and gives thorough 
satisfaction whan done.

RENNIE’S MIXTURES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE
have been prepared from prescriptions based on a praethml experience of lfi^years, and ^most’nutritlous 
QRÈÈ&'Ind^CLOVEEtS^nd86^'^"specially jirepared’for HK3 HYLANDS and ToW* LANDS. 
â^lt^rdT^ Stie!of IxJfaores orove?

SEE TESTIMONIALS:
JONH GAGE, Esq., 200 rods of this fencing ; has 

ordered 400 more for this spring. THOd. BARNES, 
Esq., 150 rods last season ; 50 more ordered for this 
spring.

1 have put up about 25 rods of Mr. E. C. Jones’ 
Patent Fence, and I think it a very cheap, durable, 
neat fence, and take pleasure in recommending It to 
the public.

North Easthope.

Wm. Rennie's Illustrated Seed Catalogue for 1886 \

ALEX. FISHER, 
ville, 7th August, 1885. 

Mr. Jones put up for me last autumn some rods of his 
Iron Wire Fence. It has stood the winter perfectly, 
and I am quite satisfied with it.

(Signed)

(Si^ne^l)

“THE NIAGARA”
E. 8. JACKSON.

Stratford, June 29th, 1885. 
Mr. Jones has put up for me some 20 rods of Wire 

Fence, using bis new Patent Iron Post. I think the 
fence for cheapness, durability and neatness excels 
anything ever brought before the pubUc. This is Just 
the fence for our farmers, and in cost is within the 
reach of all. The Posts and Gates will never give out 
and never rot, (Signed) D. D. HAY.

Lot 10, Fast Range, Seneca Township, I 
Haldimand Co., Feb. 4,1888. (

One year ago, having decided to put up a wire 
fence along the front of my place, and wishing to 
get the best in use, went to see Mr. E. C. Jones' 
Fencing, and four other kinds ; deciding Mr. Jones’ 
Fence was the best for the money, 1 gave him an 
order for 84 rods, including three Gates, one of each 
kind of his manufacture ; they give the best of satis
faction. r can highly recommend Mr. Jones' fence 
to the public, as 1 am satisfied it is the best fence for 
the money in Canada, and is an ornament to any 
place. There have been hundreds of people admiring 
my Fence since It was put up.

Tours truly, (Signed) NORRIS HUMPHREY, 
he Cost Is from See. to Ml per Mod. according

The Grrape for Vineyard Planting1.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.
*

Murray Pettit, of Winona, Ont., Canada, received as the net proceeds of the crop of 1885, from 300 
Niagara vines planted in 1882, $553.20, over $1.84 4-10 per vine, being at the rate of $802.14 per aore.

John S. Collins, of Moorestown, N.J., from a little less than four acres of Niagara vines set in 1883, sold 
jn 1885 (two years and six months from the time of planting,) fruit to the amount of $1652.36.

R R. Smith, of Winona, Out., Canada, who has a vineyard of 800 Niagara vines, reports sales in 1885, 
from his vines planted in 1882, $1.60 net per vine, or $696.00 per acre.

John S Carter, of Port Monmouth, N.J., received as the net proceeds of his crop of Niagaras in 1886 
over $1.54 per vine, having taken off more that one-quarter of the fruit which set, for the purpose of making 
all fine clusters, making $678.60 per acre.

Vines for vineyard planting on special terms. Address the sole owners—

NIAGARA WHITE GRAPE CO., Lockport, N. Y.

I

243 »
to the number wf Wires and Posts.

For further particulars and testimonials apply to 
ie patentee. E. C. JONE8, 79 Catharine Street.

Orders for Fencing should be In as 
sslble to insure it being up in good time.

the patentee 
Hamilton.
soon as possible to insure it being up in good time. 

Territory for sale at reasonable rates. 248-a

■

Improved, Doubling-Acting :

f
■

I
■

à

I

PITCHING MACHINE
FOR UNLOADING HAY AND ALL KIND» OF LOOSE QRAIN.

11This machine can be used in barns, sheds or on 
stacks. It can be used to unload to either side of 
the barn floor without being turned around on the 
track, thus saving the trouble and annoyance ex
perienced in climbing to tne top of the barn to make 
the change. This Is a special feature in my double
acting carrier, for whiohT hold letters patent for the 
Dominion, and hereby caution the public against 
buying from any others than me or my authorized 
agents, any infringement, as I will hold all persons 
using imitations liable for damages. This machine 
has never been beaten, either on a fair ground or In 
the barn, although it has been submitted to any test 
that the opposing makers could suggest, and proved 
to be a ranch better machine In the barn at work 
than on the fair ground empty. We will send this 
machine to any responsible farmer on trial, and 
guarantee satisfaction or no sale. Agents wanted 
in a great many parts of the Dominion, where I still 
have no agents established. Liberal discount to 
good agents, no others need apply, 
deal with any but good responsible 
circulars and prices to

M. T. BUCHANAN,
Manufacturer, Ingersell

WANTED,!
An active interest in a Stock and Breeding Farm 

in Ontario. Could invest three or four thousand 
dollars. Apply, with references, ‘ Parmer,’ Ca
nada Advertising Agency, 49 King-st. West, Toronto.

243-a

P0ULIRÏ
NETTING

â>.
*î»SS25
S*STUMP MACHINES!

STONE MACHINES!
SPINNING WHEELS ! Netting, Meshes from half-inch to two Inches; orilVIYIlvu nnccuo widths,30-inch to 72-Inch In stock. Ask vour Hard

ware dealer for Greening’s Poultry Netting. Circu
lar on application. B OBBENllO A CO.,

2(3-a Hamilton, Ont.

Galvanized 
Wihe Poultry V

as we will not 
men. Send forandWe manufacture four different sizes of Stump 

Stone Machines, also Bryce’s Pat. Spinning Wheel. 
This Wheel fastens to any ordinary table; can be 
worked sitting or standing ; for speed and ease beats 
them all. Sent to any part of the Dominion on re
ceipt of price, $5.00. Every wheel guaranteed to 

satisfaction. Send for Illustrated Circular.

243-d
■FARMS&MILLS

[For Sale A Exchange.
fibi'BlniSElKu

r OB STS pays for 39 beautiful card ■ ample*, 
Sail different, elegant désigné. Big Bny.
v J. 8. GASKELL, Richmond Centre, Aehta. Co.,0, 

248-a

give
Agents wanted. Address

J. W. ANDERSON, BARRIE, ONT. ii »£ 243-y
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ALL PERSONS CONTEMPLATING- 
THE PURCHASE OF A STALLI ON OR 
BROOD-MARE ARE REQUESTED TO 
SEND AT ONCE FOR OUR ILLUSTRA
TED AND DISCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 

p WHICH WILL BE MAILED FREE

ÜAVAGE&FARNUM s5tloacnkdfha°rume
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T^AttMER’S ADVOCATE. March, 1886THE60
BEST, PLANTS IN THE MABKETSPRING PLANTING! \
Grape Vines. Empire State, 

. Niagara: Woodruff Red; Berries 
| of all descriptions, new kinds 
fcand old; Roses etc., etc. Plante 

Illustrât-All who intend to purchase this Spring 
should send for our illustrated and de
scriptive Catalogues. They contain 

I full Information about Ola and New 
Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Noses, etc.,

I_________ and are the most complete published.
To regular customera/rre; to others as follows : No. 1, 
Fruits, 10c. ; No. 8, Ornamental Trees, etc., 15c. ; No. 
8, Rmftii Fruite,'No. 4,Wholesale, No.5, Roses, free, 

RLLWANGER & BARRY, 
Ht. Hope Nnreerlee. Rochester, N.Ï.

243-

Toronto Nurseries. ■by mail a specialty.Bed Catalogue mailed free, con- 
■ talnlng $1, $2, 83, and $5 collec- 
9 tions and Instructions for plant- 
~ lng; be sure and see it before

_ giving your order. For variety of
stock send for mv new Catalogue, sent free to all. 

A. O. HUtiL, Central Fruit Gardens,
842-c St Catharines, Ont.

r
We again offer for sale a first-class, well assorted 

stock of
Fruit Trees, Small Fruit Plants,

Hardy Grape Vines, Ac.,
Ornamental Trees, Flowering Shrubs, 

Boses, Climbing Plants, do»
all the best old and new varieties.

SPECIALTIES :
PLUM TREES ON HARDY CANADIAN STOCK,

INCLUDING
Moore’s Arctic, Goderich & Evans’,

Fay’s Prolific Currant,
Industry Gooseberry,

FOB. SALE.
A 92-LB. CABBAGE! FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREESI

Mr. E. Leedham of Aroyo Grande, Cal., and 
J. C. Ward of Plymouth, Me., write me that from 
my strain of seeds, they raised Marblehead Mam
moth Cabbages weighing oi and 92 lbs. seed 

rflfc taken from the
same lot from 
which these 
monster cab
bages were 
grown, accom
panied with a 
statement of 
how they were 
grown,
plied atiscents 
a package I 

will pav $1.00 per ib. 
for the largest 
bage from this 
(freight prepaid), pro

vided it weighs not less than 70 lbs. wnen received. 
Mv large Vegetable and Flower Seed Catalogue 
\Vfll be sent free to all who write for it.

GEORGE ARNOLD, Prop.,
PARIS NURSERIES.'STJT" GRAPES 241-f

Marlboro’, Nemaha and other new Raspberries, 
Jewell and other new Strawberries, 

Clematis, including the perfectly hardy 
Yellow “Gr vlolus.”

Prunus Piasardl. Variegated Dogwood, 
Street Trees of large size,

especially Norway Spruce, 
1 9 Inches to 4 feet high.

We pack our stock to carry safely anywhere. 
Descriptive priced Catalogues mailed free to all 
applicants. Correspondence solicited.

GEO. LESLIE & SON.
Toronto Nurseries,

LESLIE P. O., ONT.

GARDEN, FIELD, FLOWED »d TREEsup-

SEEDSCab-

EVERGREENS
James J. H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass. ;

STERLING WORTH AND QUALITY HAVE MADE
IMMERS’ SBBIDS

Sow them and you will
243-c

:popular brands.
......  but Simmers’.

All Seeds Mailed Free on receipt of Catalogue 
Price. Please send your address for a Seed Cata
logue, free on application. ,

J. A. SIMMERS

the most 
use none100 varie

ties! BestRAPE VINES!M l quality ! Low prices I One each. Empire 
state, Niagara, Golden Pockllngton, Lady 

and Delaware, postpaid for $3. Also, Worden, El
vira, Iona, Ives, Catawba, Brighton, Vergennes, 
Early Victor, Moore’s Early, Rogers’ Hybrids. &c. 
60.000 No. 1 Concords, $3 per 100 ; 812 per 
1,000. Raspberries and other small fruits. Cata
logue free.

GEO W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio. 243-b

TORONTO.SEEDSMAN,
(Established 1856.) 240-d

IMPORTAIT TO FRUIT GROWERSSUCCESS IN GARDENING
jjDepends on the Quality of the Seeds sown. 500,000 Plants of all the Leading 

Varieties of Small Fruits.
Also Fruit and Orn mental Trees.

Send for Catalogue. Send in a list of what you 
want to plant for prices. „

Niagara Grape a Specialty.

IF YOU SOW BMNMIH MBH^h ^f|MM

toliamevafSEEDS m M1AL
;FOR 1886m

nSQMV
D.1iTfiliiYTcC&®Sfe

Will be mailedYou will insure an abundant yield. Don’t buy 
Commissioned Seeds. Send for my Illustrated 
Catalogue, and if my Seeds are not kept in your 
town, send your order direct and get your Seeds by 
return mall.
Choice samples of Timothy and Clover Seed, 
Seed Wheat, Barley, Oats, Peas, Tares, etc.,

ALWAYS ON HAND.

A. M. SMITH,
Dominion Fruit Gardens,

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Address

243-b

SMALL FRUITSUNPRECEDENTED OFFER.
SHADE TREES FREE OF CHARGE

W3MC. EVA.KTB,
243-b MONTREAL.Established 1855.

Jewell, Woodruff No. 1, May King. At
lantic. Prince of Berries and other new and old
Strawberries. ______

Try the new Black Raspberry, HILBOKN,
large, hardy and productive.

Gregg, Tyler, Seuhegan, Shaffers, Marlboro, 
Nemaha, Caroline and other standard Raspberries 
grown in large quantities.

Fay’s Prolific and Baby Castle Currant__
Gooseberries, Grapes, and other Small Fruits.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
FIRST-CLASS PLANTS-LOW PRICES 

W. W. HILBOKN,
ARKONA, ONT., CANADA

KEITH’S Under certain condition to parties agreeing to plant 
under the provisions of the Ontario Tree Planting 
Act of 1883. This offer is good only for the Spring 
of 1886.Gardener’s Assistant and Illustrat

ed Catalogue of Garden, Agri
cultural and Flower Seeds ALSO FOR SALE AT REASONABLE PRICES

FRUIT, ROT ARD EYEROREER 
TREES, GRAPE TIRES, ETC.

US'
and will he mailed free on application to any ad
dress. 1 call special attention to my

CHOICE RED FIFE WHEAT
For particulars address

ALLEN MOYER,
Nurseryman, St. Catharines, Ont.

(See advertisement in December number of .this 
paper). Price 81-50 per CO lbs.

Clover and Timothy, Orchard, Blue and Red Top 
Grasses, Flax Seed, Tares, Seed Wheat, Oats and 
Barley, &c., &c.
GEO. KEITH, Seed Merchant,

124 King-St, East, TORONTO.

287-h
243-a

T ISSUED-0" TT

GRAPE VINES! LETTERS FROM

GOLDEN LATITUDES
243-a

Apple, Pear, Cherry, Plum, Mulberry and 
_ Evergreen Trees, at Wholesale Prices In small ^
Fh FRUIT TREES. quantities. Also Strawberry, Raspberry,

X 3 VINES, PLANTS. ETC g ,urrent’ Ko"e” -
à Apple, Pear, Peach,Cherry, Plum, y I HOA AAA of Grape Vines of Niagara. 
m Quince, Strawberry, Raspberry, o' mVwwjWw Empire State, Lady, Delaware

VARIETIES OF

iSni
, v O
IBM. A large, finely-illustrated pamphlet, descriptive of 

the North-West Statistics compiled from official 
sources. Sent free on application to 
-41-c C. H. WARREN, G.P. A., St. Paul, Minn.

a 1 year 
Address
EB.
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RENNIE’S SEEDS ARE THE BEST
Illustrated Catalogue for 1886

Containing description and prices of the choicest
FIELD, GARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS

Every Farmer and Gardener should 
opy before ordering seeds for the coming 
Handsomest catalogue published in Canada

Mailed free.

WY RENNIE.TORONTO

SEEDS

NEW f&nTAL TREES
ROSES 
GRAPE 
VINES 

E.T. C.

5
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InftîSSlEg“TÆ’l^uMweflÏÏÏ3S&3&Î5Î
forearms. Gardens, Stock Razigesand Railroads. Very neat, pretty
lots and Cemeteries. Covered with rust-proof paint, ormadena^fZlr triai ■ It wlU 
last a life-time. It la better than boards or barbed wire In every respect. Give It arairtiroi, it vnu 
wear Itself Into favor. The Sedgwick Gntee msde of wrqught-lron pipe and s^l wlre defy a^l

Hardware Dealers, or address, mentioning paper, _

SEDGWICK BROS,, Richmond, Ind, °“'i,KM«îî?lfSS»!PraKî
NATURES INCUBATOR
Best known tor batehlng 
chicks. Its principle Is just 
like a ben sitting on a nest 
lull of eggs. Chicks can be 
raised InTt at 6 or Sets. per 
lb., and sold tor aotoütcts. 
per lb. A fine chance for 
women and boys to make 
money. Bend for circular, 

ibator Co., Quincy, 111.

WOIOHW 116.00.

«HALF A MILLION G ARDENS 3^^
Ds^^É"^lM(ÏSARE AKMUALLY

Address Matnroe

CHOICE FRUIT!ayrg.sMSSSg
pliance for the prompt and careful \JI|1111 1M/America. Annual Bales, 2X Million 
filling of orders. «ants.

js. «B®
PETERHENDEESON A GO.85 lEftSlst ■

./

10,000,000 Trees and Plants. 
Forest Trees for Timber Claims.

'All kinds of Fruit, Forest, Ornamental Trees, 
Shrubs and Plants.

5 I .^SMSFmfKmtSKSw
sr&tea* anas ““
culture. Send at once for our price list.

-> Ofl with the tariff on seeds!......................................Relief for the people!

S.5 neVdeIa^ucr!!nstth°e SEED TRADED

t SSKStiSi bRS^.-1 ."oL Sk^S^-w-U^C.r^rn tb,i Sandwich Islands ; the sweetest sugar <»ra th^ EtMWa^ab

Il tHESPAFiSHNECTAfiti?."™"?fcflSîfft
■ aUlBS.rBH^nSfeUms the wor.d New Red VmU.

y£S&«efl3eaess3ssas3
^|gS®«îaUimoK».

ss^Jîss£^fiSLrï2SbîB: ■
sgSrto3BBïil

Address—CARPENTER & GAGE,
Falrbury, Jefferson Co., Nebr.241-c

Guelph Business College
, ONT.I 0-XT3D

This Institution Is steadily rising to popular favor. 
Its list of students already represents two Cana
dian Provinces and five of the American States.

2? sssfussrJsrsSES
$$sssa bY.rœ"iSs.s'ïbMi;"S

pursue a course of training mowJ?e2S82T?f wg 
with the requlremeots of the practical affair» or life 
than they have hitherto had, would *{*“?£*,*¥ 
Inquiring Into the advantages offered by the Guelph 
Business College.

For particulars address

*

X—»
240-y

H. UacCORMICK, Principal.
)

I eh

THE NEW EARLY WHITE GRAPÈ, ONTARIO PUMP C0„ (Limited)
ONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
TO

WIND MILLS,
FEED GRINDERS,

HAYING TOOLS

NOW OFFERED WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS AS TO PROPAGATION.

Price, $3.00 each; $30.00 per Dozen.
As early as the Hartford or Moore’s Early; equal In quality to Brighton or Delaware; an iron-clad in 

hardiness; does not mildew or ro", and to vigor of growth surpasses all other sorts. Has been tested to all 
parts of the United States and In Canada. Send for circulars. AND A FULL' LINE OF

Railway, Town, Farm and Orna
mental Water Supply Material.PRATT BROS., Nurserymen,

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.243-c

S™0/^ STEEL WIRE FENCE
12% A3
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X

THE STANDARD CHOPPING MILLS;

11

MostiSuccessful Chopper Ever Built.Q11 Made in Two Sizes with 12 and 20 inch Stones, using the Very Best Old Stock
FRENCH BUHR STONES.1■

; m
|||
| THE POPULARITY OF THESE MILLS ARISES FROM THEIR

rm zi
ill

ill Being readily worked toy any Intelligent man.

R DTTZR^JBIÇXjIT^TH

There being absolutely nothing to get out of order; nothing wears but the face of the Mill 
Stone, and these are readily sharpened and kept in order by the occasional use of the Mill 

L Picks famished with the Mill. The simple directions given In our Circular will enable any 
ordinary man to become an expert at this work in a short time.

!
il

VsiIItuI
THE; STONES will last a many years with ordinary care. t

. .120 Inch Standabd Mill with Elevators.
v- When stones have to be dressed, these arms are bolted 

to the base. The four bolts holding cases together are 
removed, when the separate halves turn over to the arms, 
as shown in ont, bringing face of stones to a convenient 
height for dressing.

GREAT CAPACITYV

For its price and size, this Mill cannot be equalled as a 
GRINDER. Thirty-five bushels of Chop per hour Is not an 
infrequent output for a 20-inch Mill and 12 Horse-power 
Fire-proof Champion.

i;
-I?

!i ;ilis! I i THK-------
111, ;
|||; IMPROVED ELEVATOR ATTACHMENTI If. Can be added to either of these Mills at an extra cost of $25. It is 

faithfully represented in the cut. Grain is emptied from bag into the 
hopper on the right, and.from there elevated and discharged into the 
hopper over the mill. After grinding the meal discharges Into the 
other elevator, which elevates it and delivers it to the bag hung from 
the spout.

When bag is full the slide is closed while another bag is being 
hung on the spout.

With elevator attachments ONE MAN can readily attend to the 
chopper and run the engine.

•I

li:
: !

fi
11 Jt\ f" •iv

* 0 Mill open for Dressing,shows Application of the Adjustable Dressing Frame.
ii We are often asked to guarantee a certain amount of work with a certain power 

with these Mills. A moment’s reflection will convince any one the Impossibility of our 
doing this owing to the numberless conditions, such as, if ground fine, less can be ground 
than if coarse, or it takes more power. Damp, wet grain will paste and 
stick more than dry and does not grind so freely. Stones may be dull and need 
sharpening, or the centre may be worn flat and not kept hollowed out. When we first 
send out a mill it gets dull and wears flat in centre sooner than after a few weeks run, as 
the stone has not oome down to the perfect solid face it gets from use.

|Hr
1 1

jjl
The Grinding Capacity of an Old Stock French Buhr”

is universally known, it having been in use for ages and needs no recommend from us. 
Ask any miller and.they will tell you its the best grinder known.

Our arrangement of stones and case permit of most rapid feeding, grinding and de
livering without heating. We have never had a Standard Mill returned because it did 
not please the purchaser, and do all we recommend.

r
!

r
■

T
i ipi tiÜBH

MESS! t —
Season being somewhat advanced, Special Quotations will be given.

I

i 154 St. James Street, - MONTREAL. 

So Paul Street,
; EASTERN OFFICES :l; l QUEBEC.

i12-inch Chopper, suitable for 4 to II H. P. or Light Engine.

WATEROTJS ENGINE WORKS CO.U:

BRANTFORD AND WINNIPEG.f

' &
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BBICIC^ MACHINERYInuftni.ANDz TILE
:i I ICorner of King and James Stree's, opposite Core.

A first-class Business Training College, for Ladies and Gentlemen,
M. L. RATTRAY, Chartered Accountant,

243-y

For full particulars send for Circular. 
E. A. GBTGER, Chartered Accountant,

Vice-Principal. : ** P. O. Bo* |Q,,<k

Principal.

Fournira.L. D. Sawyer & Co.,-Hamilton,Pnt. Whttee!fti^Ptoropi9en *

5S2r VttSS^SÂ32,'S
Catalpa Speeioe* Seed, jj! 

Forest and ^Evergreen

R. DOUBLAS à SON.
Waukegan. I/L

MANUFACTURERS OF

<1 L.D.S.” ENGINES,
Awarded FIRST PRIZE, 1885, at Provincial Fair, Lindon; 

Central Fair, Hamilton; and Northern Fair, 
Walkerton.

DEDERICK’S HAYePRESSES."

|J§j|§|
• Manufactory at 90 Coder* Street, Montreal, P. Q * 

Address far drcutorP.K.DEDERICK*CO~Albeav.h ■

“Grain Saver” | “Peerless” - I
«SEP RATORS.

• Pitts ” Horse-Powers, for 4, 6,8,10 and 18 Horses.
Tread Powers, for 1, 2 and 3 Horses.

Light Separators, for Tread and Sweep Powers.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

|

243-b

CE-IG-AISÆ B"5T 3VC^-OBCI3SrEm"Y".

DeLATAL’8 CREAM SEPARATOR.
OVER 4,000 IN USE

) -IN-

EUROPE,
EXITED STATES,

■ ise-rsMÿsris
De La va1 Cream Separat- 

F ora work extremely weU.
■ They offer great ad van t- 

ages to the dairy intereete
|------- by their economy, quality

and Increased quantitv of 
butter produced, and the 
great advantage to farm
ers to have only to send 
thtlr milk once a day to 
the factory. The process 
of working Is very simple; 
however. It would be a B good plan for anyone 

■Silk about to establish a oream- I -'it cry to serve a few days’ 
1 apprenticeship to save 
I himself unnecessary ex- 
I pense. I believe It essen-I tlal to Its proper working 

to procure a go d engine
■ and to have a competent 

man to set up and start
; the machine.
v‘

TV
V: - 8Ult 

* usin
■F- Separators during one and 

RHS a-half months, from 1st 
Sept, to Oct, 16th 1 re- 
celved 207,42a lbs. of milk, 

v and have manufactured 
9,643 lbs. of butterfrom It, 

n which gives an average of 
2U4 lbs. mUk to the pound of butter. could ”ot obtain this resulr by any 
other process. 1 Invite any persons de rous of establishing a creamery to 
come and pass a few days at my factory, and I will give them all the informa
tion and lessons they want, free of charge.

Frank Wilson, Esq.:
Dear Sir,—I having bought 

and used the first Centrifugal 
Cream Separator in Ontario, 
take much pleasure In giving 
you the following facts:

I bought a Burmelnster & 
Wain Machine, which Is the 
same as the Danish Weston. 
It did good work for a time, 
but before the end of the first 
year it had cost me over ($200) 
two hundred dollars for re
pairs, and would not work 
satisfactorily, so I put In a 
D-Laval, and have given It a 
thorough trial, and find It does 
Its work to perfection. I will 
recommend it to all, as any 
boy or girl can run It, and 1 
must say that nothing short of 

first-class machinist can 
the Burmelnster &

i

AND
: CANADA. !

1
i 1

V !
A

va
manage

I hâve seen the De Laval 
running now the second year, 
and it has not cost me ($2) two jg-j
dollars for repairs the whole 
time, and is doing as perfect 
work as ever.

I also find that the DeLaval 
will work at its best by setting 
it level on any ordinary 

/ and the Burmelnster v
requires a solid stone founda
tion. The foundation for Any 
Burmelnster & Wain cost me

I dothe largest cream trade in Canada, as'well‘as manufacture butter and 
cheese, and I can with the DeLaval Separator, make a better sampleof cream 
for a city irade than can possibly be done with the Burmelnster & Wain, and 
equally good f 'r butter. , . ,

All parties wishing to buy Separators are invited to come to my p ace In the 
centre of the City of Hamilton, and see the Burmelnster & Warn and the 
DeLaval working side by side, and draw their own cone usions.

Yours truly, W. G. WALTON.

» g
l

The following is the re-3 following is tne re- 
I have obtained by 

uslnv the DeLaval Cream
V-tIn

or,
ain-r'AS

!

I E. DESMARAIS. !1 Wyoming, Ont., Oct. 10,1886.
Dear Sir,—I have now used three DeLaval Cream Separators dally for five 

months. They are running nicer to-day than wren we first started, give the
w__nnt net 5th 1885 - highest satisfaction, and have not cost me one cent for repairs except toWyoming, Ont., Oct. 5tb, 1885. “EtwJ„,u belts. After they are put in motion in the morning my

Dear Sir,—My decision has been formed for some c^Lthp daughter aged 15 years can run them until we put through 6.600 lbs. milk; Inafter due consideration (having used the Burmelnster » Wain machine for the K they will be hard to beat. Anyone Intending to purchase a

bkssssmsffiaesraarasss s-msriMw;,;yss«
aa1 ”■*”"* ,o r."sB‘" m*.‘ «2- ! ‘,c“• -1’ *jo»» Ætley

The Judges of the gtua’ English Dairy Fair, lll?L(lei1'1nln Jmv nolnt c”vered’b? attnaVshparato’""'!!^’’'.’ iftbohlgheiureoommendatloD for eu>—ri- 
DANJSH machines, resulting in favor of the DeLAVAL phol"t co^C pee|^ and their end .rsement clinches the evidence of the great merits and
ority In construction, operation and results that any implement has ever receivea,^anu cl“«,rafford to be vthout one. They say, also:” n regard to the 
advantages of this most useful of all d-iry appliances. They state that no b r maaer^can the |)eLaval was far ahead of its opponents, and quite

DeLAVAL CREAM SEPARATOR CO.
THANK WILSON. General Manager for Canada. 18 St. Peter Street,

I

343,aW.W. CLIME, .?r., Agent, LISTOWEL, ONT,

■*
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March, 1886ttà TIMER’S ADVOCATE.j; THE94
Stock 'Tiïloiea.

il

PETER R. T. A MB & CO., Mr J. C. Snell, of Edmonton, has a «de of

ShSK“î^''~^î K— *
Son Brantford. Partie* derfring first-class 
stock should write to John Hope, Manager,
B IL Beith k Co.’s, Bowmanyille Ont., which 
gives fall particulars of their choice Clydes- *
^B Lord k Bon, of Sinclairville, N. Y., 
riving particulars of the Holstein stock which 
they till offer for sale at Grand's Repository, 
Toronto- on March 30th. Those desiring to 
procure some good Holsteins should attend this
“ÏÏ. Cook & Sons, Anltsville,Ont, reportthe 
following sales of Holstein Fnesian cattle : gSu^bl. Burns, 513 H F. R R, to A R.

I Kidd, Warsaw, Ont.; bull, Ldrd Byron 4th, 
233. H. F. H. B., to H. Campbell, jr., Inger-
S°Mr?W. A. Schoemyli Mildmay, Ont, offers 
for sale, on March 9th, some choice imported 
Clydesdale horses. See advertisement in this 

' issue. Our readers who are In quest of first 
class stock of all kinds should consult our ad- 
▼ertiaing columns.

Henry ‘ ,

srj
one ram and two ewes to Capt Maofarlane, 
Parry Harbour, and two yearling ewes to D. F.
L Campbell, Vannleek Hill, Prescott ; also six 
Southdown ewes to the English Çraaog Co^, 
Parry Sound ; one Berkshire boar to Wm. k 
Geo Thompson, Eden Mills, and one ditto to 

I Duncan Gilchrist, Puslinch. ______ _

'!

FERTILIZERSi

r:!

l!
!»

TORONTO, CANADA.Ii\

'

fiI
ill itWH1

243 b
■ tr SEND FOR'CIRCULAR.v'

I h

hS»l»i( (i
■ !» V 'asm Arkell, Ontario, has 

One Oxford-down
Arkell,

jtli

I1
m best selungtool onII
illit

II
ill Notices.

The Ontario Pump Co.’s catalogue is^bef^^
Subjects the soU to the action of aSteel Crusher and Leveler. and to t^^t^”K'I^veUng IS™MveHzfne I thef are8manufacturing and testimonials from

BSSKaitaBSiaaMasarfc---.--—.• b.îsÆr ™d

. NASH & BRO.,
the publication of the Farmer’s Advocate.
You can easily get one new subscriber ; you 
could give him one or two plants and have one 
or two left for yourself. Get your plants from 
the best stock. See cut in this issue and our

PrlAGooi> Record —In the seed catalogue of 
J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, Mass., page 10,

, , is found the following extract from a letter_ot
with quality. Our fac- ?wen^nê’ys“ehave uU Ld »nd

^ U . _ _ I always to our complete satisfaction.’ In our

tories are running 12|^sï^?”“hM^TK”?~.» .u . 
.hours per day to keep 
up with orders, 'which 

are constantly increas
ing. Catalogues Free.

1i m

ill
X- II

I'# »
•7

:jj
harrisburg^psnn

N.B.—“TILLAGE IS MANURE ” and other Essays sent Free to parties who name this paper. 242-d

I r High Grade Organs at 
[low prices consistent

r

1 i ,tft
i■ :■

7 1
l!

I
Wire fences should always be built on andge 

about twelve inches high, with a slight ditch 
on each side, which saves one wire, prevents 
the snow from injuring the bottom wire, sheep 
or other stock from being injured by comingm 
contact with the barbed wire. Iron and wire 
will in due time become the almost universal 
fence of the country. Mr. E. C. Jones, ol 
Hamilton, is making great improvments in 
this direction ; his fences are meeting with gen
eral approval by those that have seen them.

We mention a few of the most reliable 
Seedsman’s Catalogues that have been received: 
J. A. Simmers, Toronto; Wm. Rennie, Tor nto, 
Geo. Keith, Toronto; Steele Bros, Toronto, 
Jno. A. Bruce, Hamilton; J 8. Pearce London,

* Wm. Evans, Montreal; Peter Henderson, 27 
Colborne St, New York; James J-H. Gregory, 
Marblehead, Mass; James Vick, Rochester, IN. 
Y.; Geo. Leslie & Son, Toronto, Nursery StocK, 
Pratt Bros, Nurserymen, Rochester, IN. ï•. 
Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y., Frmtana 
Ornamental Trees; Allen Mayer, Nureeryman, 
St. Catharines; W. W. Hilborn, Small Fruits, 
Arkona; A. M. Smith, Nurseryman, St. Gate- 
arines.

! I

i !f I ! I

'

P Br i

: Î W. BELL & CO
Guelph, Ont

i •
•»

:

ORGAN(
l .

BRANCHES AT
Hamilton, Ont.; St. Thomas, Ont. 

and London, Eng.
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i xTr,^

O:
the Dominion of Canada as theAdopted by the Government of

WI60N.STANDARD
should command your preference :

The Intrinsic cost and vtiue of It is at least ÜO Bî2^^“t“ynothonl7i^deIfrom Uie’besL^aretony^eieo^’an^thoroughly seasoned timber and best

ÏÏÆîœi.îf?iïÜttSm<.ffi *— ».g^rg^atK‘BîÆ>5LcTuaîîîg,ÔS,?*ftmit.a.
«*$ OO.»

240-

X»IMPROVED PRIZE LIST FOR MARCH, 1886.
I

MMt^« SSSSüWà^WÆS.Î""
Names, Accompanied with Subscription Price, SI for 

each New Name sent in.
I

■
U. The following articles will be all sent by mall, postage pre-pald. The trees will be gopdplants, cut bacs, 

leaving good roots, thus ensuring good growth the first season, and will be carefully P*™"™; .
Subscribers who have not the time to secure the requisite number of names to entitle t y

as many as they may require) of the following articles, can obtain the same by remitting the 
set opposite each. These are supplied to Advocate subscribers only.

No. of New 
Value. Subscribers.

\

No. of New 
Subscribers.

Value

1 PHàS^SfE:
ltoba : also three of the Alder, or 
Ash-leaved Maple trees; they are 
well adapted to all parts of Canada; 
they are too seldom met with, but 
should be planted : they appeared 
the most thriving and most beautiful 
of deciduous trees that we saw thriv
ing in Manitoba......................................

One of each of the following varieties 
of Grapes, the hardiest and best ap-
Hs&sjssrawssss «.

One plant each of' the best Apple and 
the best Crab Apple adapted to our 
northern latitudes ; see particulars
in future issues ...........................

one package of the earliest maturing 
Field Corn offered this season ; see
future Issue............................................

1 One package of a new and highly ap-
proved Cabbage ; see future Issue. . 60c

i two plants of the latest Improved and
highly commended Raspberry........... ouc

4 One dozen plants do.; see future issue $8 00
1 Two plants of the most Promising

new Strawberry; see p, 41, this issue, ouc
4 One dozen do.......... .................................. $2 00

One package choice assorted Vege- 
tables.contalnlng many of the latest 
and most approved varieties............  »»

2 Large packages and greater variety do $1 00
1 One package varieties choice flowers. 50c
2 One larger package and larger num-

of varieties do...................................

Two strongmants^of Black Walnut

timber tree we can grow; see cut 
and description In Feb. issue, p, 34,
and this Issue, p. 66.............,...............

Four small plants Black Walnut.. 50c
Two plants largest variety of Sweet 

Chestnut, on trial ; seejf. 355, Dec’r. 50c 
Four cultivated Sweet <
Two Catalpa speciosa;

November Issue.........
One Niagara Grape vine; one-year old

plant..See voL 20, p.81........................
One do.; two-year old plant..................
One Empire State Grape vine; one- 

year old. See page 2, vol. 81............
One two-year old do................................
These are the two most valuable new 

Grapes that are offered this season, 
having a great reputation.

Two small plants Ampélopsis Veitchii, 
or Japan Ivy; see p. 353, vol. 20. ..

One strong plant do.................. ,............
A very few of these plants have as 
yet been Introduced Into Canada, 
and the price charged by some deal
ers has been from 75c. to $1.50.

Most of the above list is best adapted 
to Western Ontario.

1

50c BBJpK and TELE MACHINE1

This is the most perfect Machine manufactured in 
Canada ; manufactured with or without brick at
tachment. Highly recommended by all who have
U^Tou^vüî please refer to the following parties who 
are using it and purchased last season :—Chas. Pratt, 
London; Peter McIntosh, London; H. C. Rider, 
Nilestown; Robert Myers. Stratford; James Kerr, 
Alisa Craig; R. D. McCormack, Watford; W M. 
Dobey, Glencoe; John Hich, Stratbhurn.* Alex. 

50c Stewart, James Nichols, Frome.
Send for Descriptive Circular.». DAKVILL & €o„

LONDON, ONT.

uts....... 50c 50c
page 332,1 50c 1 :

2 $1 00
1 50

1 00
Address-503

60c 243-a

1 5 0c
50c1l

L 1
£HAND,i

i
tHt CLOSE.I1 >B

ii Among the following wülbe found the
reels, that will be very valuable to 

subscribers in our northern lati-

B
P

. $1 00 A RE MANUFACTURING THE MOST PRR- 
/\ feet Fire Extinguishers to the market. I Vis the

least expensive way of putting
OUT FIRES KNOWN.

It Is simply a glass bottle filled with a liquid that 
generates gases when broken into the fire, that kill 
it almost instantly.

Every factory, every mill, every business house, 
every home should be supplied with these goods. 
Price $9 per dozen.

For further information, circulars, etc., address

n our 
tndes.•e *We disposed of all our 

For their bene-
il

flt and thTtne^f toe Advocatk, we select toe most valuable and the most promising n^w varieties

from toe most enterprising and honorable propagators, dealers an th is by gend1ng Id
having toe first of any valuable variety In any section. The cheapest way to procure them by sending

a few names of new subscribers.
Address the FARMER’S ADVOCATE, London, Ont.

>f
in
i-

le
d:
o;
*>; GLOBE FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO,n; LOVETT S GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE

1.» hook of 70 Pages, with Illuminated cover, embel

cÏÏn Ootén Raspberry, Lawson-Comet Pear.^'SvSr^M varietTe. o7other fralie, ^d mstruc.
ÎÎ^LnVmt'L'ttwTrtcre'iorT^àid",^ a”o 
directions so clear that even a novice ^
what and how to older. Price, with colored plateal *

27 64 and 66 Dundee street, London, Out.
There are some fraudulent companies 
endeavoring to palm off their goods as 

being same or similar to ours, etc. We give warn
ing that all Infringements on the patent will be 
prosecuted and all purchasers of the same are liable 
and unprotected. If you want Fire Bittogulshers 
buy only the Globe ; it’s toe best made andjrou are 
protected.
Correspondence invited.
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thorley food

------MANUFACTURED BY------

EmpireHoise and Cottle Food Co., Mitchell, Oil
The only Food Co. In Canada ever awarded “A 

SILVER MEDAL” by the Provincial Association 
of Ontario.

In constant use at the Model Farm since 1881- 
last shipment of 500 lbs. on 29th Sept., 1885. Used 
more extensively by leading feeders than any other 
preparation. Invaluable for horses, fattening cat
tle, milch cows, calves, sheep and pigs. Numerous 
testimonials from prominent breeders. We grind 
our own Ingredients and guarantee their purity 
which is done by no other Food Co. in Canada. If 
you cannot get our food from your dealers, send 
direct to the mill. Do not be deceived bv dealers, 
who may wish to sell you an inferior article. Price 
at the mill $5.25 per 100 lbs., less quantities at higher 
rate. Cash must accompany all orders.

We also manufacture an excellent Poultry Food.
240-e

T
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DAIRY SCALES.
SPECIAL FAMILY SCALES, 

COUNTER SCALES,
PLATFORM SCALES. 

HAY SCALES,
&C., &C.

Quality, Accuracy and Beauty 
of workmanship unsurpassed. BUSINESS COLLEGE

IN CONNECTION WITHiURROI, SIMM1 HUE WOODSTOCK COLLEGEHAMILTON, ONT.
243-yas WOODSTOCK, ONT.

The College has been thoroughly reo rganized and 
placed In the hands of a most able staff of teachers 
(including two who have been principals of similar 
and successful Institutions). Course most thorough 
and practical. Fees very moderate. For full In
formation, address^-

243-bORGANSI ORGANS I N. WOLVEBTON. B. A,
Principal Woodstock College.

I. & F. P. CURRIE & CO.
Superior Design and Workmanship.

Every Instrument Warranted 7 Years.
100 Bruy Nun St., Montreal,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SOFA. CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.
A LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND. 

IMPORTERS OP

man Cement, Water Lime, Plaster 
of Paris. Borax, Wilting.

J

Tie “KARN ORGAN” MM 841-yChina, Clay, etc.

Agricultural Savings & Loan CompanyEN pro TI3B T7VO: Xi ■:*COMPETITION O:
LONDON, ONTARIO.

President—WM. GLASS, Sheriff Co. Middlesex. 
Vice-President-AD AM MURRAY.Co.Treasorer

- $600,006 
- . 575,000

- 61,000 
- . 1,339,000

SEW FACTORIES COMPLETED.
Subscribed Capital, 
Paid Up do.
Reserve Fund,
Total Assets,Awarded Silver Medal and First Prize Over all Competitors at the 

Dominion Exhibition, Held at St John, N. B., 1883.
Received the Only Medal Awarded Cabinet Organs, Toronto Industrial

Exhibition, 1883,
Awarded Silver Medal, Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1881.

Awarded Three Diplomas and Two First Prizes, Dominion Exhibition,
Montreal, 1883.

These with many other Medals, Diplomas. Prizes, Ac., place the “KARN ORGAN” ahead of all 
others We call the attention of the public to the facts above. We manufacture Organs suitable in style 
for Churches, Parlors, Schools, Lodges, &e. Send for Circulars and Prices to &4-y

The Company issues debentures for two or more 
years in sums of $100 and upwards, bearing interest 
at highest current rates, payable half-yearly by
C°eS-Executors and Trustees are authorized by 
law to invest in debentures of this Company.

For information apply to
JOHN A. ROE.•29-ti

Ontario V eterinary College
TEMPERANCE STREET, T»EOMT*.D. W. KARN & Co., WOODSTOCK, ONT. The most successful Veterinary Institution in 

America. All experienced Teachers. Fees, ruty 
Hollars per Session. Session 1885-8 begins Oct. 21st. 
jpply to the principal, PROF. SMITH, V. S., Edin., 
TORONTO, CANADA. 217-7

T N. ANDERSON, M. D< 
W M. C. P. S. Ont.—Eye 
an Ear Surgeon, 34 James 
St. Hamilton, Ont. Dr. 
Anderson gives exclusive 
attention to the treatment 
of the various diseases of the 
EYE and EAR.

CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED

The excellent record of this Engine as 
the years roll on has brought it so 
prominently in favor that the suppl » 
has not been equal to the demand, 
but we guarantee a full supply for 
1886. AGENTS WANTED IN SOME LOCALITIES.

It Is licensed by all Insurance Co’s 
and has proved Itself to be the most 
durable.

yF~ The Engine for the Northwest is 
made to burn either coal, wood or straw. MRUPartners, procure a Genuine White 
ThreshingEngine »t the Forest City 
Machine Works, London, OnL. Can.
6EGR6E WHITE Proprietor and Manager rf f V jjnHIpD
H. B. WHITE. Supt. of Machinist Dent. 
A. W. WHITE, Supt. of Erecting Dept. 
HUB. J. WHITE, Secretary-Treasurer. 
F. J. WHITE, Assistant-Secretary.
The engines maybe seen at Y an Tassal’s 

foot bridge warehouse, Belleville.
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